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PJu!a1elphia r2o-llefe 0-0
ateo-pathic A1elicil'le
DEPARTMENTS
The Academic Research
team works hard to make
PCOM a leader in
resear~h and development.

The activity center staff h
the tough job of keeping
PCOM community fun and

The Alumni Relations group
does a great job of helping
current students network with
those who came before them.

The Admission s staff m akes sure
PCOM's student bod y rema in s the
best of the best!
14 Departments

The Biochemistry
team gave us our
building blocks ...

Need some money or a
new ID badge ...the
Bursar's OHice is always
there to lend a hand.

The Bookstore staff is
wonderful when it comes to
finding the latest textbooks
and board review books.
Departments 15

Pizilarlelpizia c2allere at
ateapatlzic Ate£idne
DEPARTMENTS
\Ve could ahvays count on the cafeteria for ,
endless atnounts of coffee and snacks to help
us through those long days of lectures .

Cambria Healthcare Center:
Serving the community of
North Philadelphia

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The Clinical Education Office
kept us on our toes throughout
3rd and 4th year!
.
I
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The Dean's
Office ... for when your
naughty and nice!

~--~
\
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Obb:i&utiun J7erllicej .. .nut/un '
letj nuwhere withuut them!

• • • • • • • • • • •

The Educational Media
staff always comes to the
rescue!
Departments 17

Pizilalelpizia {!allefe
aj ateapatlzic A{elicil1.e
DEPARTMENTS
Financial Operations:
Keeping us healthy
financially

PCOM
Graduate Medical Educa
continuing the commitme
to life long learning

MAINTAINING GREAT STAFF

Lancaster Avenue Healthcare
Center: Aiding the people of
West Philadelphia

18 Departments

Keeping PCOM clean an
beautiful: The Maintenan
StaH.

G

ing PCOM
d informed is a tough
onderful Library Staff!

Marketing alld
COlnll1Ullications: Pl1ttillg
I rCOM's nall1e Ollt tllere

~ITeleMlnlnUnieafiohs

Depat'hnehf - maintaining
0111' feMnoIogy
,...-----,

~
--=---.
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):JflLlalelplzia C?o-Ilefe 0-6
ateo-patlzic ;l{elicine
DEPARTMENTS
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Neurosl~ nce, Physiology and
keepin

armacology:
ur neurons excited!!
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Physician Assisstant Studies creating quality P.A. 's
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Pathology, MiettJbiology
and 'mlnllhtJlogy make the
wtJlld go 'fOIInd!

The President's
ORice:
Our Fearless Le~"'·m.-tt:'

Psychology

\

\

Department - counseling th \
community

RO~(IJtJI'OCll"" "eaIfh~ ~enfl!#' -

suppotfing the Maha)'Unk and
Ro~gharea

Registrar's Office provi11di11g be11i11d-t11esce11es support for us.
Departments 21

f-Jfufarlelplzia (?allefe at
ateapatlzic: Afelidne

gullt"van (?(}unty
-I/ealthcate c?entet

DEPARTMENTS

2etllin.tf the tutal po-pula:tio-n.

,tap(}tte,

o

0-0
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0
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at would we all
WI
theFAB FOUR
in Student Affairs??
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2004

Tilllclinc

April 2 - Pope John Paul II. the first fX?n
Italian pope. dies after a lon& stru&&le Wltl
Parkinsorrs disease

Au&ust 9-13 - Orientation week ...a. Phil!ies
baseball same. a pub crawl. settlln& Into
n ew housin&. Bettina to know our
classmates. and our white coat ceremony

APril I 4 - D.O. Day on the Hill - D.O. student~
(includin& many from our c/~ss) an(
phYsicians from around the nation trave
to Capitol Hill and lobby for healthcarE
Au&ust I 3-29 - The 2 0 04 Summer OlYmpic issues
Games are held in Athens. Greece
April 19 - Pope Benedict XUI is elected
Au&ust 16 - First day of c/ass .. .in the May 17 _ Marvin Pustin&er and his wife
anatomY lab
Pam. celebrate the birth of their dau&hte.
September 2-24 - Hurricane Ivan dama&es Alexis Marie Pustin&er
many areas includin& the Southeastern US
October 27 - The Boston Red S9x det.eat
the Cardinals in the World Series (first
time receivin& the title since 191 8)
November 2 - Geor&e W. Bush is re-elected
President. defeatin& John Kerry
November 4 - Madie D. Hartman &ives birth June 9 _ Dr. Robert L. Meals. our belovec
to Grace Noelle Hartman in the middle .of Professor and Chair of the Department 0
SPOM finals. Here she celebrates With Radio/o&Y. passes away
friends
June II - Scott Shainker Bets en&aBed tc
Undsay Gehrke
July 9 - Lauren Du&an marries Cl)ristophej
Cipolloni in Blue Bell. Pennsylvania

November 8 - US. troops launch an attac~
on Falluiah. the stron&ho/d of the Iraqi
insur&encY
November II - The Palestinian leader
Vasser Arafat dies
December 26 - The 2004 I [Jdian Ocea.n
Earthquake causes devastatln& tsunamis Au&ust 7 - Peter Jennin&s. ABC's Wor/(
that kill over 225.000 people in South Asia News Toni&ht anchor. passes away fron
complications of lun& cancer

2005

Au&ust I 5 - A memorial is held at PCOM il
memory of Dr. Meals

January 14-18 - Sacrifice 2 Save - we raised Au&ust 23-30 - Hurricane Katrina. (
money for the tsunami victims
cate&orY III storm. hits the Gulf Coast
February 6 - The New En&land Patriots September 23-24 - Hurricane Rita furthel
defeat the Philadelphia Ea&les 24 to 21 damaBes the Gulf Coast
in Super BouII X X XIX
38 CLass TimeLine

October - Sacrifice 2 Save - We raise almost May 5 - End of year picnic celebration at
$12.000 for the American Red Cross to aid Belmont Grove Picnic Area where we
those afflicted by Hurricane Katrina
watched our class cO(}Quer over the 1Sf
years and PA students in powderpuff
October 26 - Jill Friedman. Amy Little football8ames
(Nolan). Marissa Oller. and Abby White run
in the Nike Women's Marathon in San May 19 - Student vs. Faculty Softball 8ame
Francisco
to support The Haitian Health Foundation
November 10 - We anxiously aulait our fate May 20 - Melinda Mueller and Eric Marzolf
for the next two years. as the J 8roup 10ffo 8et married
is held in Zedeck auditorium
- Kristie Pullan and Rob Chandler 8et married
November 16-22 - A 8roup of our
classmates travel to Mississippi to help
those affected by Hurricane Katrina
November 26 - Jaime Flemin8 and Eric
S10tkin 8et en8aBed in Riffenhouse Square
December 5 - Sacrifice 2 Clothe - We
collected nearly 100 baBS for the Salvation
Army to donate to the victims of Hurricane May 26 - Jessica Patsolic 8ets en8aBed to
Katrina
Andy Kepchar

2006

May 30/31 - Many of us take COMLEX
Step 1

June 8 - Gardasil. the first vaccine aBai(JS(
HPV. is approved by the US FDA with much
February 7 - The OMM Department protest from conservative 8roups
announces the new fellows - Danielle
Campbell. Kristofer Feeko. Michael Lowney. June 12 - First day of rotations ... yeah. we
and Kelli Youn8
are finally out of the classroom!!
February 10 - The first annual date auction June 22 - Marc Johannsen and his wife
is held at PCOM. Dr. Vladyka 80es for a celebrate the birth of their son. Aidan
whoppin8 $300
Jordan Johannsen
- Chris CaicaBno and his wife celebrate the
February 10-26 - The 2006 Wi(Jter OlYmpic birth of their dau8hter Julia CaicaBno
Games are held in Turin, Italy
_, ...
March - The American Medical Student
Association announces the election of Jay
Bhatt as the 2006-2007 National President.
the first DO student to hold the position
April 8 - 1st annual PCOM EAST Beer
OlYmpics
June 24 - Julie Sanico/a 8ets en8a8ed to
APril 21 - Our last day of classes - Dr. F08el Shaun Johnson at the Inner Harbor in
does (JOt ktJO«l whom to call on as we all are BaltinJOre. Maryland
"the student in the red shirt'
April 26 - Follies is held aBailJ. but this year
our classmates. Leslie Cayco and Kory
Stotesbery. produce the show. Watch out
for those "Fellows' Mike Barakat and Adam
Mehrin8!
July 1 - The University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine bans all pharmaceutical
company promotions from all of their
campuses
C/,ass TimeLine 39

July 28 - Nicole Mattheuls receives a Master
of Science in CounselinE and Clinical Health
Psycho/oBY from PCOM. She is the first
person to complete this Braduate prOBram
as a dual-deBree student

December 30 - Marissa Oller and MikE
Cramsie Bet enBaEed
December 31 - Jaime FleminB and Eric
Slotkin Bet married in Blue Bell. PentJSylvanic

2007
January 15 - Jason AiisanBco Bets enBaEe(
to Marcie Massaro (DO '07) at thE
Philadelphia Art Museum
AUBust 4- - Erin Durkin Bets enBaBed to February 3 - Melissa Shaya Bets enBaEe(
Patrick Jeffers
to Robert ManBo/d
September 3 - Scott Shainker and Undsay
Gehrke Bet married
- Kelly Donnelly and Benjamin Mueller Bet
married in East Syracuse. New York

March 3 - Desiree D'AnBe/o's boyfriend Tin
Donovan surprised her with a proposal
Their weddinB is planned for May 1O. 200~,
in Cape May.

\

October 27 - Madie D. Hartman celebrates April 5 - Andrea Read and her husbanc,
the birth of Joshua Stephen Hartman. who Nathan celebrate the birth of their SOl
came durinB the last day of her SurBery Edward BoYce Read
rotation
May 5 - Jason Bravo AiisanBco and Marci.
November 3 - Amanda Twiford Bets married Beth Massaro (00 '07) are wed in Readin£to Jonathan Bowman
Pennsylvania

~

December 1 - Kimberly Neutze Bets
enBaEed to Christopher Heaney at Mountain May 23 - Kate Stampler (00 '07) and Bria/,
Branch in Maryland. The weddinB is beinB Minarcik Bet enBaEed in Taormina
planned for May 23. 2009
June 1 - Timarie LeBel and Christophe,
December 2 - Brent Schoenfeldt Bets RayburB Bet married
enBaBed to Kathryn LYon at Brasserie
Perr ier
December 18 - Mike Williams Bets enBaEed
to Rachel Whitlock. They will be BettinB
married two weeks after Braduation in
Newark. Delaware
June 2 - Lauren Cordes Bets enBaBed t,
John Flynn. They will be married on Octobel
17.2008

40 CLass TimeLine

June 2 - Erin Durkin and Patrick Jeffers eet November 6 - Michael Nutter won the
married in Kent. Ohio
eeneral election for mayor of Philadelphia
November 11 - Pam and Marvin Pustineer
celebrate the birth of Alaina Marie Pustineer

June 4 - Michael Hanzly proposed to Aislinn
ScarbinskY in Silver Lake. New York
June 16 - James Perry and his wife Aneela December 12 - Military Match Day!
celebrate their weddine

January 3 - Primary elections beein for the
Republican and Democratic Presidential
nominees
February 1 1 - Osteopathic Match Day!
July 6 - William Greenhut proposes to
Sharon Silberlarb and she SayS "yes!"
March 20 - Allopathic Match Day!
July 7 - Patricia Jann eets married to Jason March 22 - As of this date. there have been
Thomas
3.992 VS troop confirmed fatalities in Iraq
AuBust 9 - Jennifer Won and Christopher April 1- 1 1 - ProPaPa Missions APril BriBade.
Grilli Bet eneaeed in St. Lucia
a eroup of classmates travel to Honduras
to provide medical care
AuBust 1 1 - We mourn the unexpected
May 3 - Melissa Shaya Bets married to
death of our classmate. Ross Breitbart
Robert ManBold
October 6 - Sarah Vnderwood eets married - Julie Sanico/a and Shaun Johnson Bet
married
to Brian McElroy
- Marissa Oller and Mike Cramsie Bet
married
May 23 - Our last official day of rotations
May 2B - Graduation rehearsal. class photo
and barbec1ue
May 29 - Commenceme{Jt Dinner Dance at
October 20 - Jessica Patsolic and Andy Drexelbrook in Drexel Hill. Pennsylvania
Kepchar Bet married
June 1 - Comn>enceme{Jt ceren>ony at the
November 4 - Chris Calcael>O and his wife Kimmel Center ...Coneratu/ations Class of
celebrate the birth of Lauren Calcael>O
200B!

July 1 - First day of internship ... another
chapter beeins ...

C/,ass TimeLine 41
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MATTHEW SCHURE, Ph .D.
Pmidmt and Chit! E:ucutivt Ojfiur
215-871-6800
215-871-6814 FAX
mschure@pcom .ed u

E-MAIL

June 2008

PCOM

Dear Class of 2008:
No words are adequate to describe the pride we feel in your extraordinary
accomplishments. The entire PCOM community, therefore, joins me in extending
heartfelt congratulations to you - PCOM's 117th osteopathic medical graduating
class. It has been a great privilege walking life's journey with you.
Your osteopathic medical education will provide you with the greatest gift
human existence has to offer· the knowledge that the lives of others have been
made brighter by virtue of your presence in them. As you touch mind, body, and
spirit to promote healing in others, I hope that your life will be filled with joy and
purpose. Please know that you will always be part of the PCOM Family. We hope
you will stay in touch and look forward to sharing many successes with you in the
years ahead. Each of these successes will add to the venerable 108 year old record
of achievement in fulfilling PCOM's teaching, research and healing missions. With
each new success, you will create new opportunities for the wonderful PCOM
students who succeed you.
We wish you all the best, always.
With warmest regards,

Matthew Schure, Ph.D.
President
MSllml

4 180 C ITY AV EN UE· PHILAfJELPH IA
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KENNET H ]. VEIT. DO, MBA. FACOFP
Smior Via Pmidmt for Acadullic Affairs and D(an

215-871-6770

2 15 ~il71-6781 FAX
kenv@pcom.ed u E-MAil

PCOM
Dear Colleagues:
In my welcoming letter to you in July 2004, I stated "The next step in your academic life
is the realization of many years of hard work, sacrifice and dreams". In your Class
Vision Statement, you addressed your famili es, peers and mentors, patients, the health
care profession and the community at large. Each of these groups has already taught you
much without you even realizing it.
Yourselves and Your Families - You realized the privilege in your next step when you
donned your white coat. Your families have sacrificed much and have been your
foundation these last four years. Their understanding and support have sustained you
through "the next step".
Your Peers and Mentors - How much you have learned from them both academically and
personally through working as a team. Continue to foster the relationships you have
established as they will sustain you in your career as an osteopathic physician.
Your Patients - You have been well trained to be an osteopathic physician. Use the skills
you have been taught to treat your patients with care, understanding and respect.
To Members of the Health Care Profession - Being a member of a team is of utmost
importance. No one can do this job alone. Keep the words of your Vision Statement
forever in the forefront. Build on that "atmosphere of respect, trust and professionalism".
To Your Community - Keep that promise! Be as good a physician as you can be.
Educate your patients, be a role model and a good citizen. Your patients are your fellow
mankind! Giving back to your community is a privilege that you have earned through
many years of hard work, sacrifice and dreams.
Your dream has been realized! You have completed that "next step"!
As each class leaves PCOM , I charge them with the challenge to serve your patients well ,
for they have entrusted themselves to you. I could not be more proud of each and every
one of you and look forward to our continuing relationship as fellow PCOM alumni.
Good luck and God's speed.

1emany,

K(!:ddpre~nt~,~:.t?
Senior Vice
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Dear Class,

It has been a true privilege to serve you as class chair these past four years. You put an
incredible amount of trust in me, and I will forever be grateful for the opportunity you gave me
to represent us all.
Our class was fortunate to have numerous individuals step forward and assume leadership roles
throughout these four years. We all owe a huge debt of gratitude to our SGA representatives, our
scribes, booth operators, distributors, J-group leaders, club leaders, yearbook editors, and all the
other countless individuals who helped move things along smoothly and wonderfully throughout
our time together.

When I think about the next phase in our lives, I feel an overwhelming need to take pause and
reflect on what we've just been through. Because -let's be honest for a moment - what we've
just been through is pretty remarkable. We spent two intense years together in class, cutting up
dead bodies, suffering through practicals, sitting through endless lectures, and hoping Dr. Fogel
wouldn't calion us. And then we spent two intense years in hospitals, cutting up live bodies,
feeling confident in our physical exams because they were easier than the practicals, looking
forward to noon lectures, and - dare I say it - hoping to be called on by an attending because we
knew the answer.
We've changed, all of us. And with that change comes the awesome responsibility of being
given the opportunity to care for others. Like you all gave me a chance to serve you four years
ago, so too has PCOM given us a chance to serve others.
And it is the uncertainty of how and where we will serve others that constantly drives us to be at
our best. There is no place for over-confidence in the work we do; instead let us embrace the
poverty of our own knowledge that we might continually learn, and let us use that learning for
the honest betterment of others.
Our truest potential as a class has only just been realized. And while I know that the future
brings with it much work, 1 know too that that work will have great influence on countless
individuals. J cannot wait to see what good things we will accomplish in the years to come.
Thank you all again for a wonderful four years together. It is my distinct honor to call you all
friends and colleagues - best of luck wherever the future takes you.
, .--?
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P.l. Prest,
Chair, Class of2008
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We, the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine Closs of 2008, embrace
the following precepts to guide us in out personal and professional lives:
To ourselves and our families:
We promise, as future osteopathic physicians, to hold ourselves to the highest standards
of ethical and moral character, Understanding that being part of our profession is a
privilege, we will enthusiastically challenge our horizons while maintaining a sense of
humility. We will always appreciate the sacrifice and foundation that our families have
provided in order to maintain the balance of our professional and social lives,
To our peers and mentors:
We will inspire each other to work as a team os we set aside our differences to learn how
to best care for our patients, We will foster supportive relationships in which we will
challenge each other to develop integrity, patience, leadership, humility, and a mutual
respect for our peers and mentors, We will strive to maintain the same enthusiasm that
we possess today as we progress through our professional careers. We will hold each other
accountable as we embody the osteopathic traditions.
To our patients:
Working within the precepts of osteopathy, we will strive to provide the highest level of
medical care for those who come to us in need, We will treat each patient as an individual,
We will establish a shared trust while simultaneously upholding and respecting their
distinctive cultures and beliefs.
To all members of the health care profession:
Reciprocity is our theme, We will go beyond the roles of traditional hierarchy and
acknowledge each team member's contribution, We will work together to leverage the
diversity of ideas. We will build an atmosphere of respect, trust, and professionalism for all
care providers and include the patient within the health care team.
To our community:
We promise to serve our communities as physicians, educators, role models and citizens,
upholding moral and ethical standards to the highest degree, We will be cognizant of the
plight of others through a willingness to give back to our communities, We will embrace
the honor and privilege to act as leaders within our communities, establishing a
relationship founded upon honesty and trust.
As osteopathic physicians we are committed to the growth of the osteopathic philosophy educating our colleagues, community, patients and families. We commit our selves to the
enrichment of the health and well-being of others as well as ourselves,

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _IE:iIiE::::::=:::;;;;;;::::=:=::==--:- Cl,ass Vision Statement 4

46 Candids

Ab ir Adnan Abla, D.O.
Dickinson College. B.S.
Wexford. Pennsylvania

I would like thank the many people in my life
that have supported me throughout this cl-azy
journey. To my parents for their endless love
and encouragement, witho ut them I would
not be where I am today. To my father who
inspired me to become a doctor and who
continues to teach me daily what it takes to
be an amazing physician; tireless work ethic
and dedication to your patients. To my mother
for her constant fl-iendship and advice to nevergive up. To my brother, my role model, who
sets his goals high and always reaches them.
To my sisters who al-e each unique in the irown way and who make me so proud of the
amazing women they have become. To my
soon to be husband who is my best frrend
and who has always been by my side. And
finally, to my awesome friends who never- let
me forget how to have a good time! Love you
all.

tp,o ,
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Dara Beth Abraham, D.O.
George Washington University, B.A.
Philadelphia, Pe nnsylvania

To Mom and Dad: Than k you for all of your
patience and support. I love yo u both.
To Jessie and Michael: Than k you for making me
feel so tall by comparison. You are my siblings
and my best frien ds. I look to you for not only
advice and support, but also unconditional love- especially when noone else wants to deal wi th
me.
To those who thought I wouldn't succeed: Well,
you were almost right.
To my friends (you know who you are): I love
you, you mean the wo rld to me.
To my Steven: you are my baby, my sou lmate,
my love- I will love you forever.
"The art of medicine consists of amusing the
patient while nature cures the disease." ~ Voltai re

48 Dara Abraham

A llison A. Aggon, D.O.
The Pennsylvan ia State University, BS
State College, Pennsylvania

Mom, Dad, Matt and my entire family: Thank
you for your endless, unwaveri ng love and
support throughout the years. Thank you for
always encouraging me to be myself and my
best. and inspiring me every day. I've loved
your visits to Ph iladel phia and our
'spontaneous' adventures over the last 4
years haha! I love you so much!
Eric: I'm so lucky to have you r support and
love to always kee p me grounded . It's been
a wonderful 4 years with you in Philly-all
starting with a uhaul through a hurricane! I
love you and thank you for everything!
PCOM crew: I would have never made it
through without you! Thank you for the
countless memories -from San Fran to New
Zealand, byobs to bowling, gossip to study
group - It's no fun without you!

50 ALLison Armon
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Usman Ahmad, D.O.
New York Institute of Technology, B.s.
Massapequa, New York

My family: Thank you for your support .
Without your help I couldn't have made it
through these tough five years!

Anna: I love you. You've made me a better
person. I've never been so happy ... without
you I don't know wh ere I'd be.

The Boys: You guys are all docs so you won't
see this. We had some fun times; all we need
is an AT Still party # 2!

"What if nothing exists and we're al l in
somebody's dream? Or what's worse, what
if only that fat guy in the third row exists?"
-Woody Allen

Jason Bravo Alisangco, D.O.
United States Military Academy, B.S.
Claremont, California

Marcie: My Marcie, I am looking forward to spending
my life with you. I can't wait to start a family. Thank
you for always being there for me. All my love my
Marciemarse.

Mom and Dad: I love you. Thank you for your support
and pl·ayers. Without you, I wouldn't have the
determination and values I have today. I will always
be your "Dar'ling Balong."

Ate: I love you. Thank you for the inspiration and kind
wor'ds of encoUl'agement. I have and "viII always look
up to you.

Massaro Family: Thank you for accepting me as a
brother and son.

DONE ....

Jason ALisangco 53

Bridget Cara Allard, D.O.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. B.S.
Great Falls. Virginia

"Fo r yesterday is but a dream
And tomorrow is only a vision:
But today well lived
Makes every yesterday a dream of
happiness,
And every tomorrow a vision of hope.
Look well, therefore, to this day."
~Sanskrit

proverb
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Natalie N icole Al lman, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh. B.S,
Deer Park, New York

First and foremost, God.
"Thank you for mak,ng me so wonderfu Iy comp.ex!
It IS amazing to t h nk about:
Psalm 139:14
In loving memory of my beautiful mother.
I can never forget the tokens on Iofe you ef; me
It is your Spin! that forever drives me to be the best I can be
To my Grandma. Grandpa. and M, Abuela.
Words can't express what you have given me Your uncond tiona o,e and
encouragement IS Insurmountable. the best any granddaughter can rece ,e
Thanks for always canng for me from afar
To my family.
I'm truly blessed for those moments of support and reassurance
It's because of you I can Inspire others to fol ow the r dream
To'al of my fnends.
'HOWUDOING'
Stuck by me through :n ck a~c. t' ,.,
Thanks for being more than a fnend In my head', b,,: more of a
Ife. Wishing you the best and to be 'ore,er b essed

'r e,.,d

'or

To my felio" classmates of 2008.
Ya,1 We dd It
E, ery great ach e, ement "as once cons dered "TlP~'SS t '"

- Unlno"n
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Ashl ey Mariel A ltman, D.O .
Salisbury University, B.A.
Florham Park, New Jersey

Mom - You always said you deserve part of my degree, and I
agree. Thanks for your continuous support and
encouragement.
Dad - Thanks for always letting me know how proud you are
of me, It means so much.
f\lanny8 Papa -You mean the world to me, and I am so
grateful to have had you behind me every step of the way.
Dustin - I am so proud of your accomplishments. Continue to
'/lork hard and you will persevere.
Anana 8 Austin - My little loves. I can't help but smile every
time I see your precious faces. I love you!
Jenny & Michele -Thanh for keeping me sane, and for being
the friends that can tell me when I am not. I can't imagine
the last four years without you.
KDC 8 KJD - KJD: My couch husband and 'vault: Thanks for
putting up with all the pink! KDC - My baking partner. Thanks
for always being there and 'understanding: I'll miss you both.
To the rest of The Girls' 8 'The Guys' - Who else could have
gotten t1E to go camping!? Thanks for all of the amazing
memories. I wish each of you the best ... WE DID IT!!

~'-iM . ~.D.O.
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Jeffrey Thomas Alwine, 0,0,
Hofstra University, B.A.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic MediCine, Cendicate
Exton. Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: I want to first thank you for all that
you have done for me during these four year-s, I
truly could not of made it through wrth out you
guys, I can not thank you enough for the support
you gave me emotionally and financially. I am truly
lucky to have par-ents like you, You believed rn me
f!"Om day one and this degree is your-s as much as
it is mine,
Kelly: I can't thank you enough for- being by my side
these four years and backing me 100% in whatever
I wanted to do, Thank you for all the sacr-ifices
you have made: you ar-e my best fr-iend and I can't
wait to spend the rest of my life wrth you, I love
you.
Scott: Thanks for being a gr-eat brother and fnend.
you have always been a !"Ole model for- me through
our years growing up and today.
To all my fnends & Class of2008: Thanks for making
medical school fun, I couldn't have made it wrthout
you guys, Congr-atulatlons to everyone! Your hard
wor-k has paid off.

Jeffrey A~wine 57

Lisa Mae Ashe, D.O.
Chestnut Hill College, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

To my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ: Thank you for
making the impossible possible once again.
To my family: Thank you for your love, support. and
your prayers. I couldn't have made it with out you,
you've been my strength. I love you Mom, Dad,
Marcel, Ty and Selena.
To Ashley: I love you and appreciate you for being
my best friend!
To Cindy, Tina, Brian: Wouldn't have been the same
with out, we survived!
To 53 ROTP: What can I say, you ar"e my
inspirations!
To my friends: both past and present, you have left
your" impr"ints on my heal"t and I thank you as we .
To my Cambria crew: best rotation ever, I will miss
you guys most of all!
Finally, To the class of 2008: Congratulations, I will
miss all of you. We did IT!!!

LisaAshe 59

Nicholas C. Avitab ile, D.O .
The Pennsylvania State University. B.S.
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania
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Melissa Jean Bail ey, D.O.
Spelman College. B.s.
O hio Stat e UniverSity College of Public Health. M.P.H.
San Diego. California

"For the vision [drea m] is yet for an appointed t ime and
it hastens to t he end [fulfillment]; it will not deceive or
disappoint. Though it tarry. w ait earnestly for it. because
it w ill surely come; it will not be [delayed] on its appointed
day. " Habakkuk 2:3
T he vision of becoming a doctor has sUl"ely come to
pass. It would not have happened without God and
without all of you. Mom. D ad. liz, Larry. Stephone.
Grandma Lill ie, Grandma Ida. U ncle Robert. Cousin
Gloria. Cousin Howard. Vacinda, and the rest of the
crew. You supported me before medical school and
dUI"ing it w ith your wOI"ds of encoUl"agement. prayers,
resources. patience, and love. I am excited about what
we all will do in the future.
Than k you t o all of my friends hel"e and miles away.
mentor s, ch Ul"ch families. classmates. and teachers. We
have been through many challenging and mter"estlng
t imes. Your support and love also w ill not be forgotten .
I look fo r ward to see the new Visions we have come to
fl"ultion.
To all. continue to dream. trust God and pursue them!
Your dr"eams will surely come to pass.

MeLissa B aiLey 61
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Jennifer Anne Banzhof, D .O .
Villanova University. B.S.
Allentown. Pennsylvania

To my fam ily: Thank you for your support and
unconditional love. Mom , t hank you for always
doing what you can to make t hings easier. Dad,
t hank you for alw ays saying t he right thing. Abby
& Becky, you have been an inspiration to me. I love
you all.
To Mike: Than k you for your love, patience, and
listening to me talk about orthopedics non-stop.
You mean so much t o me.
To Stephanie: Thank you for your friendship, for al
the laughs, and for picking up the phone night after
night. Medical school would not have been the same
without you.
To Mike and Justin: Thank you for being there for
me, making me laugh, and fOI-cing me to go out on
a Friday night when I would otherwise be studying.
To my classmates: Congratulations! I couldn't have
asked for a bett er group with whom to go through
t his. Thanks for all the great memones!

Jennifer Ban z haf 63

Michael Anthony Barakat, D.O.
Grove City Coll ege, B.S.
Buffalo, New York

My thanks ...
To Jesus, for filling my life with eternal purpose; "Whatever you
did for one of the least of these brothers of mine, you did for
me."
To Uncle Mark. your model of the tireless physician who fought
the good fight until you had nothing left inspires me still. My
only regret is that we will never practice our profession together
on this earth. Your vision lives on in me.
To Mom and Dad, You've given me more than just your genes
(which I must say. I've rather enjoyed). You always made sure
I never left the house without my integrity. my humility, my
pants, and my hummus. I wouldn't be here without your sacrifices
and your faith.
To my brothers, you share both my passion for life and my nose.
The world is stretched out before you and I pray that you will
make it your own.
To my classmates and colleagues, for making something which
isn't supposed to be fun (medical school), and turning it into
four of the most ridiculous years a man could have. There is no
one I'd rather do battle with than you all, and allow me to be
the first to say that the world will be a much better place in
your hands. I'low go and cure cancer...
Congratulations Doctors!

64 MichaeL Barak-at

Linda Barnhart, D.O.
Butler University, B.S.
The Pennsylvania State University. M.S.
Rochester, New York

To my family: Thank you for the
unconditional love, guidance, and support
that you have always given me. You have
been with me every step of the way,
helping me to succeed and instilling in
me the confidence that I am capable of
doing anything I put my mind to. Thank
you for believing in me. I love you!
To my husband: Thank you for being the
most understanding, loving, patient, and
supportive husband I could ever want. I
could not have done it without you by
my side. You have been my pillar of
strength . Please do not ever doubt my
devotion and love for you. I love you!

Linda Barnhart 65

April Bauguess, D.O.
Salisbury University, B.S.
Forest Hill, Maryland

These past fo ur years have been a journey I will
never forget. From the first day of orientation to
graduation, I have learned so much more than
just medicine. I have met many inspiring individuals
that have motivated me to becom e the person
I want to be. I would like to t hank my family and
friends for being at my side du r ing these four
years of ups and dow ns. To my mom, you are
my hero. To my family, thank you for your support
and encouraging me to follow my dreams. To my
friends, thank you fo r being there when I needed
someone to listen an d for all the fun t imes
together.
What lies behind us and w hat lies before us are
tiny matters compared t o w hat lies within us.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Think positively. Attitude plays a t remendous role
in our well being, as well as our ability to fig ht
disease. - Dr. Ben Carson

66 ApriL Bauguess

A drian Clayton Bell, D.O.
Mansfield Universitya, B.S.
Ephrata, Pennsylvania

Amanda - My wife and best friend. I cannot thank
you enough for everything you have done for me
these past 4 years. I know I haven't made It easy on
you with all the studying, but it's finally paid off. We
both know I wouldn't have made it without you. I
love you so much!
Mom and Dad - Thank you both for all of your love
and support thmugh school and life. You have both
taught me more than you'll ever know.
Ben and Colin - Thank you guys foi" always bemg
there, and helping me get away from school when
I needed it. You don't know how lucky I am to have
brothers like you.

FI"iends - You all know who you are. It's been a tough
ride these past 4 yeal"s but we made It! Who would
have thought we would have made it this far. Thanks
fOI" all the great times we had, I'll nevel" forget you
guys. I guess PCOM East Isn't Just a bunch of partlers,
we're doctors!

Adrian BeLL 67

Brian Walter Beluch, D.O.
George Washington University, B.5.
Hartsville, Pennsylvania

68 Bria n BeLuch

Jarrett James Bender, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University. B.S.
Patton, Pennsylvania

Thank you God for giving me the strength, courage, and
wisdom in achieving this honor. Without you, Lord I will
never be able to heal your people's mind, body, or Spirit.

Robin: Thank you for your love, support, devotion, and
prayers. I would have never achieved my dream If It wasn't
for you. During these past few years, our love has grown
stronger through the hardships we faced. You were the
cornerstone that kept me together. I will forever love you
and owe you for your sacrifice.

Mom: Thank you for your words of encouragement,
prayers, and love. Without your patience and wisdom
in our conversations, I would have never survived. I could
not ask for more from a mother. I love you.

Dad: Thank you for youl- sacrifice, prayers, and love. You
t aught me to work hard and lead a life of humility. Thanks
for putting your dreams aSide to see mine come true. I
am proud to be your son. I love you.
Family and friends: This degree IS dedicated to all
of you and all it symbOlizes.
"True happ,ness ... ls not attarned through self-grat ficatlon.
but through fidelity to a worthy purpose."- Helen f-:eller

H·g~/ b . a.
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Nicole L. Bendock, D.O .
Univer siTy of the Sciences in Philadelphia. B.s.
Univer sity of t he Sciences in Philadelph ia. M.s.
N esquehoning. Pennsylvan ia
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Courtney El len Bennett, D.O.
West Chester University. B.s.
Berwyn, Pennsylvania

Courtney Bennett 71

Jennifer M. Berarducci, D.O.
University of Notre Dame, B.A.
Eldersburg, Maryland

To my family - Thank you for always supporting me with
my hopes and aspirations. I love you.
Mom and Dad - I could not have done any of it without
you. Thanks for listening during the many long phone
calls home over the years. I truly appreciate all that you
do for me.
Tony and Chris - Thank you for being such amazing role
models. I would not be the person I am today without you.
Shea - Thanks for always being there for me and for
reminding me about life outside of medicine. I love you.
I cannot imagine this journey without you, and I look
forward to the many good times ahead of us.
Andi and Nate - Thank you for being such great friends - and for being so encouraging and caring over the years,
and thanks for accepting me into your family third year!
II
Liz - Thanh for being so supportive and for all th e fun
times ... crashlng prom, NY, shopping trips, and more.
Class of 2008 - Congratulations!! Best wishes with your
medical careers and with the rest of your lives. I hope th at
we cross paths again.

72 Jennif er Berarducci
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Ashley B. Berkley, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University. BS
Meyersdale, Pennsylvania

AshLey BerkLey 73

Jay Bhatt, D.O.
University of Chicago. B.S.
University of Illinois at Ch icago School of Public Health. M.P.H.
O rland Park. Illinois

"Be the change you wish to see in the World "
-Gandhi
I want to take this opportunity to thank my
mom, dad, and siste r (Kinjal) who have helped
me become successfu l in medical school and
the type of parents who ultimately su ppo rted
my desire to work fo r social change. I was
fortunate to have people like Adawg,
Davekumar, Jared, Gautham, and Sanjiv in my
life whom I consider family as well. He and his
family help me get through the tough times
the first couple years. I thank organizations
like AMSA, APHA, PNHP and my mentors
through the years who were and continue to
be instrumental in shaping my growth, values
and commitment to the very best in public
health and patient advocacy. Tha nk you
Reesha for always being at my side. Jai Shri
Krishna.
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David Pedro Bica, D.O.
Providence College, B.S.
W oonsocket, Rhode Island
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Peter Frederick Bidey, D.O.
Duquesnse University, B.S.
Ph iladelphia, Pennsylvania

,.
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Graig E. Blevi ns, D.O.
Gloucester Community College. A.S.
Rowan University. B.S.
University of the SCiences In Philadelphia, M.Sc.
Norwalk, Ohio
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Jeffrey Scott Bolger, D.O.
Momgomery County Community College. AA
Eastern College. B.A.
Temple University. Post Baccaulaureate Program
Horsham. Pennsylvania

~ cA . ~,D.o .
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Andre Joseph Bonnet, D.O.
Saint Joseph's University, B.S.
Sparta, New Jersey

Thank you Mom and D ad fOI- you r
love and SUPPOI-t alo ng the w ay,

Thank you M ai fo r al w ays being
thel-e .

.
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Michelle Marie Boudrea u, D .O .
Assumption College. B.S.
Drexel Medical School. M.S.
Granby. Connecticut

Mom, Dad, and Jennifer- thank you fo r all your
love and support. I th an k God everyday for a
family who cares as much as you do. Whether I
needed emotional or financial help or advice, you
were always there. I appreciate you and will love
you always. See you in the funny papers! Shawnyou are my rock. You stood by me through all the
studying, hardshi ps, and tears during medical
school. I would not be the same without you.
You provided motivation for me every step of
the way. I love you and look forwarding to starting
this nell'l chapter of my life with you. My cats,
Caramello and Stickers, have provided me with
much joy since I adopted them. I love them both
and their companionshi p has co mforted me
throughout the years. I thank God for all of my
relatives who have passed on. I think of you often.
Aunt Elaine and Grammy-I hope you are watching
over me and that I have made you proud. I love
you! I thank God for everyday in medical school,
no matter how stressfu l. His strength has gu ided
me so that I can now make a difference in people's
lives.

80 MicheLLe Boudreau

Amanda L. Bowman, D.O.
University of Delaware, B.A.
Royersford. PennsylvanIa

To my husband, Jon: I could not have
gotten to this point in my life and in my career
without yOUI" unconditional love. patience. and
support. You have filled my heart and my life
with laughter and fun. You have been there for
me during my late nights studying. my freak outs
before exams. and the long hours during I"otations.
I want you to know how very much I love you,
and without you, this accomplishment would not
be possible.
To my Mom and Dad: Mom. you taught
me so much about hard work and determination.
but above all. you taught me how to be a good
person with a kind hear-t. I could not have done
this without you! Dad. thank you for all of your
unconditional love and suppor-t along the way. I
am very lucky to have you both as parents!
To my family and friends: Thank you all
for keeping my head grounded. my heart full. and
my house full of laughter! I love all of you so much.
To Jess and Jen: We did It! I am so thankful
to have had you two over the past four years
...you made medical school fun! I love you girls!

Amanda Bowman 81

Jacq ueline M. Braden, 0.0,
New York University, BA
Northampton, Pennsylvania

My sincerest thanks to:
My parents: For surrounding me with limitless love and unconditional
support. for teaching me by example to be compassionate and generous
and for emphas,zlng the Importance of education and continued learning.
My sisters: For loving me despite my many "quirks," for making me
·tough." for making me laugh, and for being my dearest friends.
Zachary: For traveling this long, twisted road with me, for your
continued friendship and love (oh yeah, and for my Louis bag:) )Wherever
this lifetime takes us, I know we will always be connected and important to
each other.
Jill: For getting me through medical school (Quite literally, I think we both
know I would have missed a test or two, maybe even boards if you weren't
there), for helping me through some crazy times and listening to me cry,
and for being the big spoon sometimes (even though I'm clearly bigger). I
love IOu, my parasite!
Julia: For our big chance meeting in India, for changing my path in life, for
those man/ nightes of yoga and sushi, and for exemplifying what it is to be
a genuinely dedicated physician, (and I'm sure Diego would like to thank
Jasper for the crazy nights 0' love'n!)
USa: For being a phenomenal counselor and friend, and for catching the
pvp bug With m~. Youare gOing to be wonderful in your future career! I am
so grateful for you and I am so proud of you!
Krls and Jess: For being there in times of crisis and times of crazy fun!
'Ne may not talk everyday, but I know that I can call either one of you and
not a moment will have passed. Thank you for be genui ne and loyal friends.
The Masters of the Universe: For being parners in CrIme, for
being so much fun, for providing comfortale places to lay my head at night
and for not minding when I can't seem to keep my drink in my glass! And to
Vate In particular, thank for being my piece of family In town. You take such
good care of me and make sure I'm well fed and not getting myself into too
much troubl~ ... our mothers would be proud! :)
For those fnends and family that I haven't mentioned individually: I am so
blessed to ha·.;e so many people in my life that have made me into the
person I am. My accomplisments have not been achieved alone, and that
has not gone unnotICed. Thank you!
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Joh n Braut, D.O.
University of South Carolina, B.S.
Cherry Hill. New Jersey
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As I think back about my four years of medical
school. I cannot help but think of the wonderful
friends and family that I have been blessed with.
Mom and Dad: Throughoutmy life you have always
challenged me to do my best. YOUI" love and
support for me in all my endeavors cannot be
matched. I love you and have you to thank for
everything I have in my life. To my four big sisters.
thank you for always setting a good example and
leading me in the right direction.
Doug and Emily. I will never forget the support
and understanding you have given me over the
last four" years.
Mike. Aislinn. Bridget. and Kate. I could not have
done it without you guys. You ar"e the best!
And to my wife. Heather. thank you for everything.
There is no way I could possibly put into words
what you have done for me ovel" the last four
years. You are my everything and I love you!
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Kelly Bray, D.O.
University of Michigan.
Chicago. Illino is
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B.S.

In Loving Me1110ry
of
Ross Evan Breitbart
July 7, 1981 August 12, 2007
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Dean Mark Brewer Jr. , D.O.
United States Military Academy at W est Point. B.s.
Lagu na Hills. California

The last four years at PCOM have been
an amazing journey. I will never forget
all th e crazy t imes in the anatomy lab,
classroom an d even Old City. To my
Mom , Dad an d my brothers David and
Dan iel, I app reciate all the support and
love that you have given me. I could not
have don e this without you. I want to
thank all my frien ds and classmates for
makin g the experi ence a memorable
one. I especially wan t to thank all my
closest fr iends from t he 54's, you know
wh o yo u are. I will never forget all the
good t imes and laughs that we shared
together. To all my mil itary classmates,
I look forwar d to serv ing with you.
Good luck to everyone in the class of
2008 and congratulations.

86 Dean Brewer
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Alexandra Mari e Bufo rd, D.O.
Richard Stockton College of New Jersey, B.S.
Mays Landing, New Jersey

A verse from my favorite poem "Phenomenal Woman " by
Maya Angelou
..... Now you understand
Just why my head's not bowed.
I don't shout or jump about
Or have to talk real loud.
When you see me passing,
It ought to make you proud.
I say,
It's in the click of my heels,
The bend of my hair,
the palm of my hand,
The need for my care.
'Cause I'm a woman
Phenomenally.
Phenomenal woman ,
That's me.
i would like to thank all those that have been w ith me on
this journe/: my mom & dad, my brother Dave, my sister
Tai, my grndmother, aunts, uncles, and cousins . to my
closest friends and Sorors ... Thank you! ! To my cousins
that were shot and my uncle that was murdered during
my 3rd year here ...no matter how busy I get I think about
you guys. I am so happy to end this chapter of my life and
wish you all the best as we start yet another chapter. God
bless!!!
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Cynthi a A. Buono, D .O .
Temple University. B.A.
Thomas Jefferson University. M.S.. M.5.P.H.
Medford. N ew Jersey

To my friends and family: Thank yo u for your endless
support.
Mom, if I could have just half the strength you have I would
be more than okay. I could never express in words just
how much your love. support and altruistic sacrifices mean
to me. Thank you mom. I love you. I truly could not have
done this without you!
Dean. Chris and Lee. you have taught me more than you
know. \Vithout the three of you, I would never be as tough
and focused as I am today - I love you for your humor,
protective nature and support! I am so proud and fortunate
to have three amazing brothers like you.
f<im. you have been like a sister to me. Your understanding.
support and friendship through the years helpe d me
through many trying times - your friendship is priceless
and I thank you for believing in me.
Dad. please keep watching over me; guide me to make the
right decisions in life and in the care of my patients. I wish
you were here to see this - this degree is for you dad! I
am humbled and beyond proud to be in the company of
such an amazing DO.
Andrea. we have been through more than words could
summarize and through this. we have proven our re silience.
I have been blessed to have all of you as my family and
friends. Again, I thank you. appreciate, and love all of you.
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Julie Ann Caffrey, D.O.
Salisbury University. B.S.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine. M.S.
Bowie. Maryland

Attending medical school is no easy
task. It takes ded ication, hard work
and a life long comm itme nt . Many
times, th ro ughout medica l scho ol, I
have had to choose betw ee n family
and schoo l. I have m issed out on
birthdays, weddings, fun erals, and
house-warming parties . But thr-ough
it al l, my famil y and fr-iends have
s up pol~ t ed my decisions and stood
by my side . FOI~ t hese reasons, this
gr~aduation is ded icated to my fam ily
and friends. I love you all. T hank you
fo r~ believing in me. My pr~om i se to
you is to be a great surgeon and to
take cal~e o f my patients the w ay I
w oul d my own family.
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Christopher J. Calcagno, D.O.
UniversiTY of The Sciences in Philadelphia, B.S.
University of The Sciences in Philadelphia, Pharm.D
Jamison. Pennsylvania
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Jermaine A. Campbell, D.O.
Florida Atlantic University, B.A.
Barry University, M.S.
Miramar, Florida

"Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where
there is no path and leave a tra il".
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Mom, you've been here with me from the start. and you
never lost faith in me. You are my strength. I love you!
To my brother Renaldo! GOD gave me twenty SIX years
with you. I know you are in t he heavens watching over
us. I love and miss you. Eternally, we will be together again.
To my little brother Jonat han! You're growing up fast. I
hope I have a set a good example for you to follow. Keep
your head up, and walk in faith. Love you bro!
To Michelle! You've been there with love, and you gave me
the most precious gift a man could ever receive from a
woman , a child. Love always!
To my son Trace , I love you dearly with all my heart. You've
brought me joy and I am proud to call you my son. Daddy
will always be here for you.
To t he rest of my family, I thank you for your continued
support. I know I'm the Introvert of the clan. but the
great ones always are. Just kidding!

LJ.

D.
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Anth ony Paul Cardile II, D.O .
W est ChesTer University. B.s.
Cochranville. Pennsylvania

"There is a t ime in every man 's education w hen
he arriv es at t he co nvi cti on that en vy is
ignoran ce; t hat imitat ion is suicide; that he
must take himself for better, for worse, as his
portion; that t hough th e wi de universe is full of
good, no kern el of nourishing corn can come to
him but through his toi l bestowed on that plot
of ground whi ch is given t o him to till. The
power which resi des in him is new in nature
and none but he kn ows w hat he can do, nor
does he know until he has t r ied."
-Ralph Waldo Em erson
I would like to thank my pare nts for always
being there for me. Nothing would be possible
without you Mom an d Dad. To my fia ncee ,
soon to be wife, and best fri end Vero nica for
being beautiful and making me laugh. Thanks
to my brother Mark for preve nting me from
geting fat. Finally to my frien ds, Jeanin e, Dino,
and Jason for keeping life inte resting.
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Jennifer Kath leen Carey, D.O .
Bucknell University. B.s.
West Chester. Pennsylvania

Tim. I could not imagine surviving medical school without
you. Whether convincing me to go for a run. take a bubble
bath or have a Klondike. you have always known just what
I needed. I am so happy and so proud to be called Mrs.
Timothy Carey.
Mom & Dad. I want to thank you for always believing In
me. and for helping to shape the person I have grown to
become. You have been wonderful role models over the
years.
Kim. you are my sister & my best fnend and I Will always
cherish our year together at the Bala. Girl's nights & sushi
will forever hold a special place In my heart
Jason. it's been so fun to \<\Iatch you grow and "mature"
over the years. You have always been able to put a smile
on my face! I hope we'll be seeing you often In GA.
KeVin. I have loved being close enough to come to your
games and will miss having you right around the corner.
Guess It means you'lI be taking some road tnps when
you get that license, And the teeth!
Good luck to all the Grads!
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Leslie M. Cayco, D.O.
University of California Berkeley, BA
San Diego, California

MOM: You're the strongest w oman I know. Huggie
huggie kissie kissie. I'll make strawberry pie for you
anytime. I love you, Nanay.
DAD: Thank you for being so proud of me and for
keeping me safe. I want sinigang na manok. I love you,
Tatay. Go Padres! Go Chargers! Go Sycuan!
HONEY: Hi Honey Bunny, you want Pup-peroni?!
CHITO: You are my brother.
MARK: Where is catwoman? I like your sheets .. .see
you in the car!
STEVEN & CHRIS: I'm very proud of you both. If
you're reading this, you better be in California!
PHIUP/lABl: I am so glad you followed me out to
Philly. You've been my family out here and I'm eternally
grateful. I'm so happy you've found true love. Long Live
Gertrude! Go Barons!
LEAH: Thanks for being my best girl bud out here.
CCity is way better than OCity! And yes , you are
extremely fat. Let's have a low-key night out! *wink*
KRiSSYPOO: Wear your helmet and let's go biking!
I hate your stinky feet.
lARA: The only real woman who drinks whiskey and
scotch. 2006-Best American Thanksgiving ever. Thanks
for being my most level-headed friend in med school.
KORY: You'll never know Simpsons like me. Hope you
enjoyed all our tours of Philly. Best Follies ever 2006 !

Congratulations DO Class of 2008!!
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D. Michael Chambers, D.O.
Elizabethtown College, B.s.
Somerset, Pennsylvania

To my wife, parents, famil y and friends - I thank you
for your love and support. I am truly blessed to have
you in my life, and I love you all.
"Lord, make me a channel of thy peace,
that where there is hatred, I may bring love;
that where ther-e is wrong, I may bring the sp,rit of
forgiveness;
that where there is discord , I may bring har"mony;
; that where there is erTOr", I may brrng tr"uth;
that wher"e there is doubt, I may bring faith;
that where there is despair", I may brrng hope;
that wher"e there are shadows, I may brrng Irght;
that where there is sadness, I may bring JOY.
Lord, grant that I may seek rather to
comfort than to be comforted;
to understand, than to be understood;
to love, than to be loved.
For it is by self"forgetting that one finds.
It is by forgiving that one is forgiven.
It is by dying that one awakens to Eternal Life."
" St. FranCis
/'"

\.

Hooty - I love you to the moon and back!

--7~
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Kri sten Pullan Chandler, D .O .
W estminster College, B.S.
Jamestown, New York

Jesus: To You be the glory forever and ever. I love you and
will continue, wit h Your strength, to go where You send
me.
Rob: I am so blessed to be your best friend and wife. Thank
you. What a difficult time apart and now such beautifu l
times together! You will be a great physician. Love you,
babes.
Mom and Dad: Thank you. I promise to always be a "Pullan"
who represents the Christian values you 've instilled in me.
Thanks in advance for childcare and meal preparation.
Andy: I hope I'll grow up to be half as smart as you
someday. I'm so blessed to be your friend and big sister.
Your calls and texts brighten my life. Keep up the good
sphincter wory..
Alissa: You are the one person I could not have done this
without. Your friendship means the world to me. I love
you and miss IOU so much already. How w ill I fin d my way
around when we live in different areas?
Every good and perfect gift is from above, com ing down
from the Father of the heavenly lights, who does not
change lil--:e shifting shadows. James 1: 17

~ ~D.O.
)
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Ranjana Chaterji, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.5.
Georgetown University, M.S.
Simsbury, Connecticut
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Beth A. Chekemian, D .O .
Rutgers University, BA
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.s.
Sewell. New Jersey

The true meaning of life : We are
visitors here on this planet. We
are her e for n i net y 0 1- 0 n e
hundred yeal-s at the vel-y most.
During that period, we must try
to do somet hing good,
something useful, with our lives.
If you contr ibu te to other
people's happiness, you will find
the tl-ue goal, the true meaning
of life.
-H.H. the 14th Dali Lama

r~}p·o.
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Drew j. Chi esa, D.O.
Gettysburg College. B.A.
Medford. New Jersey

Mom and Dad: Your constant prayer, love, and encouragement
have comforted and guided me in my every endeavor. Mom,
you've been my source of support and love. You've taught
me to believe in myself when life has dealt me challenges. I
could not have accomplished what I have without you , and I
am truly blessed to have a mother as loving as you . Dad,
thank you for being my inspiration and role model in this
journey to become a physician. My dreams are now a reality
because you have always believed in me. Thank you for all
you have done for me over the years. I just hope that one
day I can become as wonderful and respected a physician as
you.
Kris, Melissa, & Brett: I am truly blessed to have all of the love
and support you have given me from Day 1 of my journey.
Kris, you are my best friend and I just want to thank you
for being the best older brother anyone could ask for, Melissa,
I am so happy that you are a part of our family, and I tru ly
appreciate you ·cheering" me on these past years. Brett, my
nephew, you brought me so much happiness when times
were difficult. You are a gift to our family!
My PCOM friends: It's hard to believe that we are finished
medical school. We have accomplished so much, and I am
so glad that I made so many great friends along the way. Each
one of you have made these 4 years more enjoyable then I
could have ever imagined. Good luck to each one of you, and
thank you for all of the wonderful memories!
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Katherine Douglass Chilek, D.O.
Washington and Lee University. B.S.
Doylestown, Pennsylvania

To Mom & Dad: Did you ever think that my
Eli zabeth Blackwell book report would lead me
here? Thank you for yoU!- love and support
every step of the way. Without you, I would
never have made it this far. I love you both
very much.

I

To BAM: Thank you for becoming a very
important and wonderful pal-t of my life. You
definitely made this path worthwhile. I'm looking
forward to where our next adventure will lead
us. I love you.
To my friends: Thank you for helping me survive
the mllel- coaster ride of medical school. My
PCOM experience has been enriched through
your friendship. KJD & AMA- You made the
past two years entertaining ... cupcakes and
reality television won't be the same without
you. I know that you're both destined for great
things, but never forget to live richly!

~~]) . ~I D.O.
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Richard Choi, D.O.
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.
Drexel University Coll ege of Medicine, MMS
Madrid, Spain

Above all, I would like to thank my mot her, who has
always stood by my side. I would not be w here I am
now if it was not for your words of wisdom and your
encouraging words, which always cam e w hen I needed
them the most. I can never thank you enough for all
that you have done. I love you.
The same goes to my family who was always th ere
when I needed you and who endured my most grueling
times without complaining. Thank you, I love you .
I also want to thank my girlfriend Kamila, who never
faltered to offer the support I needed even when she
needed it as much as I did. Thank you for always
encouraging me to be my best and then making sure I
was. I love you.
I promise to always strive to honor you and make you
proud. I will never forget what you have all done for me
and my only hope is to be able to somehow repay you
someday. Thank you.
And to my future patients, I promise to always place
your interests above mine and to respect and care for
you to the best of my abilities.

~. o .
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Lauren Grace Cipolloni, D.O.
Bucknell University, B.S.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

To My Fam ily: Thank you for believing in me. You
have given me strength and confidence to achieve
my dreams. You taught me how to work hard
and to never give up. I would not be where I am
today without your unwavering encouragement
and guidance. I hope I will continue to make you
proud. Than k you for everything, I love you!
To Chris: We made it! Through all the worries
and all the celebrations you have stood by my
side. Thank you for your endless patience and
optim ism. Being with you makes my life less
complicated and more fulfilling. I look forward to
growing old with you. I love you!
To My Friends: You all have made my medical
school experience so enjoyable. Thank you for
the late nights out in Philly, for all of the laughter
you have brought to my life, and for youl'
extraordinary friendship. I'll always remembel'
your smiles and support. Best wishes in reaching
your dreams.
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Vito V. Cirigliano, D.O .
University of Scr anton. B.S.
Goshen. N ew York

To everyone that has helped me reach this point in my life.
the words on this page do not do justice to the gratitude
that I truly feel.
Mom and Dad: I could never have completed this journey
without your love. support. and constant reassurance. Mom.
you have been a pillar when I needed someone to lean on.
Dad. thank you for asking all those questions. You are a great
father and physician. but I'm even more grateful for you being
my friend.
Dom, Christy. Marcello. Maryclare. Pete. Matteo, A. and the
1's: Thank you for helping me keep perspective. There is no
replacement for family.
Christy and Jake: I have no idea how you st il l pick up my
phone calls! I can't thank you each enough for always being
there for me.
East: \II/ow. 'Nhat a ride! It's impossible to list everything we've
done but thanks for some of the best times of my life. See
you all at the compound in a couple of years.
Mary: All the late night calls. relentless encou ragement and
so many smiles mixed in between; there's no way I could
have completed all this alone. Great minds ...
Congratulations Class of '08 !

DO
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Alissa Marie Cohen, D.O.
University of Delaware. B.s.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine. M.S.
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

"In the confrontation between the stream and the rock, the
stream always wins. not through strength but by perseverance:
-H. Jackson Brown
Mom and Dad - Another milestone achieved! You've been
here during the past 27 years to cheer for accomplishments.
help me work through my failures. and encourage me to
persevere further when I didn't think I could. Your
unconditional love and support has helped me through all
life's trials and tribulations. I love you both very much!
Adam - Thank you for always being there to support me.
Even though we didn't always get to see each other or even
talk on the phone. I know you were always there ... only a
phone call away! I love you!
My Friends - What can I say .. ,what a ride t's been!
Although our Internship and ReSidency years may take us
away from each other. we'll always be only a phone cal a\\ay.!
Thanks for your unconditional support and encour'agement,
My Mentors - Thank you all for your support and mentorshlp
over my past 6 years at PCOM. From the Biomedical SCience
Masters Program. through the 0,0, Program, I am so
pnvileged to have the opportunity to \\ork With you alii
Congratulations Class of 2008!
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Lauren Cordes, D.O.
Franklin and Marshall College, SA
Havertown, Pennsylvania

.I

"Th ere is no such t hing as a self-made man. You will reach
your goals only with the help of others."
Mom & Dad- ok ... N OW I'll get a job. This "professional
student" is done! I can't thank you enough for all your
love and encouragement along the way. I never could've
made it this far wit hout your support.
Lind5- Don't let anyon e tell you "you can't" ... even if you
fall down trying. Don't be afraid of detours ... they just
make the trip more interesting. Just remember that I'll
be there if you need help and I'm proud of you no matter
what!
Mommom- Words cannot express how grateful I am for
everything you've done for me. Can you believe I finally
made It to Italy?!
John- Somehow my long road to medicine led me to cross
your path ... I never knew I'd actually be THANKFUL for
my struggles but without them we might not be planning
a life together. There's no one I'd rat her be with at the
finish line. Congratulations ... I'm so proud of you! I can't
wait for October 17th!
Thanks to all my friends for the great memories.
Looks like it's time to set some new goals .. ,

b.o
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Mary Crisolo-Pikulski, 0.0,
Com munity College of Philadelphia. AAS.
Temple University, B.S.
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
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PCOM has an Int ngulng banner which reads 'Turn Amb,t,o, ,nto
Accom plishment: Every time I pass that banner. I realize ho\\
·tuna~e
I am to have the privilege to attend medical school. PCOM has been
wonderful to me. This incredible Institution IS filled With many compass,ona:e
IndiViduals who have demonstrated concern for me In a Vanel)' of
meaningful ways. When I experienced some academiC difficulties. PCOM
provided free tutonng. When I experienced finanCial difficulties. PCOM
provided scholarship funds. I am truly thankful to PCOM for pro,; ding
me the means to turn my ambition Into an accomplishment.
Although my parents have been deceased for many years. the' endunng
Influence has remained With me. My parents gave me the co .. f,denre to
pursue my passion and purpose In life. My mother \\as an extremelv \\Jrm
and compassionate IndiVidual who made everyone feel com'ortable I' her
presence. My father was a qUiet fJlthfu fam" man ,·.ho bro"ght grea'
stability and Integnty Into our home. They are dearly missed
My husband Stan has endured great challenges. Prior to enrc ng !l 'T1edlc.1
school. we had a comfortable family life. 'Ne ,\ere able to go on al'nua
vacations and had few finanCial concerns. Ho,\ever. Stan ~ne,·. tt-at
wasn't satisfied In my current profeSSion. The thoughts of attending
medICal school would not diSSipate After consulting our pastor and
realiZing that becoming a phYSICian was God's cal on our "es. S'an
w holeheartedly supported me In thiS JOint venture. For the lirst 1\\0
years of medical school. he too~ exclUSive respons bl t) for cur so
Bobby. After our daughter Jean was born. Stan assumed a arge arTIoul'"
of responsibility for her care as ,\el . He IS a '\onderfu and OV1ng h sbard
and father.
PlaCing my trust In the Lord has g"en me great peace a"c. assurar e
Whenever I felt Inadequate for the challenges Jhead of me learrpd
to mediate on HIS greatness and provISion for my Iofe One of 'T1:r '.1'or te
B,ble verses reads as folio..... 'If ,ou make the Lord your ref ge. f
make the Most High your she:ter. no eVIl ,\ conq"e r you no p aqL.e ,.
come near your home. For he w,l order r s ange s to prote<t )OU ..... ereve r
you go. They ,,,I hold you up ",th their hands so you ,\ ~n , e'en rurt
your foot on a stone' Psalm 91· 9· 12
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Desiree D. D'Angelo, D.O.
West Chester University, B.s.
Somers Point, New Jersey

Desiree D'AngeLo III

Casey A lexandra Danielse n, D .O .
West Chester University, B.S.
Williamsport, Pennnsylvania
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Daniel D . D ay, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University. B. S.
Rochester, New York
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Samanth a A. DeCouto, D.O.
Franklin & Marshall College, B.A.
Miami University, M.S.
Philadelphia Collge of OS1:eopa1:hic Medicine, M.S.
Bermuda

Mom and dad, you have accompanied me on this
long journey and never once doubted my aptitude
to fulfill my dream. Without your unconditional
love, support and encouragement, this dream
would not have become a reality ... thank you,
Fly, thank you for believing in me and having more
confidence in me than I do in myself. Your
commitment to me and to our future has made
this journey all the more worthwh ile. I cannot
wait to explore life together!
And to my faithful four legged friends, thank you
for maintaining my sanity throughout this arduo us
journey. Your ever curious muzzles and unique
personalities never fail to bring joy and laughter
into my life. Thank you for bringing happiness
into the lives of so many children.
With all my love,
Sam
xxx

'D,G
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Stephen Daniel DeMeo, D.O.
Muhlenberg College. B.s.
Kingston, New Hampshire
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Mom and Dad: I finally made it! Thank you for always being
there for me and supporting me in whatever challenge I
took on. I would not be who I am today witho ut your love
and guidance, or your cooking and occasional monetary
donations!
My Grandparents: Whenever I ran into hard times during
these last four years I rem embered the sacrifices that you
made for our family which allowed me to make it thi s far.
Matt and Andrea: Thank you for always being there for me
whenever I needed you.
Shannon: I wouldn't have made it through medical school
in one piece without you always being there to remin d
me what is really important. You supported me through
everything, good and bad, and I couldn't have done this
without you!
My band mates, Mike, Jace and Greg: Thank you for allowing
me to live the ultimate double life. Driving to New York
City to playa midnight show on a Wednesday night may
not seem like the best strategy for success in medical
school, but "throwing down and rocking faces off' during
those countless shows got me through it all. Cheers!

Do
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Jill DePrince-Murphy, D.O.
University of Scranton. B.S.
Universtiy of Scranton. M.P.T.
Springfield. Pennsylvania
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Ryan Howard Devine, D.O.
Villanova University, B.S.
Shakopee, Minnesota

I wouldn 't be where I am today
without my parents , John and
Janet, and my sister Marin even
th ough she became a liberal.
The other person who has been
wit h me from the start, actually
two weeks before I started med
school is my best friend and love
Krist i. Final ly, I would like to
ackn owl edge the peOM East
ki ds wh o made med school as ,
fun as it possibly could be,
Where's you r can Dan Day?
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Irene Dmitruk. D.O.
The College of William and Mary, B.A.
Oakland, New Jersey

"Strive not to be a success. but rather to be of value.' Albert Einstein
My accomplishments have only been possible through the love and
support of my family and friends.
To Mom and Dad: Thank you so much for the uncondltlonal support
and the encouragement throughout the years. lowe so much to the
both of you for all of the sacrifices you have made for me. Mom, thank
you for always being there for me and always lending a shoulder to ean
on and your warm heart to confide In. Dad. your determlnatlon and
hard work has always served as an example for me and I ~no" the
person I am today IS because of you. I love you very much

:e.

To My Grandparents: I am so lucky to have all of you l' fT'l)'
You
have helped me shape the person I am and serve as my ·.eystone. You
have provided me with a link to my family s past and your lo\e and
devotion. I am thankful for and love all of you,
To Elizabeth: To my "Munchkln: to ha\e a wonderfu slster Ice )o\. lS
the greatest gift of all. Thank you for all of >our sml es. laughs, hugs dnd
love,
To My Fnends: I couldn't ha"e Imagined my peo'" e,per'ence ", tho\.t
you guys. You all became my family and I know could not ha,·e made
It Without you. Thanks for all the good tlmes ! Flag footba 1. Cabin A..
'
Puerta Vallarta. the dinners Wed nights out E"en though ,',e mo\e on
'
to start our own Journeys. we \\,11 al\\a~'s have each othc and "e ha,e
man> more great memories to come. I a so proud of e\enone o\e
you guys.
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Kelly Donnelly, D.O.
University of Rochester, B.S.
East Syracuse, New York

)
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Kevin Jonathan Donohue, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Saddle River, New Jersey

Thank you to my parents, Kim and Ryan for always believing
in me. Your endless suppo rt and love truly IS unsurpassed
and I am so appreciative.
The PSU men's and women's gymnastics team: Thanks for
being my closest fr iends. Whether it was football games, tnps
to DC. t eam reun ions or weddings, you provided me with
some of my best memories and a means to get away from
the stress of school.
Traci and Katie: W ithout your wisdom, gUidance and books I
would never have been able to get this far. I am so grateful
for our fr iendsh ip.
AMA and KDC: W O W! 4613 will nevewr be the same. I
don't think I have laughed or watched as much reality tv until
I moved in with the two of you. I \vlli definitely miSS both of
you and the crazy times we had together.
Amanda: Thanks for being my dnnklng and PSU football buddy.
Class of 2008: Thank you for making our four ,ears together
so memorable and enjoyable. I wish everyone the best of
luck and am thankful for the opportunity to ~no\\ all of you
PCOM: Thank you for prOViding me with the foundation and
tools to fulfill my dream.
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Jeannie Lauren D reier, D.O .
King's College, B.S.
Dallas, Pennsylvania
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Joseph F. Dreier III , D.O.
King's College. B.s.
Dallas. Pennsylvania
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Jennifer Anne Dwyer, D.O.
Elizabethtown College. B.S.
Harleysville. Pennsylvania
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David Alexander Dy, D.O.
The University of Georgia, B.S.
Warner Robins, Georgia

Mom and Dad We all know that I wouldn 't be here w,thout the
two of you. I'm not t alking about the whole conception and birds and
the bees thing but all those times you saved my Itfe, So. thank you for
grabbing me after I opened the car door and was about to fall out as
a curious toddler. Thank you taking the fork away from me as I looked
at the electric outlets with the Intent of causing some trouble.
Seriously, though, thank you for always being there when I needed
you and most importantly. when I thought I didn't. Thank you for
teaching me about the Importance of family and the value of being a
good person, I hope that I have made you proud, I Love You both,
Derrick Growing up together. I know It wasn't always eas\ hal,ng
me around. I always got you Into trouble and often made you upset
Looking back at the years. though. I can honestly say that I am gad
that we have become better friends and most Importantly better
brothers. I'm so proud of you and all of your accomplishments. Ne\er
forget that I love you and will always be here for you.
It's not often that people have true life-long friends. It's e\en
rarer to be able to call these friends brothers. You certainly made
growing up a lot of fun. As thiS chapter ends. I look forward :0 the
next phase of life that IS ahead of us.
My Aunts and Uncles Thank you for always making a point
to ask me If I have a gwlfnend. I'll keep you posted,
My Cousins, Looking back, It was \\orth gro\"ng up n our crazl
family. huh? All t he hghts. the laughs. the talks. and the farts·1 \\OU dn t
trade It for the world.
My PCOM friends It's gOing to be hard to mQ\e on knQ\\lng
that there won 't be a Beer OlympICS or Dodgeball game to attend
next year. I'll miss you all but I'll al\\ ays be here If you need me

EJ

-Try not to be a man of success. but rather to be a ro'Ian of vall.( - Albert Einstein
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Sallee Eckl er, D.O.
Georgetown College. B.s.
St. Louis Universit y. PhD.
Louisville, Kent ucky

I can remember the first day I stepped foot on PCOM 's
campus. Everything seemed so unfamiliar. Who knew that
it would become such a sweet home. When you start out
on a journey like this you never know what will be around
the corner. I'm so grateful it was all of you...
To the PCOM family: Thank you for making PCOM such a
wonderful place. It has been a true blessing. Dean Veit and
Dr. Woodruff, I could not have picked better mentors, thank
you!
To my SGA peeps: What crazy times we had. You all are
amazing and inspiring. Thank you for your dedication and
friendship!
To my BFs: Danielly, you' re like my sister and always will be.
Bridge, A is, Kate, and Em. What would I do without you
girls?! JB, Michael, Feeko, Tony, Demeo, and Philip, you all
are the brothers I never had. Thank you for looking out for
me and making me laugh uncontrollably for four straight
years!
To my precious fam: Thank you for teaching me about the
greatest healer of all - my Heavenly Father.

\Nhat a sweet journey this has been and it is on ly the
beginning ...
I love you all!
Sal
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Nne ka Udonna Ekunno, D.O.
Xavier University of LouIsiana, B.S.
Saint Louis University, MPH
Saint LOUIS, Missouri

Heavenly Father, your loving kindness and promises
towards me endul-es forever. Chineke di mma! Lord,
you blessed me with loving, suppol-tive parents, Chief
Dr. J. O. Ekunno (Nwachinemelu) and Mrs. Irene
Ekunno (Ochendo) who taught me to trust and obey
God. Than k you for my siblings-Ijeoma, Chidilim,
Okechu kwu, Ifeanyi and Brother Churchill and all
their prayers, hugs, encouragement, teasing and
laughter. Lord, you blessed me with wonderful friends
at PCOM- Emilia (Madame Upper Darby), Princess
Loliya (The hottest Calabari Chick), Millicent (Nana
Tiwaah), Sister Melissa Bailey, Chiazom (Onye nkuzi),
Brother O lu and I can't forget Mercy A.A. Akomeah
(Maame Akomaa). From SISLE IZZ BAM to studYing
fo r boards, dancing all night, sharing the Word, and
listening to Selase's 419 stol-ies; you used them and
others (Moji, Mal-ie. Natalie. Ifeanyi. Jovan, etc) to
bless my life. You sent me angels like Sylvia. Angle,
Kathryn, Gina, Sonni and kept me close to my STL
homegir-ls. Tramaine (Tina). Rose (Soror Rosarrta
Beans), Andl-ea (Ms. Tookie), and Ms. Shelra L. Hill.
Continue to mold and gUide me so that my life and
career will glol-ify your Holy name and bless others.
In Jesus' mighty name, Amen.
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Risa L. Farber, D.O.
Ithaca College. B.s.
Drexel University College of Medicine. M.S.
Homer. New York

"When I go home and turn
off my light, I know I did
my best".
-Princess Diana

Thank you so much for all
your love and support,
Derek, Mom, Dad and all
of my friends and family.
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Gregory Ferenz, D.O.
University of Delaware, B.A.
Newark. Delaware
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Sharon Elizabeth Ferguson, D.O .
The Pennsylvania STate University. B.A.
Wynnewood. Pennsylvania

To Brad : Thank you for being the love
of my life. The most important thing I
learn ed in medical school is that having
yo u by my side makes any challenge
surm o untab le. You are the world to
me. I love you to pieces.
To W at son: My littlest man. You're my
li ttl e mir acle and I love you more
everyday. I can 't wait to watch you
becom e t he aw esome person I know
you'll be.
To my Mom: Thank you for being my
fri end and for teach ing me that I am
capable of doing w hatever I put my mind
t o. I love you !
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Tann a J. Ferrara, 0 ,0,

II
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The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
The Pennsylvania State University, M.S.
State College, Pennsylvania
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To my fellow Class of2008 PCOMers, we finally made
it! I can reme mber st anding in line in Evan hall
basement with A shley during orientation to get my
first PCOM pict ure, Fast forward 4 years and we're
in Rowland basement getting senior portraits taken,
trying to figure out where we'll be after graduation,
It 's been a fun and crazy four' year's, and I can
defi nit ely say I'm glad I had all of you to go through
it with me, I think we all turned out to be excellent
doctor's and I can't wait to call you up for consults
and help in the future, Congrats and Good Luck!
To my family and friends, thanks for your laughs, love,
and support, I'm finally Dr, Tanna Banana, at your
service, I'd say feel free to call me up if you need
anything, but you already do, I couldn't have asked
for a better family,

-;.=- ,,-
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"How did it get so late so soon? It's nrght before It'S
afternoon, December rs here before rt's June. My
goodness how the time has flewn, How did rt get so
late so soon?" . Dr. Seuss
"Today was good. Today was fun, Tomorrow rs another
one." - Dr', Seuss
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Nicole Michelle Fields, D.O.
Hampton University, B.s.
Hampton University - The Graduate College, M.s.
Norfolk, Virginia

Matthew 5: 5,7, 8 NIV

Blessed are the meek, (or they will inherit the earth;
Blessed are the merci(ul, (or they will be shown mercy;
Blessed are the pure in heart, (or they will see God
To my Mommie ...
It seems like it was yesterday you were taking me
to the summer science enrichme nt programs
because I had set my mind on becoming a physician
so early in life. (SMILE) Now look, your "only ear
of corn" is a doctor! You know the people at work
are definitely going to be sick of you bragging.
Thank you for not only being my mother but
my best friend and counselor. I don't know how
much I would have made it through the past four
years without you. I LOVE YOU SO MUCH MY
HOI'-IEY!!!
To my Friends and Family...
Thank you so much for your love and su pport
through the years. Your prayers, calls and email s
have certainly allowe d my journey to seem
effortless.
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Michele Leigh Finkle, D.O.
Franklin and Marshall College.
AnnVille. Pennsylvania

B.S.

Mom and Dad - Thank you for always encouraging. loving.
and guiding me throughout my 26 years (Ah! How old does
that make you guys? hehe)! I love you.
Mike - People may think we are like night and day, but I really
think you may understand me better than most people.
Thank you for always understanding, and always making
me laugh - Love you!
Nana and Papa, my guardian angel- the best grandparents ever!
Keith - My rock, and my best fnends. I love you.
My girls - I really don't remember my life Without each of you
in It. I survived medical school thanks to you! Lets Just sa> I
never once had to eat lunch, or go through anything alone.
When is our one year reunion?? XOXO
SpeCial shout out to "my other half - I don't know how V\e
weren't friends first year, but you are truly the sister I never
had. Love you With all my heart.
'East boys - thanks for always keeping my SOCial calendar
packed and for keeping me laughing, even at 3am the I'lght
before an exam.
I refuse to say good-bye to any of you. so here's to ""any
more memories to come. I \\lsh you all success!
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Ant hony J. Forgey, D .O .
Virginia Commonw ealth University, B.A.
Virginia Beach, Virginia
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Ashley L. Forystek, D.O.
Liberty University. B.S.
Baltimore. Maryland
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Jennifer Elizabeth Franceschelli, D.O.
W esT. Chester University, B.s.
Old Forge, Pennsylvania

My Family
The people who believed in wh en I didn 't believe in
myself. It is because of you that I am wh o I am today.
You've stood by me through the good, the bad, and
the ugly (aka Boards). I wouldn't have been able to
do it without you. Not only are you the perfect
example of genuine kin dness and generosity but
you are unbelievably modest. You are my heroes.
My Friends
I'll never forget Margarita Mondays, sharing stories
about "Scranton", managerial positions at McDonalds,
and of course my "awesome" lab partners at Table
40. And I'll never forget the late night pep talks, last
minute road trips, and all of our "good" stories. We
may be miles apart but I take a little piece of each of
you with me wherever I go.
Special Thanks
I want to thank all those who can't be with us anymore
for watching down on me. Your words of w isdom
have touched me in a way that I will cherish forever.
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny
matters compared to what lies within us."
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Erik Christopher Freelan d, D.O.
University at Buffalo. B.5.
Lewistown. New York

To all the special people In my life. my family and fnends. I cOul d
not have accomplished this dream without your constant support
Mom and Dad: Your continuous love and support have helped me
t o become the person that I am today. I would be nowhere
Without you two. You have supported me every step of this
journey. You have given me the tools to work and the desire to
succeed. I'm proud to call you my parents. Thanks for al you have
done.

M

Jeff. Julie and Family: Thank you for always being there for me
everything that I have accomplished IS a result of the endless
support you have all given me.
PCOM fnends: You know who you all are. Thanks for making this
such a memorable expenence. I will never forget all :he great
times we had together. I don't know ho\\ I would\e done t
Without you guys.
Gina: You have been a star In my sky Since the day we met
everyday I realize more how lucky I am to ha\e you n my fe
Thank you for everything. I love you
"Where else would you rather be than r'ght here. r ght
Levy

no\~
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W illiam John Freiberg, D .O .
Eastman School of Music, B.M.
Rochester, New York

Special K . 'fIords can't thank you enough for going on this adventure
'/11th me. I love you. You are my best friend.
Mom. Dad. Bobby. Grandpa. Janice. Dennis. and Jeanie· I could never
be where I am nO'll without a lifetime of your love and support. I love
all.

IOU

Derer:. Pete, Tony, Cayce, Dan, and Ranjana . Thank you for your
friendship and humor. You have been my true teachers over the past
four lears. You 'IIt11 continue to be.
Jean Glerum . '(ou personified patience. kindness. gentleness. an d
unconditional love, I foeep IOU In loving memory always.
-Here comes the Sun, and I say it's all right:
·George Harrison
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Sona Malkani Garg, D.O.
Rutgers University, B.S.
North Brunswick, New Jersey

Mommy & Daddy
You have taught me knowledge is power and I thank
you so much for instilling the importance of education
in me. I will use my knowledge to better the world Just
as you have taught me. Your unconditional love and
support give me such strength and will. that I am forever
indebted to you. I love you so much!
Thank you!
Amit
You are my Inspiration. I always have looked up to you.
and know I can count on you to be by my side no matter
what happens. You make me realize how preCIous life
is. I thank you for always understanding me. belieVing In
me, taking care of me, and protecting me. I love you.
Thanks BI'o!
Manlsh
You are the bestest husband and friend anyone can ask
for. You make me realize that there IS so much to life.
open my eyes up to the world, and prove I fe can eXist
even In medical school. Whether It IS traveling the world
or just gOing to the pal'k, I fall In love With you more
everyday and I thank you for your support. unconditional
love. and never letting me qUit,
I love you. Thank you!
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Robert Broadd us Gayle, D.O.
Georgia Institute of Technology, B.S.
Kaneohe, Haw aii

First I woul d like to thank my wife Cat for inspiring
me t o take a leap of faith and providing me a role
model for the physician I want to become. She has
also brought our baby boy Ethan into the world and
been an unbelievable mommy while continuing to care
for her pati ents.
Thank you Kevi n and Lizzie for sharing your kids,
your home and your Bull with me. The beach has
been a haven for me in the flurry of the past few
years
I want to thank Deb Erdner and Tammi Wrice for
believing in me and giving me this opportu nity.
Finally I want to than k my entire class for being a
part of an incredible fou r years with all of its ups and
dOI,·vns and lifelong friendships made.
Best of luck to all of my military com padres, I look
forward to crossing pat hs again in the future.
"I wasn't driven into medicine by a social conscience
but by rampant curiosity. "
-Jonathan Miller
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N ico le M, G eissen, D,O,
Drexel University. B.S.
North Coventry. Pennsylvania

Pressure - it can turn a lump of coal into a flawless
diamond,or an average person into a perfect basket case.
Mom and Dad: Thank you for the endless support physically. emotionally and monetarily. I couldn't have
made it this far without YOUl- encouragement and
inspiration. I'm not sure how you endured my insanity,
but you always gave me the strength and courage to
keep going. I love you!
Jamie: You are the best sister I could have ever asked for
- not that I ever remember asking but anyway... You've
always been there when I needed you. Wherever I end
up. know that I am never more than a phone call away!
Andrea and Cynthia: Congratulations girls, we did It! This
experience wouldn't have been the same without the two
of you. Thanks for being with me on what seemed at times
like a nevel'-ending road. You've been there for the good
and the bad and for that I will always be grateful!
Slops: What would I do '" Ithout you guys? Thank you for
being my reality check and never letting me forget who I
am. Fifteen years of fnendshlp and we are still having the
most fun!!
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Mark Edward Go nsky, D.O.
Wilkes Universit y. B.A.
Mountain Top. Pennsylvania
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Q iana Enjolie Green , D .O .
Prairie View A & M University. B.S.
The University of Texas at Arlington, M.S.
Missouri Ciry, Texas

Words cannot express the amount of love, respect, and
gratitude that I have for my family and friends, wh ich
supported me along this journey. I want to thank you
for all that you've done, and continue to do.
Mom, Dad, Adrian, Grandma, Grandpa, Philip, Family, &
Friends:
Thank you for praying for me,
Thank you for holding me,
Thank you for believing in me,
Thank you for crying with me,
Thank you for your laughter,
Thank you for your tears,
Thank you for your inspiration,
Thank you for understanding all of my fears,
Thank you for listening to me,
Thank you for your love,
Thank you for being earthly reflections of my heavenly
father up above!
-Qiana Green
If you refuse to accept anything but the best out of life,
you very often get it.
-Somerset Maughm

\::> . 0.
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Will iam H. Greenh ut, D.O.
University At Albany. State Unlvensty of New York. B.s.
University At Albany School of Public Health, M PH
Brooklyn, New York

To My Family: Mom and Dad. thank you for the
frequent questions about your computer. generous
bank deposits. and the constant butchel-ing of my
school's name. I love you. Andrew and Gita. you hold
a special place in my heart. Grandpa, you were the
first to say that Sharon was the one for me and you
were right. Grandma, thanks for all the conversations.
You are very special to me. Barry. Carol. and Dan.
you have provided invaluable advIce. housing. and the
occasional engagement party. Thank you for all of your
support. now. let's plan a wedding!

To Sharon: Your unconditional love insp,res me to
be a better person . You've kept me focused and
extremely happy over the past several years. I am so
grateful for your support. I will contInue to make It up
to you for the rest of our lives.

To My peOM Persons: Memories of wings &
pizza . Smash Bros. dysthymia, genOCide cake. study
groups. Louie. apartment cow, tap water. 0000 cllckclick-dick. Dr. Fogel ActIon Hero. SGA. Dodgeball, and
Giuse's mom's cookIng will remain VIVid In my mind. I
could not have done the past four years without you.
Best of luck with your residenCies!

,hD.
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Christopher j. Grill i, D.O .
Fr anklin and Mar shall, B.S.
Mountain Top, Pennsylvania
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Jennifer Won Grilli, D.O.
Drake University, B.A.
Urbandale, Iowa

To my parents, Jung & Kyung Won, thank you for
your continuous support and love and allowing
me to achieve my dreams. I know that all of my
successes in life are thanks to your persistent
concern, love and care through all the year"s. I
love you and think of both of you every day.
To Ellen Won, my sister" and friend, I am so proud
of the accomplished woman you've become.
Thank you for always being there to listen, offer"
sound advice, and remind me to put things into
per"spective. Most of all, thanks for being there
to help "get my laughs out." ;) I love you and
wish you all the happiness in the wor-id.
To Chr"is, my love and best friend, my life is
br"ighter" since I've met you. Thank you for keeping
me grounded with your realistic advice and for
helping me keep a smile on my face and happrness
in my heart. I am so lucky to have you by my
side as we begin our new life together. I love you!
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Nicole Lynn Grube, D.O.
Moravian College, B.S.
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: I want to take this opportunity
to thank you for all your love and support. You
have been t here fo r me through thick and thin .
Mom thanks for all the late night phone calls and
the cards of encouragement. Dad thanks for all the
pats on the back and the push in the right direction.
I know you both made a lot of sacrifices for me
and I cannot express enough how much I appreciate
it. I know I would not be here today if it wasn't
for you. You made all things possible. Love Always!
To All My Friends and Family: Thank you
for all the support and encouragement throughout
the years. I thank God every day for blessing me
with a loving family and amazing friends. When
times were tough, I knew who to count on. I hope
I made you proud.

Jon: It was hear, but we made it though these
crazy four years. Thank you for dealing with all
my stress and putting a smile on my face when I
was down. You are my best fr ie nd and I look
forward to whatever the future brings.
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Wendie I. Grunberg, D.O.
Urslnus College. B.S.
Allentown, Pennsylvania
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Giuseppe Guglielmello. D.O .
Ursinus College, B.5.
Narberth, Pennsylvania

Mamma e Papa - MI avete ispirato e mi avete spinto a diverent are
il meglio che pottevo. Sono cos1 fortunato di avere tali genitori
meravigliosi che mi volevono tanto bene. Non posso mai cominciare
a ringraziarli per tutto che abbiate fatto. Q uesto giorno, questa
lauria, e per voi giusto come e per me. Ti voglio tant o bene.
Pindo - You certainly had made my life at PCOM challenging in
many ways. You have always been a free spirited kid and I have
respected you for that. You worked hard to obtain two goals, a
good job and pursue your dream. I am very proud of you and
inspired by how you have managed all the obstacles you have
faced. Thank you for being there to help support me when I
needed it. "'love.
Bab;girl- What could I possibly say that could even do you justice?
To say that you have sparked my life and awoken love in me would
not only be cheesy, it wouldn't even be touching the surface of
Vlhat you mean to me. PCOM, fate, and Chad all brought me to
you and in October we start a new life together. Thank you for
being by my side. OVEL!!! Enough of the mushy stuff ... FLY
EAGLES FLY!!!!
"The Guys· -I thtni-' bad: to how it all started .... Taking back tests,
the constant insults back and forth, the different restaurants and
bars, the summers by my pool, the trip up to New Hampshire
(278 or 287?), the movies and of course ... the smashing. It
flew b/ so quickl; that if you blinked you missed it. I will miss the
good times. Good Iud' to all of you who are moving away. For
those staying, I will see you post - call.

D.O,
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Chad A. Gunsolly, D.O.
Loras College. B.S.
Cedar Rapids. Iowa

Mom and Grandma: Thank you for your patience. kindness.
courage. love. and many sacrifices you have made to help make my
dream come true. Thank you for your support both finanCially and
mentally through my many years of school and always belieVing In
me. I love you.
Dad: You left us too soon and you are greatly missed. I think of you
every day. I hope you are watching over us from heaven and are
smiling. I hope I make you proud. I love and miss you dearll
Granddad: You are my greatest role model and the person I have
looked up to since childhood; I hope I become half the man you
were. I love and miss you. rest In peace.
Cassy. Jake. and Kyle: Growing up sure was fun! Never stop str \ '1g
to reach your goals; I love you and am proud of you all.
To my friends In California. Wisconsin. Iowa. and Pennsy vania.
Thanks for helping me get through al the hard tlmes l I'm sure
there are many more to come!
To my Maryanne: Thank you for belieVing In me when I lost faith n
myself. You are the love of my life; I am blessed to ha\e met ,Olo
You make my world a better place and I can't \\alt to see \\hat the
future holds for us. I love you with all my heart.
Congratulations PCOM Class of 2008. We did It! Good ucl to
of you.

J

"Our doubts are traitors and make us lose the good \\e o't m ght
Win by feanng to attempt' ·Shakespeare
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Sean P. Haley, D.O .
College Of The Holy Cross, B.A.
Sw ansea, Massachusetts

Mom and Dad: Well .... I made it! Thank yo u for
everything. You both always supported me in every
decision I made, and were always there to back me up
or bail me out if I needed it. Thanks for all of your
encouragement and reminding me that I could do
anything I put my mind to. I love you both.
Papa: This is for you Papa. For as long as I can remember
we would talk about me becoming a doctor. You were
the biggest inspiration in my path to getting wh ere I am
today. I miss you every day.
Christopher: So maybe the early years didn't go so well,
fights. teasing, dog food ... but things have worked out
pretty well. I literally wouldn't be here without your
help. packing in Boston with 24hrs to get to Philly.
Thanks for everything Phah!!
Family and Friends: From now on you all have to call me
Dr. Haley. I can't believe it either. Thanks for all of your
support! I love all of you.
Jodi: Thank you for all of your support. especially during
boards studying. the snacks were delicious! I love you
and I am so happy I met you.
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Jenny Elizabeth Halfhill. D.O.
Allegheny College, B.s.
Connellsville, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: Thank you for all your love and support
throughout my life. I would not be the person I am today
without your guidance. I love you more than words can say!
Julie, Jodi and Ryan: Thanks for always being there. you are
my everything and I love you all more than you will ever
know!!!
Ashley: Thank you for everything since day one .. .! could not
have made It without you. I wish you the best of luck next
year!! !!
Michele: How did I ever survive without you first year? You
are the best friend anyone could ever ask for ... thank you for
always being there. Good luck next year ... mlss you already!
Jess: Thank you for your guidance and support always. you
made it all so much easier. You are an amazing person and
doctor!!!
To the rest of my support system ... thank you for the memories
from the library and basement, camping. cookouts. concerts.
wing night. mug night. Grey's Anatomy nights. Steelers games.
random nights in, dinners out. glasses of wine \\ hen nothing
else would work and for every other moment together. You
are all truly amazing people and I know you wtll be great
doctors!
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Michael I. Hanzly Jr., D.O.
Can isius College, B.A.
Lakeview, N ew York
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Evan James Harlor, D.O.
Lebanon Va ley College. B.S.
Danville. Pennsylvania

"The quality of a person's life is in direct proportion to
their comm it ment to excellence. regardless of their chosen
field of endeavor." - Vince Lombardi

.

-

"I firmly believe that any man's finest hour. the greatest
fu lfillment of all that he holds dear. IS the moment when
he has worked his heart out in a good cause and lies
exhausted on the field of battle-VictOrious: -Vince
Lombardi
"T he fight is won or lost far away from the witnesses·
behind the lines. in the gym and out there on the road,
long before I dance under those lights: - Muhammad AI
"Service to others IS the rent we pay for our room In
heaven:- Muhammad Ali
"Outrun the people who qUit when they feel discomfort.
outrun the people who stop because of despall'. outrun
the people who are delayed because of preJudice. outrun
the people who surrender to failure. and outrun the
opponent who loses sight of the goal. Because If you want
to Win, the will can never retire. the race can never stop,
and the faith can never weaken." - Muhammad Ali
Desperate (or changmg. starvmg (or truth. closer to I·.here I

started, chasmg after you ...

J),a
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Mad ie D. Hartman, D.O .
Wh eaton College, B.s.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

"But may the righteous be glad and rejoice before
God; may they be happy and joyful." Ps. 68:3
W e made it! Praise the Lord! He is good! This day
would not be possible without the assistance of so
many along t he w ay. Mom and Dad, you w illingly
watched th e children through all hours of the night
just so Stephen and I could study. You provided the
encouragement through all of the difficult times and
always covered my family in prayer. Grandmom, you
always told me t hat I could do it, no matter how bleak
the situation seemed. You prayed w ith me and listened
to my concerns. N ot to mention you make th e best
cheese cornbread ever! Steve, what can I say? Th ere
would be no D.O. after my name without you. Your
love provided t he inspiration to pursue this drea m,
your faithfulness to our children and myself brought
it to a reality. You are the love of my life. Grace and
Joshua, mommy loves you so much. Medical school
was certainly a lot more fun with the two of you in
my life. Hugs and kisses. Au nt Dedra, I love you and
miss you. One day we wi ll worship and stand in awe
of our Savior, Jesus Christ togeth er. Until t hen rock
on heaven!!!!
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Cindy M. Henry, D.O.
Carnegie Mellon University. B.S.
University At Albany. M.S.
Brooklyn. New York

As this journey comes to an end,
I would like to acknow ledge my
family and fr ie nds fot- all t he
years of unconditi o nal love an d
support. Mom an d D ad , t hank
you for being my biggest so urces
of strength an d insp irat ion.
Ken ny, N at asha and N ia, thank
you fo t- all the love, laughs and
peep t alks.
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Allison Brooke Hickman, D.O.
Elizabethtown College, B.s.
Waynesboro, Pennsylvania

"Life is a dance, from one stage to the next. "
-Unknown
Mom and Dad: Thank you for the endless
support that you have always given me and for
always encouraging and enabling me to pursue
my dreams ... no matter how diverse they may
be.
Brandon and Samantha: Bel ieve it or not, I did
graduate before you! Always remember to
follow your dreams, no matter how impractical
they may be. I love you both very much!
Ryan: I couldn't have done it without you!
Dr. P: Thanks for everything!
"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams.
Live the life you have imagined."
- Henry David Thoreau
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Meredith Colleen Hill, D.O.
Lafeyette College. B.s.
Kunkletown, Pennsylvania

My dearest Knut. I am so grateful for you. Thank
you for your love, encouragement. understanding
and sacrifice. You give me pel-spective, and
you silently remind me what is most important
in life. I love you. Sweet baby Bekan-you are
my greatest accompl ishment, and I love you
completely. Mom, thank you for raising me, for
teaching me, and for being my friend. Aprille,
big sis, you have always been my role modeland
I respect you so much. Vanessa, thank you for
introducing me to osteopathic medicine and
being the voice of experience and reason. jess,
2 words-fresh granola!! Thank you for making
fellowship so memorable. jenn, Sal-ah, Lisa, jen
and the Arm-we made it through together and
your friendship means so much to me. To the
OMM docs, thank you for being my mentors.
You are like my family to me. joann, Madeline
and Eleanor thank you for making me smile
every day! Mary, thank you for always looking
out for us. I hope to make you all proud.

~ C~l\,~O
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Stephanie Coppola Hutchison, D.O.
Syracuse University. B.s.
Quakertown, Pennsylvania

Looking back on the past four years, It is so hard
for me to believethat this chapter of my life is
coming to a close. While medical school has been
filled with many challenges, it has also been one
of the most r-ewarding t im es of my life. I have not
only learned from my professOl"s and mentors,
but also from my fellow classmates. You have
been there through both the good times and
bad, and it has always been comforting to know
that I had such good friends to shar-e experiences
with. The bondst that I have made will forevelhold a ver-y special place in my heart. I wish each
of you the best of luckin all future endeavors.

I would also like to expr-ess my sincere gl-atitude
to my husband Drew and to my par-ents. Your
continued love. support, and gUidance are
appreciated more than words could begin to
express. You have always stood by me and have
encouraged me to follow my dreams. You have
helped me grow into the person that I am today.
and I could not have done this without you. I love
you dearly.
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Renee Eulalia Hypolite, D.O.
The Citadel, B.s.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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To my mother and grandmother, the two most important
women in my life. You have inspired and continue to inspire with your never ending words of wisdom. With
God's grace, I hope that I can become the strong woman
that both of you are.
To Ajani, my son, whose big brown eyes and infectious
laughter keeps me going and brightens my days. I love you
and all I do is for you.
To my family, thank you for your love and support
through it all. I love you and couldn't have done it without
you.
To the Rebucks, my second family. Through you, God has
taught me how to give of yourself unselfishly. I thank you
and love you.
To my friends, for all the late nights together, the laughter,
and the memories. You guys truly made these years bearable.
Isaiah 41 :10
So do not fear, for I am with you; do not be dismayed, for
I am your God. I will strengthen you and help you; I wi ll
uphold you with my righteous right hand.
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Anthony F, Izzo, D.O.
Providence College, B.S.
Scituate, Rhode Island

To my Mom and Dad: Thank you for everything you've
done for me throughout the years, I could not have
possibly done it without either of you. Thanks for
always being there to talk, and always being ready
to come to the rescue when I found myself over my
head. I love you both, and I'm glad to have made you
proud.
To Danny: It's been a great four year's, hasn't rt?
Congratualyions on finishing college, I'm sure you
will find incredible success wherever you find yourself.
No matter w hat though, you'll always be my baby
brother.
To my PCOM friends: Thanks for two years of back
tests and palm pilot monopoly, three years of wrngs
and pizza, and four years of laughter·... and of course,
four of Smash. You are more than colleagues, you'r'e
life long friends. There are no finer men and women
I'd rather have spent these year's wrth.

"A mind without instructions can no more bear (rUlt than
can a (ield, however (ertile, without cultivatIOn."
- Marcus Tullrus Crcem
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Masheika Shontae Jackso n, 0 ,0 ,
Prairie View A&M University, B.S.
St. Joseph's University, MBA
Wichita Falls, Texas

Gratitude resides in my being and pure joy begins
to permeate my soul, the realization that this
journey has ended and propelled me into the
next stage of my development causes iridescent
presence of a smile to cross my face and with
that I must say that I am simply thankful. Thankful
to God, for without His presence, His strength,
His grace and His favor I am nothing. Thankful
to my parents and family, for their undying,
unfaltering love, support, prayers and all things
beautiful. Thankful to my friends both near and
afar, for always being there, and lending a liste ning
ear. Thank youall for taking this journey with me.
So from the depths of my heart, from the top of
my head, to the soles of my feet I shout, "THANK
YOU AND I LOVE YOU VERY MUCH!" Now
come on, we still have work to do =D!
Your Daughter, Your Sister, Your Aunt. Your
Granddaughter, Your Niece, Your Cousin, Your
Girl.
Sheika -smooches
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Mae Jann, D.O.
Saint Mary's College of California. B.5.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine. Certificate
ChiCO, California
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Erin Donnell e Jeffer s, D .O .
Case Western Reserve University. BS
Erie. Pennsylvania
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Jo ni F. Jefferson , D.O.
Spelman College. B.A.
UM DNJ- School of Public Health. M.P.H.
Akron, Ohio

I g.ve God all the glory and all t he praise!! 't IS t ruly by HIS grace that I made
It thus far!! ALL things were made POSSIBLE ~.,th YOU , YOU truly ordere-d
my STEPS!
Mom and Dad· You both have been there for me Since day' I You ha,e
always encouraged me to never give up and you have always prov dec me
t he vast opportunit,es to grow and be successful! Your prayers ~a,e susta re-d
me and your help eased my Journey! God could not ha,e g"en '1e bet:er
parents! I LOVE you BOTH With all my HEART· THANK YOU"
Grandma· You never cease to amaze me! tru y ,now where get a rr.'
strength and courage from·YOU! I can only dream to be as beautlfu ard
lovong as you and stll manage to be as sharp as a tack n my ater ,earsl I
you soooo much and I thank you for all of your "ords of" sdorr and suppor:"
Thank. you Grandma, .You're the best
'

..,.f'

Nalya and DavId III· You both brong soooo much happ ness to 'TIy 'e YJu dre
t he BEST chIldren everl It's such an honor to be your MOtt "r and a J; to see
you both evolve onto such wonderfu people, You t"o g>ve me the rsp rat ~
to succeed and constantly keep me grounded, Nalya· can rC'TIe'nbc r uS
lumping for JOy when I got Into medica school. ,YoU "ere ust 3 >ears d '
Thank you both for being there for me'
Faml yjln'laws and FrIends· I have been so blessed to have each and eYer,
one of you ,n my hfe!' I could not have rrall tal nee' "'; s.ln t; ,,-thuut so a.
of your prayers and support' T"ark you for ne,er g v r~ up C'" r'1C ard , g
me ,ust as I ami
Kong David Jefferson Jr T"at's e_act , "I>at ,"'u dre t ~t' ~'y " ".v
are the love of my fe l Vile ha,c cnd red soc 0<> ",UC" IOgcthl' .... 5 s • I'
much your deg"ee as mine For e,er,.- ~ g~ and '\\ you ha,c bee" t"rrc ",
my Side as mv faithful partner You er>couraged ""CI'1 (e t ke 1:. g.... Yc ...
are my pIlar of strength' God cou d not "ave f. .cr '"e a t>ctter "i"'SB ..... D'
I look fomard to our GREAT Fl" TURE u;>O" tl>e hor lor ...
being my number , fanl
you ARE BELO\ ED'
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Marc Thomas Johannsen, D.O.
Virginia Tech, B.s.
Woodbridge, Virginia

This w as a t eam effort . Tiffan i, you made
this possible. Thank you for you r love and
support. I kn ow it hasn't been easy and
there were several mont hs you w ere a
single parent. Your sacrifice does not go
unnoticed an d I w ill forever be app reciative.
I love you and look forw ard to t he next
part of our life . A idan, you made life a lot
more interesting. Thank you for teaching
me what is important in life an d sharing
your chessy poofs. Mom an d D ad, you
have always let me fi nd my own way and
supported my choi ces. Thank you for you r
continued support. I love you both. O ma
and Pappy, I couldn't pick better in-laws.
You've always been there fo r Tif, Aidan,
and me. To my friends, thanks for lifting
me up w hen I was down, putting me in
my place when I needed it, and supporting
me and my family.
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Brandi Jones, D.O.
Hampton University, B.S.
Toledo, Ohio

"Ii would thank you from the bottom of my heart.
but for you my heart has no bottom:- Unknown
To my Family and Dear Friends:
Words cannot express how blessed and thankful I am for
each one of you being in my life throughout these past
four years. You all have been my support system in more
w ays than you know. Your faith and confidence In my
abilities has bee n Instrumental in seeing me through. Thank
you for believing in me, encouraging, me, thinking about
me, and most of all ... praYlng for me.
To my girls:
God brings people into our lives for many reasons, some
of them we don't realize until some time later. I am so
thankful to H im for blessing my life with each of you. Than"
you for all the good times, laughter. and memones. I can't
wait for t he reunions! Love you ...
To My Father:
My biggest cheerleader! You make me feel like I can
conquer the world! Thanks for alv. ays letting me knO\\just how proud I make you! Love always.
In loving memory of my Mother:
To you, I dedicate this great accomp shment. You wil
forever be close to my heart.
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Heather Kaneda, D.O.
Virginia Tech
H arrisburg. Pennsylvania

Heather Ka neda 171

Matthew James Kaplan, D.O .
The Pennsylvania State University, B.s.
Chalfont, Pennsylvania

M o m and Dad : It is you r constant
un co ndit iona l love t hat has allowed
me to develop in to the individual I
am today. There ar e no words to
descri be how much I appreciate and
valu e your love, suppor t, and guidance.
Alii ca n say is thank you and I love you .
Laura: Than k you for all your love and
support, and yes, it 's exact ly li ke Scr ubs,
Ke lly: Simply put, you are the Ying to
my Yang.
To my friends: T hanks for the memories.
Looking forward to making more .
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Seth Woodrow Kaufer, D.O.
Lafeyette College. B.S.
Kingston. Pennsylvania
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Amy Marie Kelly, D.O.
Saim Vincem College, B.S.
Saint Marys, Pennsylvania
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Mary Elizabeth Kenney, 0,0,
The University of Scranton. B.S.
Maple Glen. Pennsylvania

Mom: "It was your voice t hat gave me wings. It was your light
t hat shined, guiding my heart to find this place where I belong:
Your unconditional love, encouragement. and wisdom are the
reasons I am a doctor today. Thank you a thousand times over.
We did it!
Dad: We've certainly come a long way from Hunca Munca and
walking through the streets of Jenkintown. Thank you for your
love and support every step of the way.
Joe & Patrick: I promise to bring my A-game to the next 12am
splinter removal. Call "Dr. Mary" anytime!
Aunt Liz: You've been my biggest fan from the beginning. I am
truly blessed.
Vito: For being my friend, study buddy, and personal ensls
hotline ... thank you!
PCOM ladies: Who knew med school could be this much fun?1
You girls keep me sane-thank you!
Tom: Your unwavering faith in me pushed me for\'Jard all of the
times I was ready to qUit ("You're gOing to do great!-). Thank
you for all the smiles you bnng to my life. You are my best
friend and my faVOrite. I love you tons l
Class of 2008: CongratualtlOns, thanks you, and best of uck!
·Of those to whom much IS given, much IS expected.·
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Jessica Jo Kepchar, D.O .
University of D elaware, B.A.
Carlisle, Pennsylvania

How do I thank the people w ho got me through four
stressful years of medical school? Words cannot express
the gratitude I feel for everyone w ho calmed me
downwhen I was stressed or boosted my spirits when
I felt overwhelmed. I can' t rea lly thank any of you
properly, but I will try.
To Andy, my love and now my hu sband, you have
supported me through many ups and dow ns over the
last four years, and I'm so excited to spend my life with
you, wherever it takes us.
To Mom, Dad and Lindsay... 1 could not ask for a more
supportive or loving family. I am so lucky to have three
very special people in my life who stand behind me and
love me for who I am.
To the Kepchars, thank you so much for welcoming into
your wonderful family. Your support for Andy and I has
been so helpful, and I am so excited to continue to make
memories with my new family.
To my PCOM friends, Mandy, Jen and Jacqueline ... yo u
girls have been wonderful additions to my life. I'm
so privileged to have met you and I can't wait to see
where our careers take us.
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Jason S. Krahnke, D.O.
Saint Francis University- Loretto, PA, B.S.
Erie, Pennsylvania

"Always be persistent, remember wh ere you
came from, and don't forget to dance like a
monkey!"

Mom and Dad, you two have always been
there for me. You have always let me do what
I thoug ht was needed to be done. I can't
express in words how much that means to
me. Th anks for your love, support, and
sacrifices over" the years. None of this would
be possible without you. Gina, you ar"e the
best sister a brother can ask for". Thanks for
always being there to give me advice and make
me laugh. Shawn ie, who would have thought
those years in Pittsbur"gh would lead me to
you. Than ks for being patient. My life IS mor"e
complete with you around. Thanks to all my
family and friends. You all have helped make
me into who I am today. Looking forward to
w hat lies ahead. Best wishes to all.
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Sarah Elizabeth Land is, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.s.
Dublin, Pennsylvania
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Elizabeth Nancy Lawhorn, D.O,
The College of William and Mary, B.s.
Fort Washington. Pennsylvania

Andy- Can you believe we are almost there? You are truly
the love of my life and I can 't thank you enough for
constantly believing in me and standing by me. You are
always there to remind me how much I have and how
much we have to look fOI-ward to. I can't wait to see what
the future holds for us!
My Family- You have been there from the very start of this
crazy endeavor and I know I would not have made It
through without you. You have always encouraged me to
pursue my dreams and to believe in myself. You have never
once given up on me or let me give up on myself.
G & G & G- You are the three best cheerleaders a girl
could ask for! I am infinitely blessed with your love and
excitement.
Katie- You have helped to keep me sane and smiling over
the past four years. You are not only my sister but m)'
best friend.
The Lawhorn Family- Thank you for welcoming me with
open arms and showing me nothing but enthusiastic love
and support.
"Go confidentl),

In

the dll'ectlon of your dreams! Live the
life you've Imagined:
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Scott Owen Levin, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University. B.S.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, Certificate
Fort Washington, Pennsylvania

Ma & Dad- Well, we all know it wouldn't have happened without
the two of you. I know thiS hasn't been easy over the past 5
years having me live and work 3.000 miles away. The both of
you have been strong and supportive since day one. Thank you
for being a part of the base that I live my every day life upon
and the compass that helps me navigate through it.
Mikey- There are few people who you go through all the stages
of life with and you are one that I wouldnt trade for anything.
You are everything that I strive to be and my constant source
of motivation. Let's keep the dream gOing.
lessie· You have been a constant in my life for the past four years.
As someone who IS always looking out for my best interests ,ou
are always concerned, supportive and Involved. I enJoy gettmg
to know the multiple levels of who you are: a pure honest.
loving soul. I always look forward to making you proud.
Family· The Importance of family is Immeasurable, espec ally
mine. There are so many of you that care for and treat me
as your own. I would put you up against anyone s family ThanJ...
you for Instilling confidence and making me so unique.
Fnends- Some of you were there to help me to focus and
pnorltlze while others helped me keep things In perspectl'"e .
The socializing, the studymg- it was always good to "now that
you were always gOing through the same thing. When \\e all go
our separate ways, we Will always have thiS. Don't be a stranger

714.310.7567

~o
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Shannin D ion Lewi s, D .O .
Haverford College, BA
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.5.
St.Joseph's University, M.B.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

On most occasions such as this we would often find ourselves
making toast, offering praises and celebrating me, the
graduate. But instead, I'd rather celebrate the journey that
God has allowed me to travel and give thanks for the new
doors He has already promised to open. I'd rather celebrate
the hardships I've overcome because they have helped me
to develop my character and buil d even more strength,
patience, wisdom, determination, and reinforce my faith.
I'd rather celebrate the lives of our loved ones who are no
longer with us and the impression they made on me- Justin,
Luis, Leola, and Cecil. I'd rather celebrate, offer praises, and
give thanks to my Mother and Sheila for their endless love
and support. I'd rather lift my glass in honor of my sisters,
Terri and Chanel, and brothers, Roscoe and Ricky, for trying
my patience and keeping the laughter and fun going all at the
same time; to Moses for being the Dad that has always made
a way for me to do what I needed to do; to Rick for our
father-daughter outings; to my Dad, George in hopes that
we will continue to talk more. I'd rather lift my glass to the
people God saw fit to surround me with ... to Monique-your
support and love has reached beyond imagination and I thank
God for blessing me with our friendship; to Crystale- you get
on my nerves like a little sister and I love you like a sister; to
Deana- I know you're always there for me; to Dr. Salter- for
continuing to help i-'eep me sane while I figure it al l out. And
I lift my glass to the Way family, Grandmom, Aunt Evelyn and
a slew of cousins. I thank God for my many blessings in all of
you! Cheers!

~ t\).
1.. ' A., '0, 0 , M.<O.A.} M .~
[ ~J
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Judy Li , D.O.
Lehigh University. B.s.
Flushing, New York

Three. That's the number- of times I have muttered
the words, "Stick out your tongue and say, 'Ahhhh.'"
in t hat t wilight state just before drifting off to sleep.
D uring my training to be a pediatrician, I've probably
said that phrase a thousand times. And many of us
have had similar experiences: dreaming of how exactly
t o treat t he polyphar-macy patient or sleepwa krng
and suturing the air at the same time. After spending
four years of ever-y waking and sleeprng moment
t hinking about med icine, our' hopes ar-e finally
becoming a r-eality.
Thank you, Lisa for always cheer-ing me up. I wrll mrss
our fr-equent and ver'y much needed visrts to the rce
cream store . T hanks, Aalok for all of your savvy
business t ips- It t r uly is your second calling. To all
my non-medical school fnends: Thank you for only
need ing me to explarn Osteopathy once to you,
except you, A r-anya! I want to thank my family for
just enough chaos to make life interesting. To my
nieces: Thank you for believing in Santa Claus and
"rainbow shots." To the whole town of Laporte:
T hank you for changing a city gwrs eyes. And to
Tom: Thank you for humoring me by sayrng.• Ahhhh."

D,O,
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June Lind sey, D.O.
Western Michigan University. B.A.
Detroit. Michigan

Our deepest (ear is not that we are inadequate.
Our deepest (ear is that we are power(ul beyond measure.
It is our Light. not our Darkness, that most (rightens us.
We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous,
talented. (abulous?
Aaually, who are you NOT to be? You are a child o( God.
Your playing small does not serve the world.
There is nothing enlightening about shrinking so that other
people won't (eel unsure around you.
We were born to make mani(est the glory o( God that is
within us.
It is not just in some o( us; it is in everyone.
As we let our own Light shine, we unconsciously give other
people permission to do the same.
As we are liberated (rom our own (ear, our presence
automatically liberates others .
... Marianne Williamson

I wish to thank my son, Brandon, my mom, family, and
friends for their support. It has been your prayers and
blessings which I have held in close regards as I journeyed
through this endeavor. I thank God for you.
P,egards,
June Lindsey
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Kenneth John Lingenfelter, D.O.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania. B.S.
Punsxutawney, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: Without you I would not be the
person I am today. Than k you for everything
throughout the yeal"s.

Wayne, Veronica, and Clint: Without you
guys I would never have been able to start this difficu t
road. Thank you fOI" your support.

Grandma and Aunt Marion: Thank you for
all you have done for me, espeCIally t hroughout my
education.

Sevi: Without you by my side, I don't think I could
have made it this far. You will always be
I Love You!

In

my heart.
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Amy Elizabeth Little, D.O .
Villanova University. B.s.
DoylesTOwn. Pennsylvania

"No one who achieves success does so without
the help of others. The wise and confident
acknowledge this help with gratitude. "
-Alfred North Whitehead
I would like to dedicate t his page to the family
and fr iends w ho have given me the much
needed he lp to achieve my goal of becoming
a physi cian. Mom an d Dad, thank you for
your love, support, and prayers over the
years. Thank you for the sacrifices you made
in order t o help me reach t his goal. I never
would have made it to this poi nt w ithout such
wonderful role models to gu ide me. Todd, you
are my best friend and my rock. The past four
years would have been im possib le w ithout
you . T hank yo u fo r holding my hand, making
me laugh. and always believing in me. I love
you.
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Richard Aaron Lopez, D.O.
Rutgers University School of Engineering. B.s.
SUNY Stoney Brook University Hospita . Paramedic
Northport. New York

Mom and Dad: I cannot come close to express in words
how much you have impacted my life and have made me
into who I am. I am honored to have parents like you.
T hank you for always being there and believing in me.
Without your endless support. this would not have been
possible. I love you guys!
To My Brothers and Sisters: I am so fortunate to have you
II in my life. Each one of you has truly had a positive Influence on me and I sincerely thank you.
To Jacqueline: My love. You make each day better than
the day before. I look forward to our future together and
/ hope to a/ways bring you as much ahppiness as you have
given to me.
Dr. Arthur Sesso: Thank you for being my teacher. my
mentor and my friend. I am indebted to you for making
me into the physician I am today.
Colleagues: Strive with me to better ourselves each day.
for what we do to better ourselves will be amplified by
the impact we have on our patients.

"/( is what we think we know already that orten prevents us
{rom learning. " - Claude Bernard
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Heather E. Machin, D.O.
Villanova University, B.s.
Baltimore, Maryland

I dedicate this D.O. to ... Mom, Dad, Mark, Erin- you are all
my guardian angels and I never could have made it t his far
without your uncondit ional love, unmatched patience and
enduring guidance. You are the heart of how I live my life.
Thank you for being the best! Bridget (and fami ly)- w ho
knew 10 years later? T hank you for your cons t an t
encouragement and support, coordinating my life when
my head is spinning, sharing laughs, hugs and everything
you have. lowe you immensely and will alw ays have a
spare key for you. Grandmoms, N eil , Rick, Morgan, Jesse
and fam, Christina, Dr. Watters, Dr. Henderson, Dr. C. Ms.
Ellen, the Power fam, 43 32 girls and Murph, thank you all
for cheering me on and caring so much ! Villanova friendsMany of the best times in my life were spent in M211. You
all made Pchem worth it. I'm still hopeful th at we can live
next to each other one day. Thank you for helping me chase
my dream ... you are a huge part of it! Penn fri ends- How
lucky we were to have crossed paths. Thank you for believing
in me and being some of the greatest people to enter my
life. Matt, thank you for all the runs and never leaving me
behind. You are truly an amazing friend. PCOM friends- I
would do It again just to have met you each of you. I'm
honored to call you friends and colleagues. Chris and Nicole,
if I had older siblings, I couldn't imagine two better. Bhav
and Luis, thanks for always understanding. J-2 A ll-Stars, I
wish we could all work at the same hospital. Steve and Mike,
you're closer than you think, stay strong! Love, H
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Jennifer L. Maher, D.O.
Temple University. B.S.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine. Certificate
Downingtown. Pennsylvania

Kevin, my awesom e husband and best
ft"iend, thank you so much for your
understanding,
support,
and
encouragement.
To my fellow hole-mates: We did it guys!
We made it thr-o ugh the many study
sessions ... and t he greatest parties. You
guys will always be among my best friends.
To Jan ice and Steve: Thank you so much
for all your guidance and support. You
have not only been great mentors, but
you have been great friends!
To my family: Thank you for encouraging
me to fulfill my dreams.

Jennifer~aher
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Dana S. Mahlab, D.O .
The University of Michigan. B.A.
The George W ash ington University. M.P.H.
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

"The difference between a successful
person and others is not a lack of
strength, not a lack of knowledge,
but rather a lack of wilL" -Vince
Lombardi As I embark on the next
journey of my life and reflect upon
the last few years I recognize the
time and effort that has led me to
where I am. I have achieved my goals
with
the
strength
and
encouragement of my family and
friends. I am so blessed and honored
to have their constant love and
support.
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Aalok V. Malankar, D.O.
Eli zabethtown College. B.S.
New H olland. Pennsylvania
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Lisa Ann Malys, D.O.
University of Scranton, BS
Plains, Pennsylvania
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Sevasti Margetas, D.O.
Temple Univer sity, B.A.
York, Pennsylvania

Mommy and Daddy: I admire you and respect
you both more than anyone in this world. Your strength
has always motivated me. My biggest wish is that you
live long, happy and healthy lives and to be able to give
you back more than you have given me. Thank you for all
that you have done, emotionally and physically, to let me
srand where I do today becasue lowe it all to you. I LOVE
YOU!

George: We have shared an experience that brings us
closer than we may realize. I wish the best for you and I
can't wait to see you on stage next year.

Saki: Thank you for always looking out for me. I look up
to you for your hard work and all that you have accompllished
so early.

Giagia: Se euxaristw gia ola pou exeis kanei na mas
megalwseis kai pou panta me koneis na gelow. Eisoi h
kolhterh giogio pou tho mporousa no zhthsw. S'ogo pw!

Ken:

Most of all, I want to thank you for giving me
some of the best memories of my life during the hardest
time of my life. You're the best friend I've ever had. You
will always be in my heart; no matter what- I love you.
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Sevasti Margetas

H annah Roni Margoles, D.O.
Muhlenberg College. B.S.
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

H annah MargoLes 197

Barry Alexander Marks II, D.O .
Westminster College, B.S.
Reynoldsville, Pennsylvani a

Mom and Dad: We've fi nally made it! Thank
you for your never ending love and support.
I appreciate all of t he ha rd work and sacrifice
it took to provide me wit h the best education.
I love you both very much and I dedicate this
degree to the both of you.
Kate: You are the most lovi ng and caring
person I know. You have blessed my life with
happiness. I look forw ard to our future
together. I love you!
Friends: All of you made what should have
been a stressful time one of the best times
of my life. Jimmy- We grew up togethe r, and
I am proud to stand with you at gradu ation.
Porter- From college to medical school, it
has been a pleasure.
Congratulations to the class of 2008!

198 Barry M arks

Rajeev Marreddy, D.O.
Tufts University. B.A.
Tacoma. Washington

Many thanks to my famil y for
endless support, and undying
devotion in the many tr ial s
throughout the years. Mom,
Dad and Mayuri, without your
support I could not have come
this far. To my friends, I wish
'~II~~~
· ~~~ you all the best. We have
worked hard and have come
I'§lfllll1l;!~~
~~~~~':!'~~~~~
?-:t~.1U' to the end of an era, but not
the end of OUt- friendship. Let's
stay in touch, and hope the
best is still to come.
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Mel inda Kay Marzolf, 0,0,

B.s.

Susqueh anna University.
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

Lord. thank you for all the blessings you have given me.
Eric. my husband: Thanks for being exactly who you are.
would not have made it through school without you!
Than ks for fililing in all the gaps. I love you more that
you ever,
Dad. thanks for all your love and support! Your smile and
hugs have always encouraged me through the rough times.
I love you!
Mom. how I wish you were here. You are my InsplI"atlon.
Shawnee: Thanks. stepmommy! I would never have learned
so much medicine without your questions about all of your
co-workers with random medical conditions. You're the
best!
My family: Each of you has supported me through this
journey and all have tnsplred me. I miSS you!
My new family: I am so glad to have you. I so appreciate all
of your support!
The OMM Department: You are the best l You a have
taught me so much. Patients are better because of \\<hat
you do. Fellows, keep cracktn' and manlpulattn'!
Friends at peOM: Thank God for all of you! You have al
been such a blessing. We've finished anothel- leg of the
race!
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Nicole Andre'a Matthews, D.O .
Xavier University of New Orleans, LA, B.s.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.s.
Philadelph ia, Pennsylvania

"I will bless the LORD at all t imes; his praise shall
continually be in my mout h. My soul shall make
her boast in the LO RD; t he humble shall hear
thereof, and be glad. 0 magnify the LORD with
me, and let us exalt his name together. I so ught
the LORD, and he heard me, and delivered me
from all my fears." -Psalm 34:1-4 There were
many fears, as I approache d such an exciting
chapter in my life. Yet, I knew w hat had to be
done and pressed forward; lean ing contin ually on
God's unchan gin g hand. A s my academic
knowledge and clinical skill set reached new
heights, as did my relationship with Ch ri st. I am
on assignment. I have been gifted t o use my
passion and talents to promote reconci liat ion in
lives of the mentally oppressed . For t hat I am
thankful and committed to the journey ahead of
me. I challenge you, my colleagues, to stay hum bl e
and service oriented , only then will you succeed.
I pray you continually find comfort in this: "Being
confident of this very thing, that he w hi ch hath
begun a good work in you will perform it until
the day of Jesus Christ" -Philippians 1:6
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Ryan P. Maxwel l, D.O.
Gwynedd Mercy College. B.S.
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

I

To my Family: I want to thank you for all
your love and support over the years. I
would not be where I am today without
your continual help and guidance. To
my Friends: Thank you fOI" standing by
me through the thick and the thin.
A llison, I would have never made it
through med school without you forcing
me to study from time to time! Craig,
thanks for always being there for me.
N o matter what the situation I know I
can always rely on you. To the Amazing
Class of 2008: These four years went
by so fast. We went through some tough
times and we all ended up on top.
Cambria crew - thank you for the best
rotation ever! Congrats to everyone and
best of luck in your careers!

~ (J. r('v--'t~ ( O·0
Ryan MaxweLL 203

Kevin Jam es McCabe, D.O .
University of Scranton. B.S.
Garden City Park. New York

I Agured a nice way to use this page would be
to highlight the women of my life. My mother
is there givi ng me a hug eight years ago the
night before I left for Scranton. Thanks for
being the re on the phone or in person anytime
I needed you. To my sisters- thanks for always
keeping me posted on the latest family gossip,
calling me right away when a new niece or
nephew was born, sending cards and care
packages, or just letting me know if I could
wear this tie with that shirt with those pants.
Then there is Kate, posing with me in front
of the bar inside t he Borgata where we met.
Just ask Jon- you have made me a happier
person. Thank you. Speaking of PCOM's East
campus, thanks for a great four years guys.
From late nights cramming in the pit to late
nights "studying" out East, you've made medical
school fun . Last to Cindy, please stop calling,
Katie Kakes gets upset.
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Sarah L. McElroy, D.O.
W e st Chester University. B.s.
Lower Hutt, New Zealand
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Jennifer Ann e McGuirl. D.O .
Bucknell University, B.A.
Bedminster, New Jersey
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Jessica Kathleen McLane, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.s.
Scranton, Pennsylvania

Jess ica McLane 207

Adam Bradl ey Mehring, D.O.
Grove City College, 8.5.
Carli sle, Pennsylvania

God has blessed me with the skills and determination
t o achieve this dream - all of my accomplishments
are fo r Him. Mom: You have dedicated your life
t o medicine and have such a compassionate heart
for others. Thank you for being a great ro le model
and for your love and su pport throughout the
years . Dad: I could not have survived the rigors
of med ical school without adopting your work
ethic. You have showed me hard work is important
but th at you must balance it w ith a caring heart
and love for your family. 8rittney: Thank you for
your love and support. I love you ! Gandy and PopPop: I will always look to both of you for wisdom
and guidanc e. I am happy to share this
accomplishment w ith you. I love you both! Miss
Lindsay: We have been on the front lines of medical
school togeth er and I am lookin g forward to
continuing to share my life with you. I love you ... get
it! In loving memory of Grandma and Grandpa
Mehring. "For I kn ow the plans I have for you,"
declares the LORD, "plans to prosper you and not
to harm you, plans t o give you hope and a future."
-Jeremiah 29: 11
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Jessica L. Mehring, D.O.
Wilkes University, B.S.
Mountaintop, Pennsylvania

To my family: Words cannot begin to express
how t hankful I am to have you as my family. Mom
and John: You are my greatest supporters. Whether
I need a shoulder to cry on or just someone to listen
to me "vent", you have always been there. Without
you, I would not be the person that I am today. You
are my heart! Bridget: Thanks you for reminding me
that there is life outside of medical school. Grandma:
You always tell me that I don't get my brains fmm
you, but the gifts you have given me have been equally
valuable. I will nevel- stop fighting for what I believe
in, and I get that from you!
Christian: Thank you so much for your endless
support. Times have not always been easy, but we've
managed to weather the storm together. I love you!
To the girls: WE MADE IT! Wherever the
future may take us, I will never forget OUI' days
together at PCOM. Without you, I probably would
have "gone bananas" a long time ago. Remember,
we'll never be more than a phone call apal't.

Congratulations Class of lOOS!
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Philip Glenn Midgley, D.O.
Temple University. B.A.
H arleysville. Pennsylvania

PhiUp MidgLey 211

Daniella Miele, D .O .
Providence College, BS
Huntington, N ew York

212 DanieUa MieLe

Stephen E. Miller, D.O.
Indiana University Kokomo, B.A.
Bringhurst, Indiana

5¥/~LJ.O.
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Bri an Andrew Minarcik, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University. B.s.
The Pennsylvania State University. B.s.
Wallingford. Pennsylvania

Mom & Dad. you gave me all the tools I ever needed. The
leftover Italian meals. generosity and goofy humor helped
me through the rigors of training. Your confidence to let
me explore liberated a ceaseless curiosity that fueled my
passions. allowing my dreams to be within reach. Your
support has made me a very lucky and proud son. Thank
you. I love you.
Dave. the inspiration and champion. You are the funniest
guy I know. outrageoulsy talented and the best brother
anyone could ask for. I'm extremely proud of you and
looking forward to you teaching my kinds how to throw
a perfect spiral. cook manicotti. and ride a hog.
Kate. 'I·,hat a dream this has been. Finding someone to
laugh with and enkoy life. whi le pushing me to be serious
and steadfast in my career is a blessing. I am increadibly
happ/ and look forward to showing you how much I
love you everyday. As per Dylan: Took a woman like you
to get through to the man in me.
You knocl-' at the door of Reality. You shake your thought
wings. loosen your shoulders. and open. Rumi
There was nothing to fear and nothing to doubt. Radiohead
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Brooke Mercedes Mobley, 0.0,
Xavier University of LOUIsiana, B.S.
Saint Joseph's University. M.B.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

While one journey is nearing the end I am prepanng to
embark upon another. Before I can think about the next
step of my life I have to take the time to thank all those
who have been an integral part of the race I have Just flnlshed.
I must first thank my Lord and savior Jesus Christ. Secondly
I have to thank my grandfather for always
believing that I could be a Doctor and guess what Pop-Pop I
am here and it has all been for you. My grandmother for
always being my biggest cheerleader and making sure I
never starve. I have the best parents in the world and there
has been no person on this earth who has gone thru all my
trial and tribulations With me but my Mom, from studYing
With me to allowing me to use her as my OMM test dummy
when no one esle would. Without you Mom I would be
nothing and this is whyyou are my best fnend. I have the
best of both worlds and that IS two great Dads and I thank
you for being the most reliable men in my life. I must thank
Carmen. Tiffani, Bear. and Ashley for always giving . being
my light at the end of the tunnel and being the best nieces
and nephew any person can ask for and I only pray I can
have children as speCial as you guys. I have to thank my
older sister Dawn for always making sure I stay real to myself
even when I forget to. Lastly I want to thank all my fnends
and other family members who have been the re through
all my ups and downs Without all these people I
could not have been the person I stand before you today. I
hope you guys are ready for the next Journey because you
must do It With mel
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Andrea Papa Molter, D.O .
Franklin and Marshall College. BA
New York University. M.A.
Cherry Hill. New Jersey

Mom - I often wonder how I got so lucky to have you as a mother.
You are everything that i hope one day to be. Your selflessness and
lOve are what have made me who I am today. I love you very much!
Dad - If it wasn't for your example. I would never have began this
journey of medicine. I have always admired your ambition and dedication.
and have tried to emulate you in everything I do. If I could one day be
half the doaor you are. I will be happy. I love yo u very much!
Louis - You are the only person who truly understood what I
,=,xpenenced over the last several years. Your supportive talks always
made me feel bener. I only hope I can do as good a job as I follow in
your footsteps.
Chris - Seeing you go through medical school inspired me to do the
same. though I didn't Momdo it With the same ease and grace that you
did. You have always been more of a support for me then you will ever
knOll.
Luge . I am so happy to have you in our family. you are a wonderful
addl Ion. I look forllard to sharing more trips to Disney with you.
Jordan - You are a blessing to our family. You have brought us such
lOy and happiness I look forward to watching you grow up.
Cynthia, Casey, Nikki - You girls have made these years go a lot
smoother. It has been a long. stressful ride but I am glad you were there
~o share It '/11th me.
Mike You came into my life when I needed you the most. I could have
never gone through this without you. Your love and support are what
get me through the days. Though you already have your own medical
degre,=" this d'='gree IS as much yours as it is mine. I love you very much!
For all those that told me I couldn't do this ,.. I did! For those that always
told I could, thanrs for lour support.
I firml; belle'/e that any man's finest hour, the greatest fulfillment of all
that he holds dear, is that moment when he has worred his heart out
In a good cause and lies e/hausted on the field of battle - victorious. Vince Lombardi
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Shannon Monk, D.O.
Salisbury University, B.S.
Philadelphia College of OsteopathlcMedlcllne, M.S.
Virginia Beach. Virginia

"Noth ing in the w orld can take
the place of persistence. Tal ent
will not; nothing is mOI-e
common than unsuccessful
men with talent. Geni us will not;
unrewarded gen ius is
almost a probverb. Education
will not; the wO I-ld is full of
educated fa ilul-es . Pel-sistence
and dete r minat ion alone al-e
omn ipote nt ."
Calvin Coolidge (1872-1933)
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Anna Anatolyevna Muchnik, D.O.
The Pe nnsylvania State University, B.S.
Saint Joseph's University, M.B.A.
West Chester, Pennsylvania
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Elizabeth A. Myers, D.O.
University of Pinsburgh. SS
University of Pittsburgh. MS
Lancaster. Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: Thank you for your unconditional support
and gUidance for all of my life endeavors. Your continuous
love. encouragement. and listening ears have provided me
a foundation for life happiness and success. You are remarkable
parents. mentors. and friends. I will never forget my humble
beginnings and thank God for givi ng me the ability and
motivation to pursue what many just dream of accomplishing.
Little Poppy: Thank you for being a role model older
brother. We get the most mileage out of any joke! I love
that we can have fun doing anything anywhere with anyone.
PCOM Friends: Thank you for the support.
encouragement. and the laughs over the past few years.
It has been an incredible journey with you.
Pitt Girls: Even though we are separated by ever increasing
distance. I love that we can pick up where we left off with
a simple phone call or holiday get together. I cherish our
memories and think of you often.
Petie & Fonzi: Much love to my most cherished and loyal
companions.

In this Ii[e we cannot do great things. We can only do small
things with great love.
-Mother Teresa
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Maryam Namdari, D.O.
Franklin and Marshall College, B.A.
Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania

To my parents -Thank you fOI- your endless
love, support, and sacrifice throughout the
years. I dedicate my ach ievements to you
and love you with all my heart.
To my dear gl-andmother - You have a heart
of gold. Thank you for years of inspiration.
I am a better person because I have you.
SUI-ena - Having you as my twin has been
the best pan of my life. Thank you for
years of pushing me down your path of
success, while always managing to make
me laugh along the way.
To my closest friends - Thank you for all
the fun times and for making the past four
years such a wonderful memory.
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Christina Navarro, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University. B.S.
Secaucus, New Jersey

To God:
Lord. thank you so much for the blessings In my life. I would be nothing without your strength and gUidance. I
will always have faith In You and stnve to do Your will.
To my pal'ents:
Mom. thank you fOI' being the foundation in life. Thank you for providing the strength. faith and love I needed
to get me where I am today. I am honored to be your daughter. I love you.
Dad. I love you With all my heart. Thank you for always motivating me to move up
love have made me who I am today. I Will always be your little grrl.

In

life. Your support and

Frank. thank you for your unconditional love. you are such an Important part of my family and my life. I love you.
To my brothers:
Mark. thank you for being my best fnend. Thank you for always being there to support me In ,fe You will
always be the one person I know I can count on. I love you.
Mark Dexter. thank you for being my Inspirat ion. Ch,boy. I love you and I lust want to make you proud. You
have made such a difference ,n my life. I hope to make a difference In other lives In return.

liTo laugh often and much; To
win the respect of intelligent
people and the affection of
chi ldren;
To
ea rn
the
appl~eciation of honest CritICS
and endure the betrayal of false
friends; To appreciate beauty;
To find the best In others; To
leave the world a bit bettel~
whethel~ by a healthy child, a
garden patch; To know eve n one
life had breathed easiel~ because
you have lived. This is to have
succeeded."
- Ralp h Waldo Emerson

To my dearest PCOM friends:
BJN. aka BRE thank you for being one of my best fnends through out al these years.
LA. you have shown me what true fn endshlp means. You are such a bleSSing
JR. your friendship means so much to me. Thank you for always being there ,n my life.
Lastly to myself:
'You gain strength. courage and confidence by every e'penence In which you real y stop to loo~ feal' In the
face ... Do the thing you thin" you cannot do: • Eleanor Roosevelt
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Kimberly Ann N eutze, D.O.
Salisbury University, B.S.
Abingdon, Maryland

To fellow members of the Class of 2008: What a
journ ey it has been. Congrat ulat ions, and I wish
everyone much success in all your careers.
To the "PCOM Kids": We did it! Th anks for all the
laughs, adventures and for being t here w hen things
didn't run smoothly. Thanks for our John Henry's
Pub quiz nights, Grey's Anatomy breaks, studying
at Starbucks, and celebrating each oth er 's lifetime
moments.
To my Salisbury and Bel Air frien ds: Than ks fo r your
patience, understanding and belief in me. I could not
have asked for a better cheering section. I love you
guys!
To Chris: Thanks for always being there and bei ng
part of my main su pport system. I love you! You
always believed in me even when I wasn't so sure
myself. I look forward to our adventures to come!
To my Mom and Dad: Team Neutze! This is just as
much your accomplishment as it is mine. I could n't
have done it without you. For being my strength
when I didn't think I had any, for being my heart
""hen I didn't want to care, for being my voice and
thoughts when I was lost, I thank you and I love you
so much!
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Andrew L, O'Hara, 0,0,
State University of New York at Buffalo. B.A.
Orchard Park. New York

To Jessalyn,
It is your strength and perseverance that gUided the
both of us the past four years. I will never forget the
numerous sacrifices you have made. Nothing IS
impossible with you by my side. You're an angel.
heaven sent.
To my family.
Thank you for all your support and patience. I knoVv
thel'e were plenty of short phone calls. WOI'ds can't
express how much I have missed you all.

;}::,.\i
.. ;.};

To my newborn child.
I had no idea what your sex was gOIng to be when I
wrote this. but we knew that you would be amazing.
I love you with all my heart.
To Friends.
Good times. good talks. You all know who you are.
Thanks fOl' the words of encouragement. We made
the last four years as enjoyable as we could. Thanks
again. you will not be forgotten.
Love.
Andrew
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A rthur Chukwuemeka O kwesili, D.O.
W illiams College. B.A.
A lbany. N ew York

In memory of the loved ones that have
gone before us.
Many thanks to my parents, Edu, Uncle
Chris, Uzoma, Uchenna, and the Marcello
fam ily for your continuous support.
Keith - it has been a long journey, but we
did it.
Looking back at those four years in medical
school from the standpoint of a young
physician, "there is one thing I do know:
that w e are here fo r the sake of each
other - above all for those upon whose
smile and well-being our own happiness
depends, and also for the countless
unknown souls with whose fate we are
connected by a bond of sympathy."
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Marissa A. Oller-Cramsie, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey

"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it; if
you can dream it, you can become it."
- William Arthur Ward

Mom: T hank you for your love, support, and
encouragement. I could have never made It th s far
without the sacrifices you have made and the opportunities
you have given me. I love you!
Brianna: You are wise beyond your years. It's hard to
believe you're my little sister. Thanks for constantly
challenging, critiqUing and inspiring me. You have no
idea how much you mean to me and I am so lucky to have
you in my life.
Mike: To the love of my life and my best friend - Thanks
for always believing In me and never doubting my abilities.
You have helped me follow my dreams and I couldn't have
done it without you. I love you with all of my heart and 1
look forward to spending the rest of our lives together.
Mr. &. Mrs. Cramsie: I couldn't have asked for a
better extended family. Thanks for your love and many
prayers!
Family and Friends: You have al helped me stay
sane though this Incredible Journey. Thanks for your love.
understanding, and patience.
Dad: This is for you!
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Chiazom O meruah, D.O.
Delaware State University, B.s.
Abia State. Nigeria
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Cayce Adam Onks, D.O.
The University Of Tennessee, B.S.
Ohio University, M.S.
Spnngfield, Tennessee

I just want to than k my fam ily
and friends fo r all of t heir
encou ragement and support
throughout the last few years
but most impo rtant ly I want
to thank my wife Jacky and
our dog Scoot e r fot~ the ir
love. Hav ing it makes all
dt~eams see m possible.
l
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Johanna O wings, 0 ,0 ,
Temple University, B.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

I am lucky to have so may people that love me. In fact, if it
weren't for one of you, instead of graduating medical school,
I might be serving mint to a man named Hasan at this very
moment. Then we might have never shared all those nights
together on the New Jersey Turnpike, outwitting state troopers
with our cabashons shining in the Moroccan wind . We don't
have to put on the red tights tonight. One of you stood by
me though drywall misadventures, Max, & appendectomies. I
could have never made it past Wasi Inca without you. If not fo r
joum I may have never known the inside of a guatemalen
prison, nitrogen narcosis, or sat at the bottom of the ocean
in the dark surrounded by glowing strings of pearls. I'm glad
I wasn't detained in Bogata alone, and I'm glad our names are
together on that list of passengers who paid cash to fly on a
certain airline. Thanks for riding the chicken bus with me. One
woman made sure I grew up believing in myself, and I'm lucky
to have her as my best friend today. Someone else made sure
I grew up thinking for myself, and even though he's not here
today, I thin!-- he's watching. Thank you both for your countless
sacrifices, and fulminant determination. Some of you have
opened your homes, refrigerators, and families to me. Thankfully
I don't resemble the mailman, and I eat well. And quietly, one
person has proven himself time and again to be one of my
strongest proponents, and thanks to him I wi ll always have
Vol'lo light bulbs, croutons, and someone I can depend on;
although my appliques may never stick. I hope I remember to
show each of you how much you mean to me every day, just
as JOU have done for me. Thanks for everything
- Love - Johanna.

a
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A rnol M. Parikh, D.O.
New York University. B.A.
Drexel University College of Medicine. M.M.5.
Dover. Delaware

I hope that my ach ievements in
life shall be these - that I will have
~--- fought for what was right and
t ( fair, that I will have risked for
. :~ & that which mattel~ed, and that
I will have given help to those
who were in need, that I will
have left the earth a better place
for what I've done and who I've
been.
-Unknown
,I
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Bhavin Mahesh Patel, D.O.
Drew Un iversity, B.A.
Lyndhurst. New Jersey

GOD: I am eternally grateful for everything. Thank you for
guiding me every step of the way.
Mom & Dad: Thank you for always believing in my abilities and
pushing me to do my best. I appreciate the tremendous sacrifices
you have made.
Grandmothers: From teaching me to write the alphabet to your
/lords of wisdom, you have shaped the person I am today.
Dixita: A brother can't ask for a better sister and friend. Thanks
for always being there.
Family: \II/ithout your support I could not have made it this far.
Friends: I am so lucky to have you all in my life. Without you all,
I would not made it through medical school. I look forward to
continuing our friendships no matter where life takes us. I
consider you all-my family.
Teachers: You have been inspiration to me. I have learned so
much from you and I promise to be a doctor that you would be
proud recommending to your own friends and family.
PCO~1: Than~ you for making my childhood dream come true.

"If one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and
endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he will meet with
success une/pected in common hours."
-Henry Da'/id Thoreau
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Nimi Patel, D.O.
Lehigh University. B.S.
Nazareth, Pennsylvania

To my family:
While you appr"eciate my work, I appreCIate your
love. All your plans and hopes now come together" in
what I have done. YOUl" har"d wor"k is mirrored now In
mine. Thank you for your suppor"t and the sacrifices
you've made for me throughout the years.
To my friends:
These past few years have been a juggling act. A
large portion has been filled with lectures, studyrng,
and exams. Somehow, we've managed to fit rn Grey's
nights, happy hours in Manayunk, nights out rn Ph illy,
crepes at Reading Terminal. and even backpacking
thmugh Spain. No matter where we end up next
year, we'll make sure not to be "way off 1"95." If we
do find ourselves in differ"ent parts of the globe, no
worries, because "we'll just fly to each other!" Thanks
for filling these year"s with lots of laughter and good
times.

"Teach this triple truth to all: A generous heart, krnd
speech, and a li(e o( service and compassion ore the
things which renew humanity. "
-Siddharta Gautama, the founder of Buddhrsm
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Timothy M. Patterson, D.O.
Franklin and Marshall College. B.A.
BoSton University School of Medicine. M.A.
Milmont Park. Pennsylvania
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Cynthia Paul, D.O.
Villanova University. B.s.
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

"Trust in the Lord with all your hear-t and lean
not on your own understanding; In all your
ways acknowledge Him and He shall direct
your paths." Pr-overbs 3:5-6

I thank God for H is amazing grace and the
many many blessings I have received over the
years. This day would not be possible without
the family that He has given me. Amma, you
were a liv ing ex am ple of selflessness and
compassion - I wi ll miss you always. Mummy,
your immense str ength and faith helps me
prevail against all odds. Dad, you've always
encouraged me to aim high. Silvia and Tricia,
thank you for the endless laughter. movi e
nights, dollar store raids. fashion advice. and
for the sisterhood that we share. I love you
all so much - t his day is as much your"s as it
is mine.
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James Michael Perry, D.O.
Clarion University of Pennsylvania, B.s.
DuBois, Pennsylvania
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Andrew C. Porter, D.O.
Westminster College, B.S.
Scottdale, Pennsylvania

In order of appearance:
Grandma - You are the strongest person I k:now. I am so pro"d of
you.
D ad - All of my achievements are founded In what
to me. Thank you.

IOU

have taught

Mom - I would be lost without your direction: espeCially that from
one very important phone call.
Barry - We did It, brother! I'm glad we went through medical schoo
together.

ov

Jenny - Plnsburgh. here we come! I'll knock 'em out. you pull em
Jimmy and Angela - Congratulations!
Mike and Aislinn - Congratulations!

"Morning. class. As reSidency director, ,t IS my pleasure to have both
surgical and medical personnel here \\ th us today. In fact. n thiS
room, we have enough brain power to I'ght up a Cltyl Not a real c.ty
mind you, but defmltely a tiny ant CIty "hose gmernment has recert'
passed a senes of stringent energy conservation a.'sl' Dr Cox
"I hate goodbyes!" - Lloyd Christmas
"I have but the Simplest taste I am ah,ays satosf.ed ", :h
Oscar Wilde

:"e be"

'

c
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Amanda L. Powell, D.O.
Miami University, B.A.
Hummelstown, Pennsylvania

l!lYPawflt D.
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Philip J. Prest, 0,0,
Bowdoin College, BA
Drexel University, M.M.S.
Potomac, Maryland

There are places I'll remember"
All my life though some have changed
Some forever not for better
Some have gone and some r"emain
All these places have their moments
With lovers and friends I still can recall
Some are dead and some are living
In my life I've loved them all
" The Beatles
Mom and Dad - where to begin? Your endless love
and support has enabled me to pursue every dream
I've dared to dream. Thank you!
Rich and Susy - Your little br"other is finally growing
up! You've been there for me all my life in ways you
can't understand.
Friends and classmates - there are some bonds that
just won't break. I look forward to our years together
as colleagues.
Sara - you've supported me through it all, With never
a thought for yourself. Thank you so much.
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Nicholas Purdy, D.O.
Bucknell University, B.A.
Sunbury, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: Thank You. Without
your sup po rt I never would have been
in the position to become a physician.
You are ama zing role models and I
hope that one day I can be half as good
of parents as you are.

Matt: Thanks brother. You are one of
my best friends. Always there when I
need you and always ready to have a
good time,

Pop and Nana, Grandpa and
Mimi: Although some are not with us
I want to thank you al l. Wit hout th e
continued support of everyone I would
not have been here today.
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Pau l Marvin Pustinger, D.O.
The University of North Carolina at Charlotte, B.S.N,
Farrell, Pennsylvania

Nobody achieves anything great solely through their own
efforts. If you have ever wondered why your doctor IS the \\ay
he or she is, look at their friends and family. They are, as I am, a
reflection of the support and love around them.
To my friends: Thank you for understanding me when I didn't
understand myself. Time and time again. you have taught me
the difference between hearing and listening.
In my brother Stephen'S memory: "In order to fly, all one must
do is simply miss the ground:
-Douglas Adams
To my parents: Thank you for teaching me to be true to myself.
"Be Yourself. Everyone else is already taken:
-Oscar Wilde
To my daughters, AlexIs and A/ama: By far, you have provided
t he most valuable education I will receive. You have shown me
just how precious life IS, and the true reason one person
chooses to care for another.
To my Wife. Pam: Thank you for gOing to medICal school again.
this time, vicanously through me. Your love and strength are an
Inspiration to me. Thank you, I love you.
"So faith, hope, love remain. these three: but the greatest of
these is love."
-1 Corinthians 13, 13
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Daniel RaJD.O.
USP - Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, B.S.
Yardley, Pennsylvania

Thank you Lord! You 've been my constant source of
strength and encouragement throughout the most grueling
time of my life. May you be honored and pleased by all
that I do. May your will be done in me.
My dearest Talena: I am the luckiest husband in the world!
Thank you for always being there to support and encourage
me throughout the tough times. Also, thank you for all
the sacrifices you make so that I could pursue medicine
while you stay home to care for Drew. You have been
above and beyond any husband could ask for. I love being
married to you! I'm looking forward to the many years
we'll be together. I love you!
AndreI/>!: Apart from getting married to mommy, having
you on 7/22/06 was the most joyous moment of daddy's
life. Being your father taught me so much. I'm looking
forward to seeing you grow up and teaching you all about
baseball.
Grandma, Mom, Dad, Mom, Dad, Esther, Mike, Sang Mi &
Lawrence: Thank you for your encouragement, support
and prayers. Talena and I couldn't have done it without
you. We are very than"ful for the times you were able
to babysit so that we could spend time alone.
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Zakiyyah Jameelah Rasheed, D.O.
University of Ca ifornia - DavIs. B.5.
Torrance, California

Bismillah-AI-Rahman-Al-Rahim
All praise is due to Allah
I have been truly blessed to make It to this pOint
To my phenomenal parents that have been by my side each
step of the way
Giving me unconditional love. advice, and encouragement
To my family, both immediate and extended, who have shown
me their unYielding support and faith that I will succeed
To my friends throughout the years who have seen me
through this entire process
with listening ears, and assuring words of uplift
To my peOM family who have helped me build a home away
from home
We've made It though these trials and tribulations with
endless laughs, and triumphant achievements
From the days of being hopeful Biomedical students
To now awaiting our transition Into the world of mediCine as
PhYSICians
To all of my loved ones:
I cherish the role each of you has played In making my life a 10,
I thank you for journeying with me thus far
I look forward to all of the dreams we have yet to fulhll
To all of the memories we have yet to make
To all the reasons this IS a celebration for all of us
-Peace and Blesslngs-
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Timari e A. Rayburg, D.O .
The Pennsylvania State University, B.A.
Morgantown, Pennsylvania

My parents: You have always been a beacon of strength.
Each of you, in your own unique way, has supported me
unwaveringly and has pushed me to always expect the best
from myself. At times when I felt like quitting, you challenged
me to persevere and at times when I lacked confidence,
you instilled it in me. You have taught me the true meaning
of commitment, hard work and achieving goals.1 know that
I would not be where I am today withou t your tough love
and your amazing strength ! I love you both!!
Annelise & T.J.: I am so proud of all the things you have
accomplished and I will always be here as your "big sister"
whenever you need me. I love you both!
Babe: Thank you for being my best friend, my biggest
supporter, my shoulder to cry on and the best husband a
girl could as!- for. I can't wait for all the fun, love, excitement
and challenges that the future holds! I love you.
Danielson: We made it!!! Couldn't have done it without
you! From our "hard-core study juice first-year days" to
dragging each other across the finish line of graduation, the
journey was great!!
Macdagelburgerbach-weenies!!: Thank you for
being my comic relief for the last four years and for always
!-nowing when I needed a good vacation ... or 7! I love you
all! Gingerbread house fight, anyone??
Traci and Katie: Than!- you for always being great
mentors and for always leading the way. I know I wi ll always
ha'ie two great physicians to look up and to call my friends!
Love IOU guys!!
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Andrea L. Read, D.O.
Lyon College, B.S.
Jonesboro, Arkansas

\
"The (uture belongs
[heir dreoms"
Eleanor Roosevelt

[0

[hose who believe in [he beouty o( [he

Wow! I can't believe it's finally here ... the day I graduate from
medical school. It's a dream come true. There are many
people throughout my life who have helped me to achieve
my dream. I would like to thank my entlf'e family both
immediate and extended for all their constant source of
love, support, and patience. Most notably my parents Andy
and Brenda Craft, my brother Kevin, his wife Mlkcca. my
sweet little sis Abby, my grandmother Nancy Thomas, and
as well, my mother and father-In·law, Nancy and Carman
Read.
Also, thank you to my sweet little boy Boyce who IS such a
shining star in my life. Seeing you smile and heanng your little
laugh at the end of the day makes my life so bright.
Finally, to my wonderful husband, Nathan, who helped me to
gain the strength to try again, listened when I needed him.
and provided a source of enthUSiasm, love, and humor. I could
not have made It Without you. You're an incredible fnend and
I feel lucky to have you as my partner throughout our Journey
together.
Sincerely,
Andrea L. Read
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Leslie Ann Ridal l, D.O.
Ursinus College, B.s.
Exton, Pennsylvania

Mom, Dad and Emily - Than k you so much for all of
the love and support you have given me over these
last few years, and my entire life. I never would have
made it through medical school and college without
you! You all are the most loving, encouraging and
wonderful family and I don't think I would have made
it this far without you behind me. Special thanks to
my mom who has been a constant source of love and
encouragement for me, and has helped through every
rough time. You were always there to tell me to take
a deep breath and that everything would be ok, no
matter what the situation. I love you all!
Grandmom - You have provided me with undying love
and support throughout the years, and I really
appreciate that. You always believe in me and your
thoughts and prayers mean more than you would
ever know. I love you!
My second family - Thanks so much for always being
there for me when I needed you. you have always
been cheerleaders for me and have been a great
escape. I don't know what I would do without you
(and your extra babysitting money)!

~a. ~Do.
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Mark L. Riddle, D.O.
Cedarville University. B.s.
Springfield. Ohio

Jentry: How could I not put you first? You are my
love and my all. Even though there were some days
when I wondered why I let you talk me into gOing to
medical school. you wel-e always there to support me
as I walked this joumey. I am so lucky to have forever
with you.
Dad and Mom: Words can never say all of the
thanks I have for both of you. The mad has been
long and full of ups and downs but YOUl- encouragement
was always steady. I hope that you someday realize
that it was you who made all of this possible.
Jeff: Big bmther. in your qUiet way I always knew you
were rooting for me. I have always looked to YOUlstrength and determination as insplI"atlon to aliT) for
more.
Josh: I think Turk said It best. "".It might sound lame
but. since the day we met. you always tl"eated me
like I was the man. like I could accomplish anything.
You being like that IS one of the main reasons I have
gotten to whel-e I am". Love ya brother.
Above all. I thank God for allOWing me to expenence
thiS amazing ride.
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Stacy R. Rosenblum, D.O.
Emory University, B.s.
Merrick, New York

Mom and Dad: I cannot express enough how fortunat e I
am to have such wonderful parents. I am eternally gr ateful
for all your support, encouragement, and guidance that
you have given me throughout the years. Dad, I'll forever
be your little girl. Mom, my best friend, I will always be
proud to say that I am my mother's daughter. I love you
both unconditionally.
Grandma: You truly are a ray of sunshine for you always
know how to brighten up my day. Thank you for being
my number one supporter and my biggest fan . I hope that
I continue to make you proud.
Evan: Although at times we might have our differences, I
know that I can always count on you. In your own special
way you have shown your support and I only hope that
we can become closer and closer over the years. I'm proud
to call you my big brother.
peOM friends: WE DID IT!! These past four years have
been a lot more fun because of all of you. I came to peOM
for an education and I am leaving with some great friends
and colleagues for life.
My dear old friends: You are very special to me. Thanks
for always listening, your endless advice, and all the great
laughs. I'm lucky to have friends like you .
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Nicholas A. Rossi, D.O.
University of Rochester, B.A.
Boston University. M.A.
Mahopac, New York

To my family and ft-iends: I thank
you all from the bottom of my
heat-t, Words cannot express
my gt-atitude for YOUt- continued
love and support,

He who knows best knows how
little he knows,
-Thomas Jefferson
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Jennifer Rose Roszkowski, D.O.
Albright College. B.s.
UMDNJ - Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, M.S.
Linden, New Jersey

Mom, Dad, and family: Your love and support
make anything possible. Thanks for being t here
and for always believing in me.
Sharon, Becky, Adriana, and Van: I tru ly treasure
the friendship we share. Your encouragement,
advice, and support mean so much to me. You
are the sisters I never had. Thanks for always
being a phone-call away.
Tina, Jess, and Amy: Thanks for all of the great
medical school memories. I am glad that we share
the same sense of humor and that I could make
you laugh by saying whatever is on my mind . I
will miss you all next year.
Franz: The past four years would have been
impossible if you weren't by my side. Thanks for
keeping me grounded and making me smile. I love
you!
Class of 2008: Best wishes for a successful
residency and future!

/-f

;? ;J:/~
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Jessica Beth Rubin, D.O.
Brandeis University. B.A.
Ph iladelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine. Cert ficate
Langhorne. Pennsylvania

"Reach for the moon, Even if you miss you 'll .and
among stars." . Les Brown
Mom & Dad: It's been a long & eventful nde from the beginning.
Thanks for always believing I could succeed & all of your support
and guidance. I love you.
Nicki: You're the best "little sister" I could ask for. Thank you for
t he phone conversations when I really needed you & thanks for
trusting & confiding In me. I will never take you for granted & w I
always miss haVing you nearby. Love you Pooky.
Deana: I'm starting with you girl. It's been a ride from the
beginning. but I'm glad we've always been there for each other In
person or by the phone. Always positive thoughts sweetheart
'
Nicki G: Thanks for all the support. the fun nights. & the craziness.
You 're always there when I need you & I hope you know I'm al\\ays
here too. We did It!
Patty: It's certainly been a Journey. but I'm glad we got to share
It. Thanks for all the fun times & silly actions. We both made t
through! PS: We still need to hang.
Sharon: Thanks for being there by the phone & being my "rotat on
buddy" Congrats girl! You deserve great things & more
Amanda: You have been my closest friend for many ,ears t has
been a give & take & I wouldn't have missed anything for the \\orld.
Thanks for all the "chats". coffeehouses. & outing. & for a ;he
support throughout thiS whole process. Luv ~a sunsh ne l
My single gals: I would not have surw.ed If It \\ere not for .0
the comic relief & the eventful nights out. thanks!
Nicole B: Thanks honey for Istenlng & trusting me \\ th .our
secrets.
Thank. you [0 everyone I\ho helped me pale m) \\o} ~hrol.gh peo',' &
0/1 o( your support and /..no\\ edge,

"Jessie
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Ana Luisa Russ, D.O .
Wesleyan University, B.A.
Carlisle, Massachusetts

Mom & Dad - Thank you for your unwavering support and encouragement. I couldn't have done any of this without your unconditional love. Mama: You are the most selfless and caring person I
know. Dad: You taught me the power of perseverance and dedication. Thank you for everything. I love you both!
Flo - We've come a long way from our torture chamber days! You
are the best sister I could ever ask for. You have the most beautiful
family and I hope to someday achieve the personal success that you
have. Belli & Liv: I wish you all the happiness in the world.
Julie -Since we met during orientation, I knew we would be friends
fore·/er. I couldn't have made it through this without you woman!
Thanks for being there to talk to me about anything and everything.
Roomies - I'll miss our Brown St. parties! Jon & Brian: you're the
brothers I never had. Katie: Thanks for being there for me during
hard times. I'm gonna miss our wine and cheese nights!
Mi\-'e - You have been a huge part of my life at PCOM and I will
thin\-' of you when I look back on rny time here. No matter what
the future holds for us, I will always cherish the memories we
shared these past 4 years. 10/27/04
PCOM East - Thanks for all the good times. Who knew med
school could be so much fun? Love you all. xoxo

"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened"
- Dr, Seuss
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Amy L. Rutt, D.O.
King's College. B.s.
Swoyersville. Pennsylvania

God: I love you and thank you fOI" all the
blessed gifts and talents you have given
me.
Mom & Dad: Thank you for all your love
and support. I love you and thank you for
yOUI" faith in me.
Stacey and Charlie: Thank you fOI" putting
up with the "tornado" when I cam home.
I love you both, and we will always be
close. I love you .
Ronnie: Thank you for always having faith
in me and all your prayers. I love you.
Sandpiper "V", H arley, Riley, & Bazal: You
guys are the best stress relievers ever. I
love you Wuff1
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Deana Marie Sabol, D.O.
Wilkes University, B.S.
Hazlemn, Pennsylvania

"

"

Mom:

You are the inspiration behind my strength,
courage, ambition, and success. Than k you for all of
your love, prayers, and support. The sacrifices you
have made so that I may realize my dream are
appreciated beyond words. This would not have been
possible without you. You are more than my mom,
you are my angel and my best friend. I love you so
much!
Pop-pop: Thank you for always believing in me and
making my life so wonderful. I am proud to be your
granddaughter. I love you so much pop-pop! Love
always, "Your Pet"
Dad: Thank you for your encouraging words. And
although your jokes were corny, they always managed
to help make me laugh w hen I needed it most. I Love
You!
Peter: You have been my greatest support thro ugh
all of this. You kept me going and encouraged me
never to stop. I could not have done it without you .
I love you with all my heart.
The Bidey's: I couldn't have asked for a more
wonderful. caring, and supportive extended fami ly.
Thank you for being my home away from home.
Family and Friends: Thank you for your patience,
wisdom, and confidence in my abilities.
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Michael Paul Sabol, D.O.
Saint Joseph's University. B.5.
Trucksville. Pennsylvania

Michae~ Sabo~
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Benjam in J. Saks, D.O.
University of Scranton. B.S.
Phi adelphia Coll ege of Osteopathic Medicine. Cert ificate
WaTkins Glen. New York

To my family. I'd like to thank you for your endless support and encou ragement , and
for never losing your faith In me. I am so grateful for the months of living in your
nomes. shanng your meals. and invading your space. You have provided me with t he
foundallon and support I needed to become w ho I am today. It is your encouragement
tha: has carried me through one of the most difficult times in my life; and though
fel many times along the way. you were there to be sure I never stayed down.
To :ne role model In my life who has offered many hours of advice. Wisdom. and
con~,nuous emouonal and financial support; a very special gratitude goes to you,
Dad. I on ( hope that I can one day anain the characteristics that you posses as a
father. friend. and physloan. Your reputation as diagnostician, your bedside manner.
and your dedication as a community health care provider will be gold standards for
me In my career. I WI I be fortunate If I can prOVide for my family even a fraction of
IIhat IOU have prollded for all of us.
believe that people are placed in your hfe at certain moments for a specific reason,
,od tha: the people you surround yourself With speak volumes about the person
are. To enl colleagues; Griffin. Greg. Bryan, Mike. LaUrie and Scon, I never will
forge! lour dedication as friends; t he phone calls. vi sits at home. and advice. I
appreCiate lour persistent belief that I would overcome and finish what I had started.
Nothing IS more satisfYing then knowing those you look up to most are right by your
Side n,) maner what" lents In your Ife alter your path. I have succeeded today and
~btalned IIhat hale IIor~ed so long to achieve. If it was not for the most amazing
friendships on the way. my dreams and goals may have never have come to be.
IOU

LJfe ta~es une..:pected turns for 'Iery speCial reasons. To my friends and family from
home.(ou ~now who IOU are. I cannot Imagine a group o f people giving more support
or opportun.ty as you did for me when I needed It most. You have brought me Into
y')ur homes. nOUrished and cared for me, and treated me as part of your family. I
ha Ie beer blessed bl all of.
There IS a lery speoal woman In my life. who has been devoted to my happiness
",thG;t fall. (our ablllt( to endure my emotional pendulum With resilience and ease
and l'Our unconditional love and support has made me forever in debt . I have
tremendous gratitude and appreoatlon for you In my hfe. I know how fortunate I
aM to ha'/e I')u here along my Side.
There IS one person In ml hfe '//lth whom I can only share my happiness Inside; my
mother. I //lsh had the opportunity to S(:e your face and share your happiness when
I '/las accepted Into medical school. I Wish you were here in the crowd as I graduate.
I "nOli IOU are the one IIho has helped me the most in this lourn ey. and I have
heard IOU a along. love IOU and mISs you.
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Ju lie Mari e Sanicola, 0,0,
Villanova University. B.S.
Hagerstown. Maryland

Graduating from medical school... WOW ... It 's here! These last
four years flew!
To my beautiful family: "MyMom", "Daddybo", John. and Pete- I
love you guys beyond words-I can't even express how much you
mean to me. The CONSTANT support and love you've given
me has allowed me to conquer all barriers I've come across
throughout my life. Thank you so much for putting up With me
when I know it wasn't easy. for being my constant rock and
source of strength. and for making me smile when I thought
nothing could .. , There's no way I coulda made t Without you·
I love you so much!
To my Shaun: What can I say? You've been there \\ th me
t hrough It all. from day one. and we did t! When I graduated
from Villanova, you signed my gift "Good luck at PCOM, 1'1
be here when you're done!" and you are! You're my other half
and I love you, Thank you for always making me laugh and smile.
You believed In me when I didn't believe ,n myself. You're amazing
and I'm so happy you're In my life: we can get through anything
together- It'S you and me always. SJ!
To my FABULOUS fnends: You know who you are l I Just \\ant
you to know how much you all mean to me· I love you, I love
you, I love you! We've had some good times! Let s keep t gOI'1g!
You all are incredible, and you're always In my heart'
It hasn't always been easy, but It HAS always been Incredible I
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2008" 1 We made 1. ' Watch
out world, we're on our wayl! XOXOXO

Ju~ie
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Kathleen M. Sasnauskas, D.O .
ChestnUL Hill College. BA
Villanova UniversiLy. M.A.
Temple University. M.B.A.
UniversiLy of Miami School of Law. J.D.
Yardley. Pennsylvania
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Megha C. Savant, D.O.
Emory University. B.S.
Madison. Alabama

In loving memory of my father ... your splnt and strength lives on
My Loving Mama - Your prayers. strength. and love have gUIded
me to reach my dreams. Thank you for always making me smile.
dedicate everything that I am to you!
To My Brother. Sagar - You have continued to amaze me. Your
strength and drive have encouraged me to reach my goals. Than!...
you for all your advice, keeping me straight and for always being
there!
Anju, My Sistel' - Thank you for giving me that extra strength
when I needed It. Your presence by my side has meant so much!
Sameer and DeStinle - You have been up. front and center ever>,
time I have needed you. I could not have made It \~Ithout you!
Chiazom. Zaklyyah. Masheika. and Smlta - We made t! Thank r'ou
for the wonderful memones ... our Miami treats. mOVies, N gena.
and most of all. your support and love. You halle been my roc-, and
I will cherish you forever!
Leah and Tina - Thank you for behevlng
all these years.

In

me and support,ng me

To My Colleagues - Wlshtng you love. happiness and prospertt) as
we move into the next chapter of our hves l

With Love.
Megha
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Aislinn Marie Scarbinsky, D.O.
Lafayette College, B.s.
Duquesne University, Certificate
St. Clair, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: Thank you for all your support
and love, especially these last four years
through school. It is with your love and
encouragement I was able to achieve my
dream.
Brett and Kristie: Thank you for providing me
a place to escape from the medical school
drama. You always knew how to keep me
sane during some stressful times. I will not
forget all the great dinners we had together.
And most of all, thank you for my first
nephew, Cole Alexander.
Michael: My love, thanks for being you!

"What ever the mind of man can conceive
and believe, it can achieve."
- Napolean Hill
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Herbert N. Schiffer, D.O.
West Chester University. B.S.
West Chester. Pennsylvania

Rebecca Lynn: You have been my friend. confidant and
lover. I can not believe how we have grown together as
individuals and a couple. Thank you for canng for Nick and
Molly during our time apart. You are my love. my angel.
N ancy. Peter. Joann and AI: Each of you has provided
support and love through my life helping me to grow Into
the person you see today. Your gUidance and nurtunng
enabled Rebecca and I to prospel" as a couple and to
continue to grow into the greatness that life holds for us.
Pete: I am glad that we have been able to continue our
friendship and help one another through the years. Thank
you for your continued support and encouragement.
Herbert. Margaret. Jim and Mlgs: I am a very fortunate
person to have all of you In my life. Each of you has
implanted different ideals and qualities that have molded
me into the person I have become. It IS from you that I
have sprung. thank you for your love.
My fnends: There are more than I can mention In this space
but each have provided me something that IS Irreplaceable
that will be carried With me forever.
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Brent Schoenfeldt, D.O.
Saint Norbert Colege, B.S.
Hatley, Wisconsin

It has been a long and wi nding road indeed. One that
I would not have been able to traverse with out the
help of many dear to my heart. Without your advice
and support my dreams wo uld not have come to
fruition.
To my father: As a child you always told me to do the
best I can in everything that I do, I can only hope that
I made you proud.
To my mother: Your encouragement and love has
been a pillar in my foundation.
To Kate: My love, my keystone, my life, without you I
would not be where I am today. I am so happy to be
sharing my life with you.
To my friends: Without you I would not have kept my
sanity. You allowed me to be myself and enjoy life.
I would like to close with words from my grandfather,
Papa, "No matter what life brings you, don't sweat
the small stuff."
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Jonathon Schwadron, D.O.
D ickinson ColIge, B.A.
North Potomac, Maryland

Mom and Abba - W ords cannot describe how grateful
I am t o have such w on derful parents. Your support.
guidance. and love have helped me become the person
I am today. I could never have made It this far without
you. I love you.

Bonnie - Most people would say they are lucky to have
two parents. I'm proud to say that I have three. Thank you
for caring for me as you r own son. Your support and
devotion to your fam ily is second to none.
, All My Siblings - We are all making such great stndes
in our lives. I am so proud of each and everyone of you.
. ':''''
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Meghan - From N egril to Philly and everything

In

between, look at how far we've come. I will always be
your Yonaton. Love you babe.

PCOM East Founders - We've started something
truly special. From standing In front of SGA to our crazy
Borgata AC trips ItS been an amazing nde. We have taken
t he medical school expenence to another level. You have
become some of my closest fnends and I kno\\ we Will
always stay in touch. To all of you future East members,
keep the dream alive.
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Jessica L. Schwartz, D.O.
Ursinus College, B.S.
Stevens, Pennsylvania

Mom & Pop - No amount of thanks can even begin
to express how grateful I am for parents like you!
I have had only support and encouragement my
entire life. If i am anything, it is truly because of you
both.
Robin, Shelly, Brittany, Derek - I can 't imagine
growing up without a house ful l of kids to share
the good times with. You have all grown up to be
wonderful young people, and I look forward to the
times to come.
Heis, Julie, Jill, Megan - I can 't believe all th e
experiences we have shared over the years. Thanks
for all the support, good luck text s, and care
packages. You helped keep me going.
Nan 8. Pup - Thanks for keeping a roof over my
head! I enjoy the time I get to spend wit h yo u both.
Special thanks to all the PCO M professo rs and
preceptors who have helped me develop into a
professional. Your dedication to the profess ion
deserves our appreciation.
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Ami A. Shah, D.O.
Temple University. B.S.
SamtJoseph's University. M.BA
Vestal. New York
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Scott A. Shainker, D.O.
Muhlenberg College, B.s.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Med icine, M.s.
Andover, Massachusetts
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Brian R. Shaw, D.O .
..J

Boston University. B.A.
Saratoga. California
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Melissa Beth Shaya, D.O .
Lafayette College. B.S.
Cherry Hill. New Jersey
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Mom and Dad: I would like to thank
you for all of your love, support, and
encouragement throughout the years.
You are wonderful parents and I appreciate
everything that you have done for me.
Bob: I am so happy to have you in my
life . Thank you for your patience and for
always standing by my side throughout
this journey. I can't wait for our future
together!
To my friends: Thanks for all of the
mem ories that we have shared. I cou ld
not have made it without you all!
To the Class of 2008: Good luck
with your future endeavors! We did it!
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A ncy Skariah, D.O.
Howard University. B.5.
Mer ion S1at ion, Pennsylvania

I w ou ld like to thank my
husband and daughter for
supporting me through medical r
school, It was always a joy to
know that at the end of a
stressful day, I had two people
waiting to bring a smile to my
face,
"The art of medicine consists
in amusing the patient while
nature cures the disease,"
''-'Voltaire (Francois Marie
Arouet)
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Richard Gray Sloan Jr., D.O.
Cook College, Rutgers University. B.S.
Cook College, Rutgers University. B.S.
Frenchtown. New Jersey

Special thanks to:
God for all of the blessings, gifts and opportunities given to
me. Without Your love, support and gUidance I would not be
where I am or the person I am today. Please continue to stay
by my side and I will try to serve you better as a physIcian.
Mom and Dad: You both have been a source of inSpiration
for me. Without your love and support I would not be
standing on the doorstep of being a doctor. I love you both
more than words can begin to express.
Susan and Paymon: What can I say...Thank you for te wee~end
movies, dinners. and the times you lent me your ear. Most
of all thank you for the three wonders I call my nieces.
my grandparents: I'm sorry none of you can be here to
celebrate with me. but I know you are looking down on me
with pride. I miss you all.
Friends: From Kingwood to PCOM. all of those stilim my life
and those now distanced. I have learned valuable lesslons
from each of you. Thanks.
Jill, although our relationship IS relatively new. thanks for the
support and patience.
Raise the Ribs!
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Eric Michael Slotkin, D.O.
Lafayette College. B.S.
Cherry Hill. New Jersey

Whatever you are be a good one. -Abraham Lincoln

To my Mom and Dad: Thank you for all your encouragement.
support. love. and guidance. You have given me the motivation
and opportunity over the years to accomplish whatever goals
I set and now I feel those things I set out for are coming to fruition.
Thank IOU for always standing behind me and allowing me to
pursue my dreams. But most importantly. as this path as taken
me to different extremes, thank you for you r patience. I love you
both 'Ierj much.
To Jaime: When I look back at starting medical school , I had
no i would meet the person with whom I would spend t he rest
of m, life. Thank you for coming into my life, loving me, and
making the past four years the most memorable and exciting
four years I've experienced. The happiest part of graduati ng
and continuing my medical career is getting to go through every
step of the way with you. I love you Jaime.

To Craig: Thanks for being a supportive little brother throughout
college and medical school. Even though our careers might be
different jour idea of dinner conversatio ns doesn't involve
discussing fluids, vomit. blood, etc., it's nice to know we' ll always
ha'le our common ground ... sports. I love you buddy.
And to all my friends from the class of 2008, good luck to all of
us. We'le wod"ed hard, played hard, and not it's all paying off as
we continue our career and continue to succeed. Best of luck to
all of JOU In your future endeavors and thanks for all the memories
of our time at peOM.
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Jaime Fleming Slotki n, D.O.
V irginia Tech, B.S.
Glenmoore, Pennsylvania

You are not here merely to make a living. You are here
in order to enable the world to live more amply, with
greater vision, with a finer spirit of hope and
achievement. You are here to enrich the world, and
you impoverish yourseH H you forget the errand.
- Woodrow \Nllson

Mommy and Cy: There are no worlds to t hank you for all you've g"en
me. Mommy. you are the strongest woman I know and I stnve everyday to
live up to the amazIng role model you've been. Cy. I don't know what I'd
do without your pep talks. d,nner dates. and hugs ... thank you both for
always being there. and being the best.

To the rest of the clan: I feel

like each one of )·ou has contnbuted a
piece to who I am. Grandma and Pop-Pop. than" you for the un"J\enng
love and support. Megs and Manda. we've grown up In the past four )ears
and I am so grateful that we've grown so close. You are 01)' best fnends, I
love you. Ben. T,mmy. Ryan. and Mana than" you for all the laughs. all the
help. and all the love, Klmmy. thank you for always remInd ng me of "hat
kind of doctor I want to be and for the tremendous support.

Bob, Diane, and Craig: I couldn't have asked for a better second
family, t hank you for always beIng there, for al the dInners. and ali the Ice
cream :-) Your love and support means the world to both of us,
Eric: I have never been so proud as I am of the man you \e becOl1'e and ali
you have accomplished, You challenge me everyday to "or L, hard. to be
better. and to be worthy of all your love, I was ne-er as good b) myself as
i am WIth you. Than" you for ,ust beIng you and al"ays be ng there. thiS
lourney would not have been as smooth 01' as fun ",thout you I can't "J!!
to continue on our path, together, '1 carry rour heart '1'1 mv heart •
To my lovely PCOM gals: You've

made the past (our year> so"'e of
the best.
dehn'tel), mISs the girls nights. the ,,,ne. and the flln, \ Ve dl'e
doctors nowl
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Jason Ant hony Sebastian Sm it h, D.O.
Gannon UniversiLy, B.s.
Har borcreek, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad I couldn't have gotten here without your
love and support. I love you both dearly and believe
that wit hout yo u I wouldn 't have the opportunity to
be th e man I've become. Jeremy thanks for all your
brotherly support, you 're my inspiration. Grandma, I
love you and appreciate everything you've done for me
including t he t en bucks you slop me every time I come
home. A unt Sandy, you're the best Godmother a kid
could ask fo r and you've always been there for me.
Uncle AI though you never seem to say it I can see
how proud you are of me, thank you. My cousi n Jennifer,
I appreciate your continued support and inspiration,
you are a true profes sional. Scott, Cha d, Kri st ian,
Chiota, and W eaver thank you for bein g my best
friends, and being th ere for me throughout my life, I
appreciate your support and miss you all. Melissa, you're
such a good friend you qualified as my sister, without
your guidance and always valuable advice I would be
amiss. Julie 1/2 Caf, you've been my best friend thro ugh
the toughest times at PCOM and I'm so proud to call
you my friend and colleague. My new DO classmates I
don't offer much, but I do say thi s: never forget th at
people have entrusted you w ith their lives, don't ever
take that for granted, someday t hat ca n be you. I leave
you with this quote from Fran kli n Delano Roosevelt:
You have nothing to fear by fear it self.

2 74 Jason Smith
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Jillian G. Stevens, D.O.
University of Delware. B.A.
Wilmington. Delaware

Mom and Dad: Thanks for being the most beautiful couple
that will ever exist. You are such a great inspiration to me and
there will not be a day in my life that I won't strive to become
more like each of you. Thanks also for your constant support
and encouragement. I could not have made it through all of
this without your love. "FATS"
Danielle and Heather. I am so lucky to have two amazing
little sisters who are also two of my very best friends. I am so
Incredibly proud of the two of you. You have both grown into
such phenomenal young women and I cannot wait to see where
life takes each of you. Love you!! *8SF"

Jared: You are my rock. Thanks for being the most amazing
boyfriend a girl could ever wish for. Your incessant support
has kept me going through all the good times and bad. I love
you 50000 much. xoxo

The rest of my DE family and friends: Oh ... how I
10·/e you all! Thank you so much for having such faith in me. I
promise to take great care of your babies!

My PCOM buddies: WOW! What a tremendous four
years.
we made it! Thanks for becoming my Philadelphia
family. I am honored to call you my friends and colleagues. I
am so proud of us! Go and be great!
Faith is the confidence that what we hope (or will actually happen; it
gives I)S assurance about things we cannot see... Hebrews 11: 1
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M. Katherine Story, D.O.
Moravian College, B.S.
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad - I couldn 't have done this wit hout yo u
both behind me. Your unwavering support an d love
over the past four years have meant the worl d t o me.
Thank you for teaching me to always pursue my dreams
and to never settle. I promise to continue to make yo u
proud as our family's first doctor!
Michael and A llie - You two are so special to me. Michael,
you are my hero. You have taught me that courage and
hard work are an unstoppable combination. Allie, yo u
are my best friend. Your love of life constantly rem inds
me of what is truly important. Thank you both for
never failing to make me laugh !

u
Ladies - I have had the best times of my life with you all. ~
I will take each of you and all of our memories wit h me It
alV>/ays. I love you girls!
":!
PCOM Crew - Thank you all for making medical school
so much better than I thought it could have ever been.
I couldn't have asked for a better group to tackle these
past four years with. best of luck Doctors!

_ y '

Brian, Jon, and Ana - 2512 Brown Street will never be
the same! You three will always have a special place in
my heart ...

L.-l _ _ _ __
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Kory David Stotesbery, D.O.
Arizo na State University. B.A.
Glendale. Amana
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Subir Swarup, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Mom and Dad: Thanks for always being
th ere for me. I would not be where I
am today without all the sacrifices you've
mad e and your endless support. I am
very lucky to have parents like you.
To my brothers: Thanks for putting up
with me through out the years. It's nice
to know I can always count on you guys
when times get rough. I appreciate your
encouragement.
To peOM: Thanks for a great 4 years.
best of luck to everyone.
"You must be the change you wish to
see in the world."
- Mahatma Gandhi
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Steven Ari Tepper, D.O.
Carnegie Mellon University. B.s.
Middletown. New Jersey

Mom and Dad: Thank you for being my ultimate cheerleaders:
motivating. encouraging. and bellev ng In me. Most
importantly. thank you for all your love and support.
Jill: I can't believe you made It. I mean. you let me practice
OMM on you and we're still together (most of her Injuries
will heal). You made me dinner on nights when you knew
I was stressed about an exam (It was easy to see from my
hives). Most of all. on even the toughest of days. I had you
to come home to. Thank you for all your love and support
and I look forward to our future together.
Charlie: My role model and my hero. thanks for al your
advice and inspiration. keep it coming. and for the Innumerable
good times growing up and many more to come.
Hope: I'll never forget your law school graduation speech.
Thank you for proofreading. listening. \\ntlng to me (sorry.
those damn mailmen). most Importantly. being a great sister.
Scott. Morgan. and Rlsa: Could not have done t Without:
smelly feet. Mona. and the other dude In our group.
Congrats guys. we did It!
28 years old. time to get a Job!
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Jessica Rose Terrana, D.O.
Grove City College. B.s.
N ew Kensington. Pennsylvania

To Jesus, my Lord and Savior: Thank you for giving me the dream,
the ability and the strength to become a physician. It's all for you.
To my family:
Daddy-Thanl-: you for introd ucing me to medicine, rock and roll and
for always making me feel that I am a beautiful, worthwhile woman.
Mom-Your strength astonishes me daily. Thank you for being an
examp le of a strong wom an w ho can balance a career and
motherhood with excellence. I can never tell you how much I
appreciate the sacrifices you made. I am so glad I can call you my
friend.
Katie-Baby doll, I'm so lucky to have you as a sister (even if yo u do
steal my clothes). I'm so thankfu l t hat God has blessed me w ith such
a beautiful and talented best friend. I can't wa it to see how our
relationship changes and grows as time goes on.
John-Bug, I am so proud of what yo u are doing and excited to see
where life will take you. Oust as long as we can still go see movies
together.) You continually astonish me with w hat an amazing man
of God you are.
,A,untie Grace-Thank you for showing me that a woman can be a
diehard Steelers fan and still be femi nine enough t o make an amazing
pumpkin pi~. I have appreciated your support and friendsh ip.
To my friends: Thanl< JOU for sticking wit h me though all of the
obstacles life has thrown at me the past couple of years. You have
trul/ been a source of strength and sanity. I have been so blessed
to get to know such an amazing gro up of peo pl e. Thanks for
watching football and batman movies v/ith me, introducing me to
sushi and talY.ing to me on the frequent car rides across the st ate.
Don't forget to ·check in" ever/ now and then.
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Matthew P. Terranova, Jr"., D.O.
Bucknell University. B.A.
North Brunswick. New Jersey

Mom and Dad: I cou ldn't have done it
without you guys. I love you both so much.
Thank you for all you have do ne for me.
Words cannot express how much I
appl"eciate the both of you .
Chris and Karyn: Thank you guys for being
there every step of the way. I can always
count on the both of you to make me
laugh when th ings get stressful. Love you
guys.
My friends: Drew boy. Gram("G") . Mary
K., Abir, Shannon. Subir. Tony Bags. We
made it! Who ever said med school was
no fun?! Some of the best laughs I've had
has bee n with you gu ys. Just
reme mbe r ...when in doubt.. .. just go
downstairs and "look at the smear' " Lol
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Kinna Thakarar, D.O.
Univer sity of Pennsylvan ia, B.A.
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, MPH
Malvern. Pennsylvan ia
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Patricia Jann Thomas, D.O.
LaSalle University. BA
Washington Crossing. Pennsylvania

To Mom and Dad:
Thank you for all your w o r ds of
encouragement, pep talks, and prayer s.
Without you, striving to achieve my
dreams would have been impossible. I
love you!
To my family and friends:
Thanks fOI- keeping me sane and for
sticking by me even when life got crazy.
To my husband, Jason:
I would never have been able to get
through this without all your love and
encou ragement. Thank you for believing
in me when I had trouble believing in
myself. I love you!
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Tessy Ann Thomas, D.O.
Medical College of Pe nnsylvania Hahnemann University. B.s.
University of Pennsylvania. MBE
Richboro. Pennsylvania

"But by the grace of God I am what I am. and His grace
which was bestowed upon me was not in vain; but I labored
more abundantly t han they all: yet not I. but the grace of
God which w as with me." - 1 Corinthians 15:10 (NKjV)
First and foremost . thank you Lord God for your countless
blessings and enduring promises that have sustained me
all of my days.
~10m and Dad: Words cannot express my endless gratitude
to you! T han k yo u for your sacrifices. yo ur constant
prayers. you r love. your encouragement. your finances.
your trust. your t ime. and your strength over th e years.
This moment belongs not on ly to me but is equally yours
because I vl/ould not be where I am today without your
guidance. Thank you for allow ing me to pu r sue all my
dreams and for patient ly wal king alongside me and cheering
me on through it all. I love you very much !

Toby: Thank you for helping me keep this jou r ney in
perspective.
Friends: Than~ you for the memories. laughs. and "good
talks".
Best Wishes!

____~____----____~
' ~.O .
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Victor Wei Tseng, D.O.
University of Maryland Baltimore County. B.s.
Burtonsville, Maryland
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Michael Paul Twist, D.O.
Wesleyan University. B.A.
London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art. M.F.A.
Huntington. New York

UYet our best trained, best
educated, best equipped, best
prepared troops refuse to fight!
Matter of fact, it's safe to say
th at they would rather switch
than fight!"
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

To my friends, my family, and
Steven: Thank you, I love you.
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Michael James Varley, D.O.
Hope College. B.A.
Kalamazoo Community College. EMT Cert ficate
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic MediCine. M.S.
Elburn. illinOIS

Life's journey is not to arrive at
the grave safe ly, in a well
preserved bod y, but rather to
skid in sidew ays, totally worn
out, shouting "Holy S*** what
a f***ing ride! "
-unknow n-
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Graham Vern on Vigliotta, D.O .
Cabrini College, BS
Norristown. Pennsylvania

"I have fought th e good fight, I have finished the race.
I have kept t he fait h .....
2 Timothy 4:7
Stephanie,
I thank God for t he gift of you everyday.
This accomplishment is not mine- but ours.
I love you beautifuL I could not ask for more.
Gracie,
You are a dream co me true. Thank you fo r
making your D ad dy laugh and smile. A lways be
a light in this world.
My Angels.
You have made me a better person
and will live forever in my heart.
Our Little One on the way.
We can not wait to meet you.
Wait until you see how amazing your Mom is!
"Preach always. and when necessary use w ords."
St. Francis of Assisi

1/) .0.
2 9 0 Grah am VigLiotta

Christina Ann Wang, D.O.
U niversity of Virginia. B.S.
Woodbridge. Virginia

Christina Wang 291

Abby White, D.O.
Juniata College, B.S
Indiana, Pennsylvani~

292 Abby White

Michael W illiams, D.O.
Washington and Jefferson College. B.A.
Donora. Pennsylvania

It takes an entire village to raise a chlld- let me tell you. It
t akes significantly more to successfully raise a medical student.
Accordingly. I would like to thank certain friends for struggling
wit h me through countless sleepless nights of studYing. my
parents, D r. Thomas and Cynthia Williams, for suffering
through each of my hourly phonecalls dUring these sleepless
nights, and my wonderful hance. Rachel, for helping me
remain focused when my patience, enthusiasm, and coffee
supply had all but run dry. I would also like to thank my
college advisor and biology professor. Dr. DenniS G. Trelka.
as well as my president, Brian C. Mitchell, for their gUidance.
counseling, and occasional upbralding- all of which I would
not be graduating from medical school without. As I eagerly
anticipate my receipt of the Doctor of Osteopathic MediCine
degree. I reflect upon what exactly this honor slgnlhes.
Nowhere on any diploma \\-ill it state any indiVidual's board
scores, class rank, or grade pOint average. Rather. It serves a
much nobler purpose- to honor us young profeSSionals. and
those key Individuals who have gUided us. b, slgnlfvlng that
we have successfully met and conquered the challenges set
forth by the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic MediCine as
well as the National Board of Osteopathic Medical Exammers.
Each of us are now free to weave our osteopathic education
Into our own lives as well as the lives of others. \\ hlche\ er
way we see ht. In whichever specialty \\-e choose. and In
whichever environment In \.\hlch \\e are so compelled to
practice. To my future Wife. parents. faml >. mentors. and
espeCially to my fellow peers - congr"atulatlons. we did t l
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Evan M. Wright, D.O.
Muhlenberg College. B.S.
Forked River. New Jersey

Mom. Dad, Callan. and the rest of my family: None of my successes
would be possible without the love. support, and encouragement
you have given me throughout my life. This was something I
began a long time ago and I would never have gotten to this
moment without you there for me.
Dave: Despite the fact that we have been pursuing our own
careers for the past 8 years, you have remained my best fflend.
I hope someday we both come home.
Melanie: You were with me through some of the most difficult
moments of my life. Despite the fact we have gone our own
ways, I will never forget and will always remain In debt to you
for reminding me what IS truly Important In life.
Leigh: You were there when It all began. I remember wal...lng up.
getting the phone call from my parents, and sharing my e:>.cltement
with you. It was one of the happiest days of m} life I \\ 1/1 never
forget that day or who I spent It with.
Maryam, Marie, and Keith: You have been my closest friends
dUring my time in Philadelphia. 'Nords cannot express the
gratitude that I feel for haVing gone through thiS Journey \\ th
you. I know that no matter where our lives tal...e us ne, t. .... e Will
always remain fflends.
Tommy: We go bad.. a long wa~. There's a reason \\e became
friends and eventually brothers In college. You have kept me
grounded and reminded me \\ hat It means to rera, and enjOy I fe

u.s. Navy: I am read~.
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Svetlana Zakharchenko, D.O.
Hartwick College, B.A.
Brooklyn, New York

Falling for medicine has been li ke falling in love. It
overtook my mind and spirit and swept me off my
feet. There was no choice but to succumb to t hese
unseen forces . It is clear that allowing t ime to
develop this affair has strengthened our bond, an d
it is now bound to flourish into a li fe-l o ng
commitment. I am nostalgic as I recollect the past
years of medical school and exhausting nig hts
studying for major tests in peOM's empty cafeteria.
But more so, I am reminded of the joy of developing
enduring friendships within these same walls. I am
thankful for the strength to survive unending sh ifts
only to partake in a patient's life-saving procedure;
for the opportunity to withstand 105 degree days
while performing pap-smears in Guyana's remote
villages; and the willpower to overcome eight hour
tractor trips through South America's savannas full
of mosquitoes in a humanitarian effort to assist
underserved villagers. My parents Zoya and Anatoliy
Zakharchenko, sister Irina, and close friends have
been the key to true inspiration. I am grateful for
their support that allowed me to overcome perso nal
doubts and fostered my desire to contribute to the
worldly good. I am truly happy.

296 SveUana Zakharchenko

Additional members of tile (9 ICl ss of ? 008

Obaydah Ahmad, D.O. Gretchen Aquilin a, D.O.

Robert Bailey, D.O.

David Buckland, D.O .

Cara Dellegrotti, D.O.

Abram Graham, D.O .

l

Justin Buland, D.O.

Roma Chawla, D.O.

Damon Hoffmann, D.O.

Baoguang Le, D.O.

Colin Crow ne, D.O.

Brian T. Morgan, D.O. Marissa Weaknecht, D.O.

Matthew Zlnn, D.O.

Erin Barr, D.O.

Walid Mangal, D.O.

Tara Bellamkonda, D.O.

Luis Ma'-tinez, D.O.

Kai DaCosta, D.O.

Amanda Michael, D.O.

Jessica Gorgo, D.O.

Luis Nar-ciso, D.O.

Derek Jurus, D.O.

Laavanya Pasupleti, D.O.

Peter Kanelos, D.O.

Amanda Schompert. D.O.

Christina Kang, D.O.

Anthony Silipo, D.O.

Gary MacDonald, D.O.

David Steves, D.O.
Brett Wills, D.O.
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Arizona
Kinglnan
Kingman Regional Medical Center
Family Medicine
Gary MacDonald

Phoe nix
phoenix Integrated Residency in Ob/ Gyn
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Leslie Cayco

California
S a n Diego
Nava l Medical Center San D iego
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Jennifer Berarducci

Connecticut
Farnlington
University o f Conn edicut
Anesthesiology
Peter Kanelos
Neurology
Michelle Boudreau-2009

Florida
Orla n do
Florid a Hospital - East Orlando
Family Med icin e
Richard Sloan
orlando Regional Medical Cente r
Pediatrics
Nicole Fields

l\1iami
University of Miami - jackson l\1emorial Hospita l
A nesthesiology
Luis Narciso-2009

Thnlpa
Un iversity of Sout h Florida
Internal Medicine
Anna Muchnik

'Ye lling ton
we llington Regiona l Medical Cen te r
Traditional Rotating Interns hip
Stacy Rosenblum

Delaware

GeorQia

'Yilmington

Co lumbus

A I duPont H ospital for Children
Pediatrics
Stephen DeMeo
Amy Little
Jennifer Maher
Jillian Stevens
Matthew Zinn

Columbus Regional Medica l Center
Transitional
David Dy

Ch ristiana Ca re
Interventlonal Radiology
Christopher Grilli

Newark
Christi an a Ca re
General Surgery
Desiree D'Angelo
Abby White
Internal MedIcine/Pediatrics
Samantha DeCouto
Andrea Read
Internal MedIcIne/PedIatrics
Brooke Mobley

Hawaii
Ho n o lulu
Tripier Army Medical Cen te r
Internal Medicine
Anthony Cardlle
VIto CIrIgliano
ObstetrIcs/Gynecology
Jacqueline Braden ·
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Au g u s ta
Eisenhow er A rmy Medical Center
Family Medicine
Jason Alisangco
Dean Brewer
Medical Co llege of Georgia
FamIly Medicine
Nneka Eku nno
Jennifer Carey

Indiana
India napolis
Westview Hos pita l
Traditional Rotating Internship
Stephen Miller

Nebraska
Omaha
Un ive rs ity o f Nebrask a Me dica l Cente r and E hrling
Bergquis t Clinic
FamIly MedIcine
Sarah Landis

Illinois

Michioan

Olympia Fie lds

Fa nningto n Hills

Sa int Jam es Hospital

Bots ford Hospital

Emergency Medicine
Kelly Bray
General Surgery
Cynthia Buono
Sallee Eckler

Emergency Medicine
Paul Marvin Pustinger

'V'yandotte
H enry Ford H ospital

Midwestern Un iv ers ity/CCOM

Emergency Medic in e
Meredith Hill

Nonnal

Huron va lley-s inai H ospital/ Detro it Medica l Cent er

MWU/CCOM/B roMenn Region al Medic al Center

OtolaryngologylFacial Plastic Surgery
Amy Rutt

Emergency Medicine/Internal Me~icine
Irene Dmitruk

D e troit

Traditional Rotating Intemship
Matthew Kaplan

Southfie ld

Massachusetts

Providen ce H ospital

o bs tetrics/Gynecology

B ost o n

Brandi Jones

Boston Med ical Cen ter
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Scott Shainker

Garde n City
Garden City H ospital
Traditional Rotating Internship
Usman Ah mad

Cambridge
ca m b ridge Health A lliance - Harvard Medica l School
Internal Medicine
Kinna Thakarar
Jay Bhatt

North Carolina

Worceste r

New H anover Regio n al Medical Center

Saint V incent's Hospital

Internal Medicine
Ashley Forystek

'V'ihnington
Tradltio l1al Rotating Intem shlp
- - Michelle Boudreau

Greenville
Pitt County Memorial H ospital

Un ivers ity o f Massachusetts Medical Center
Neurology
Anthony Izzo

-

F itc hburg
University of Massach usetts
Family MedIcine
Ana Russ
Sean Haley

Maryland
B e thesda
National Naval Medical Center
Internal MedicIne
Jessica Schwartz

Baltimore.
,
I
Frank lin 5;)quare Hospital
Prellmln-ary Medicine
Walid Mangal

Univers ity of Maryland Medical Center
Anesthes iology .
Andrew Porter

'f

j

Family Medicine
Davi d Bica

Ohio
C l eve l a n d
Cas e W estern - Met roHea lth
Internal Medic inelPedi atrics
Megha Savant

T ile Clev elan d Clin ic

SOllth Pointe Hospital

Family Medicine/Sports Medicine
Jason Smith

Ath e n s
O'B leness Memorial Hospit 31
Obstetrics/Gyneco logy
Linda Barnhart

Cuyahoga Fa lls
Cuya h oga Falls General Hospital
Traditional Rotating Interns llip
Katherine Chilek
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New Jersey
N e"v Bruns"vick

Newark

UMDNJ/ Robert Wood Johnson - University Hospital

Saint Michael's Med ica l Cente r

Internal Medicine
Matthew Terranova

Emergency Medicine
Jessica McLane

Saint Peter's H ospita l

University Hospital of UMDNJ-Newa rk

Preliminary Year
Lauren Cordes

Internal Medicine
Baoquang Le
Roma Chawla

~lorristown
Morristo w n Memorial Goryeb Ch ildren's Hospital
Pediatrics
Jennifer McGuirl

Stratford
, University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey
Emergency Medicine
Brian T. Morgan

Calnden
UMDNJ/ Ro bert W ood Johnson - Cooper Hospital

Internal Medicine
Brian Beluch
Drew Chiesa
Daniel Ra

Anesthesiology
Ami Shah-2009

Cooper University Hospital/ Ch ildren's Regional
H ospital

Orthopedic Surgery
Jeffrey Alwine
John Braut

Pediatrics
Elizabeth Lawhorn

Traditional Rotating Internship
Scott Levin
Subir Swarup
Patricia Thomas
Jennifer (JIJon) Grilli

Paterson
Saint Joseph's Regional Medical Center
Eme~ency

Medicine
Ju ie Sanicola

Family Medicine
Andre Bonnet

Somerville
Somerset Medical Center
Family Medicine
Joni Jefferson-2009

Virginia
Portsmouth

General Surgery
Gretchen Aquilina

WashinQton, D.C.
Gc brge washington Unviersit
Neurology
David Buckland

Portsmouth Naval Medical Cente r
Transitional
Marc Johannsen
Evan Wright

Georgetown Unive rsity

Fairfax

Family Medicine
Lisa Ashe

INOV A Fa irfax Hospital
Pediatrics
Bridget Allard

Richmond
Medic al College of Virginia
Psychiatry
Anthony Forgey

Wal

r Reed Army Med ical Cer ~r
General Surgery
Arthur Okwesili

r-

fnt~rnal ; f ricine

Ada . Me irTrl'9\l~_~ ~ i

Otolaryngology
Jessica Kepchar

Tennessee

Rhode Island

Knoxville

Rh ode Is land H osp ita l - B ro wn Unive rs ity

Univers ity of Tennessee at Knoxv ill e
Family Medicine
Obaydah Ahmad
~
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-
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Providence
Neurology
Richard Choi-2009

New York
Bro n x

N ew H yde Park

A lbert E instein/ Montefiore Medica l
Center
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

North Shore-Long Is land Jewish
Health System
Neurology

Shannin Lewis-2009

Marissa Oller

Sa int Ba rn abas H ospital
Emergency Medicine

Saint Luke's RoosevelT H ospital
General Surgery

Risa Farber

Svetlana Zakharchenko

Elizabeth Myers

Emergency Medicine/Family Medicine

Sa int V incen t's Cath ol ic Medica l
Center
Internal Medicine

Nicholas Avitabile

Brooklyn

Tara Bellamkonda

Maimonides Med ical Center
Pediatrics

Syrac use
SUNY Upstate Medica l University
Emergency Medicine

New York
Len ox Hill H os pital
Internal Medicine
Nicholas Rossi

Beth Isreal
Family Medicine
Erin Barr

Judy Li

Ja lnaic a

F a r Ro c k away

W e s t I s lip

Jamaica Hospita l
Family Medicine

Peninsula H ospital
General Surgery

Good Sam aritan
fediatrics

Kevin McCabe

Julie Caffrey

Christina Navarro

Long Is l a nd

R och est e r

Nassau Medica l Universit y Center
Internal Medicine
Cindy Henry

Un ivers ity of Rochester - Strong
Memorial Children 's H ospital
Pediatrics
Michael Twist

Bin ghalnton

Plainv i ew
Plainv iew H ospital
Traditional Rotating Internship
Mi chele Fi nkle

Albany

Stony Brook

A lbany Medica l Cen ter
Neurology

Ston y Brook University Medical
Center
Diagnostic Radiology

Kelly Donnelly

W ilson Memo ri al Hospital
Family Medicine

Amol Pa rikh-2009

Daniel Day

Austin

Texas

Fort \\"orth

De ll Children 's Medic al Cent er of Central T ex as

Jo hn Peter Sm ith Hospital

Pediatrics
Cynthia Paul

Family MedlclnelMaternal Fetal Medicine
Masheika Jackson

Houston

Plaza Medica l Center o f Fo rt \\'0 1111

Univers it y o f T exas at Ho uston

Internal Medicine
Abram Graham

Pediatrics'
Qiana Green

San A.ntonio

EI Paso

B rooke A rm y Medic al Center

Wi lliam B ea um on t A rmy Medical Center

Internal Medicine
Christopher Calcagno

Transftlonal
Casey Danielsen

Kill een
Darna ll A rm y Medica l Center
Emergency Medicine
Mark Riddle

\Vilford Hall Medical Center
Internal Medicine
Michael Barakat
Ryan Devine

r\ustin
Dell Ch ild ren's Medic al Center o i Central Te.\as
Pediatrics
Cynthia Paul
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Pennsylvania
f>IliIClcl ~I{)IliCl

f>lliIClcl ~I{)lliCl

Drexel University college of
Medicine

Saint Joseph's Hospital

Internal Medicine
Seth Kaufer
Amanda Michael
Bhavin Patel
Melissa Shaya Mangold
Ophthalmology
Walid Ma n ga ~2009
Psy chiatry
An drea Molter
Jessica Gorgo

Frankford Hos p ita l
Emergency Medicine
Jonathan Schwadron
Emergency Medicine/Internal Medicine
Chad Gunsolly
Mi chael Varley
Family Medicine
Chi azom Omeruah
Christina Wang
Internal Medicine
Giuseppe Guglielmello
Kathleen Sasnauskas
Mae Jann
Traditional Rotating Intemship
Ni cholas Purdy

Albe rt Einstein Medica l Center
Emergency Medicine
Zakiyyah Rasheed
Internal Medicine
Kevin Donohue
Urology
Damon Hoffmann
Psychiatry
Nicole Matthews

Mercy Catholic H ealt h System
Surgical Preliminary Year
Mi chael Hanzly
Traditional Rotating Intemship
Gregory Ferenz

Pennsylvan ia Hospital
Internal Medicine
Hannah Margoles
Jennifer Roszkowski

Sa int Chris toph er'S Hospital for
Children
Pediatrics
Ashley Alt man
Leslie Ridall
Justin Buland
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Traditional Rotating Intem ship
Brian Minarcik
Shannin Lewis

Philadelph ia Coll ege of
Osteopat hic Medic ine
Internal Medicine
Jeffrey Bolger
Rajeev Marreddy
Benjamin Saks
Brian Shaw

Dr~x~I

Hill

Delaware County Memorial
H ospital
Traditional Rotating Intem ship
Ami Shah
Jill DePrince-Murphy
Heather Kaneda
Ryan Maxwell
Luis Narciso
Cayce Onks
Amol Parikh
Jessica Terrana
Christina Kang

Bryn MClwr

Orthopedic Surgery
Andrew O'Hara
Jennifer Banzhaf

B ry n Ma wr H osp ita l

General Surgery
Richard Lopez
Phi IIi p Prest
Aislinn Scarbinsky

Radiology
Jestina Abraham

Family Medicine
Sharon Ferguson

S{)ringfi~lcl

Obs tetrics/Gynecology
Renee Hypolite

Crozer-Ch est er Med ical Center

Traditional Rotating Intemship
Deana Sabol

Family Medicine
Shannon Monk
Mary Story

T emple University
Internal Medicine
Jason Krahnke
Psy chiatry
Dara Abraham
Colin Crowne
Maryam Namdari
Neurology
Natalie Allman

Thomas Jeffers on Univ e rs ity
Hospita l
Anesthesiology
Beth Chekemian
Ryan Maxwell-2009
Daniella Miele
Neurology
Lauren Cordes-2009
Psychiatry
Kory stotesbery

A b in gton
Abington Memori a l Hosp ital
Family Medicine
Mary Crisolo- Pikulski
Sana Garg
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Dana Mahlab

'Vynn~woo cl
L anken a u H ospital
Internal Medicine
Robert Bailey
Stephanie Hutchison
Timothy Patterson
Michael Sabol
Traditional Rotating Intemship
Richard Choi

Norristown
Mercy Suburban Hospital
- Fam ily Medicine
Peter Bidey
Mary Kenney
Johanna Owings
General Surgery
Ranjana Chaterji
In ternal Medicine
Graham Vigliotta

A ltoonCl
A ltoona Hospital
Family Medicine
Jarrett Bender
Madie Hartman

Johnstown
Con e m aug h H ealth System
Emergency Medicine
Herbert Schiffer

Pennsylvania
Bethle h e nl

York

Saint Luke's H ospita l

Mem o rial H ospital

Internal Medicine
Jessica Mehring

Em ergency Medicine
Michael Willi ams

A llentown

Orthopedic Surgery
James Perry

Neurology
VViliiam Freiberg

Leh ig h Va lley H ospital
Emergency Medicine
Nicole Bendock
Lauren CipolJoni
William Greenhut
Timarie Rayburg
Brent Schoenfeldt

Pittsburgh
University ot Pillsburgh
Anesthesiology
Anthony Silipo

York H os p ital

UPMC S h adyside

Obstetrics/Gynecology
Amanda Bowman

Internal MedicIne
Abir Abla

H ersh ey

Western Pennsylvania Hospital

Penn State Chi ldren's Hospital
Family Medicine
Cara Dellegrotti

Pediatrics
Allison Hickman

Internal Medicine
Adrian Bell
Courtney Bennett
Steven Tepper

Penn State Medica l Cent e r

Saint L u ke's Hospita l
Traditional Rotating Intemship
Nicole Grube
Brett Wills
Philip Midgley
Laavanya Pasupuleti
Jessica Rubin

Diagnostic Radiology
Heather Kaneda-2009

Obstetrics/Gynecology
Amanda Powell

Sa ini Joseph Medic al Cent er
Family Medicine
Jennifer Dwyer
Erin Jeffers
Aalok Malankar

'Villialusporl

H arrisburg
Communit y Genera l Osteopat h ic
H ospita l
General Surgery
Allison Aggon
Jaime Slotkin

Internal Medicine
Jeannie Dreier
Joseph Dreier
Internal Medicine/Pediatrics
Jennifer Franceschelli

E rie
Millcreek Community H ospita l

Beaver

'Vash ington

T h e Med ical Cenl er o f Beaver

T h e was hingto n H ospita l

Family Medicine
Alissa Cohen
Melinda Marzolf

Family Medicine
Ashley Berkley

Family Medicine
Lisa Malys
Sarah McElroy

D anvill e

Orthopedic Surgery
Eric Slotkin
Kenneth Lingenfelter

Family Medicine
Kristen Chandler

Williamspor1 Hospital

Geisinger Medical Center

Internal Medicine
Marissa Weaknecht

Traditional Rotating Intemship
Melissa Bailey - then on to Pediatrics

Farre ll
UPMC H orizon
General Surgery
Nicole Geiss en
Obstetrics/ Gynecology
Jenny Halfhill

Neurology
Gregory Ferenz-2009

Reading
Read ing H ospita l & Hospita l Center

A nesthesiology
Barry Marks

Ophthalmology
Ki mberly Neutze
Otolaryngology
Evan Harlor
Pediatrics
Heather Machin
Tessy Thoma s
Traditional Rotating Intemship
Amanda Schompert
Tanna Ferrara

Washington
Yakilna

Ta colna

Comm u nity H ealth o f Central washing to n

Madigan Army Med ica l Center

Family Medicine
Mark Gonsky

General Surgery
Davi d Chambers
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CongratlIlations and
best wishes for successful careers
in the osteopathic
medical profession
IV\atthe\v SchUI"'e, PhD
P~ side nt

and Chief Executive Officer

La vi n i a La fferty

peO}1

Executive Assistant to the

P~sident

Joan IV\cGettigan
Assistant to the President
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1)r. 13ralldi ] olles
Brandi.
Comrratulations. your family is so
proud of you and "all of your wonderful
accomplishments. Your strong will.
hard work. determination and most of
all your faith in God have gotten YOU
to \~'here you are.
"
You are an incredible member of our
family and all of us wish you nothing
but happiness in your life and your
career.
\\'e love YOU.
The Ward Family

13 ralldi ] Oll es
13mlldi Ice {lre so pride of YOll ill {lccolllplisiJil'lg yOIi /"
c1zildllOod dre{llll of becomillg {l doctor. ) 011" /1 10 /11 i,l
lzem'ell is rejoicillg 0 11 tlzis d{lY t/wt size lwd 110
dO ll bt ill YO ll obt{lillillg. ) our f{l ith ill {;lod 11l{l /?es {lll
tllillgs poss ible.
[ ore .

Uncle l({lY. flltllt 13{lrb{ll"{l {!lId fl llgel{l @01li11s

Anthony Izzo
~Tony.

WI? ate St> ~ proud of yOil. we always kIW!W that yOil
would be $Il~I At 2 f /2 ymts of 3tJI? YOIl iMisfOO OIl
leanlitag to teatI As a rrffll? boy yOil would gNe famify and
friends etJ&Inflen examinations
YCAlt' dl?fetminafiOh tNough thI? ymts has 100 yOil to
bI?t!ome thI? gH!af and t!alitag man yOil ate today.
WI? wish YOIl all thI? best in rtfe and yOllf' medit!al ~ We
IINI? yOil ~ maiM and ate behind yOil all thI? way
bN@ Mom. r>ad and Danny

Kir nberl y Alln

~ e lltz e,

I know fhe rood you took to this plo(:e wos a rough
ol\d blJl fl py one, hut you were obl( ~ to oecomplish
so 11l 1J(:h fhot a less( ~ r person wouldn't have been
o h l (~ to do. YOIJ hove mode us all so proud or whot
you h(}v( ~ dOlle in Ihe post, what you ore doil\~ in
the pres(~ llt (}I\d we will also h( ~ very proud or whot
YOIJ do ill th( ~ rutllre. I have Ilever douhf< ~d >.'ou
b( ~ <: o us( ~ I know you eould do it. I <:(}I\ 1\0 Walt to
sp( ~ lld flH ~ r< ~s t or m y li r( ~ with you!
Lov( ~ ,

YOU DID IT!!

Chris
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Dear Ai slinn ,
It has been a joy wat ching you grow into the confid ent and
com passionate yo ung wo man t hat you have become. You have
w orked hard to ach ieve yo ur goals and now stand poi sed on
the threshold of yo ur career as a surge on. May God continue
to bless yo u and guide yo u. May your hands bring God's
healing love t o all to w hom you minister.
Love always,
Mo m, Dad, Brett , Kr isti e and Cole

Dr. Kimberly A. Neutze!
KIIll,
COllgr~ltLlbtiOIlS! YCtir h~lrd I\'~"lrk, ddenlll11;'ltl,,"lIL ~1I1d dedl\..-~ltIOI

h~lS T1rc(.Ight \'Ctl to ~Iccess(ul'" ~KI..-ol11pllsh/lJg· \'('tlr ~0~1l tL
lx.-col11e ~1 kr~'wlcd~(~l l~e, \..~ Jr/l~ ~ll"K.i COI11P~lSSi~"""I;'ltl' ~111\'SII..-i~111
W e ~lre Vl'1\' prctl21 d \'Cti. Yeti h~lVl' ~lccl.."ll11pllshcd ~llx."l\ 'e ~1I"K.
lx''\ 'OI"K.i air l'Xfx'd~l til.."lI1S.
YCti ~lre ~1 Sfx.-CI~ll fX,TSOIL ~l/"K.i d~lL1~h(er ~l/"K.i \\'e \\,Ish \'etl
cor!l:/IlLll\.! success ~11"K.! h~lPPII1(,SS ilL\'etlr 111l·lk.1l \..~lreer.

We

k"l\'e \'1.."-1,
MOI11 ,I(,D.ld

•

J"

Abington Memorial Hospital
congratulates
the Class of 2008.

,
" Abington MernOli al Hospital
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Marv<

Tanna,
You 're a heard act to follow ... just ask Jenna, Zach,
Jani, and JolL We all love you and can't wait to see
where y ou lead us next. I know the best is yet to
come. I can feel it!
dum ditty dum ditty dum dum dum
Dr. Tanna, here see comes!

GOV1S~~

OurBK.
K+P

MarV<.- Go get 'em tiqer!!!!!!!!!!!!
We are so ver~ prolAQ of ~01A!
Best wis~es for ~olAr flAtlAre!
All of olAr love
Mom, JOVlat~aVl, aVId Pop Pop
XOXOXO

Dr.

Tanna Ferrara

Da,ra, Abra,h,a,m,
Dear Dara,
We know you will be a
wonderful, caring
physician because you
are such a wonderful,
caring daughter,
granddaughter, sister
and friend. We love
you and are so proud of
you. Congratulations to
you and to the Class of
2008.
Love, Mom, Dad,
Jessica and Michael
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Dear Dr. Kate,
It' s time to li ve the life you 've imagined! Do so
knowing that all of us are so proud of you and your
acconlpli shments and that we will love and support
yo u forev er.

171. }(a tl!erill e

StOrti . ([). O.

Mom and Dad
Allie , Mike and Liz
Gram and Grandpop Bartos
N ana and Pop Pop Story

Love, MOlll, Dad, Killl a.nd R yan
Ads for Grads 309

Herlxrt Sclliffer

flett,
Vall. have kept 'faur hear1
when a!! a(,aut 'fall. were
!ajintj their ~ anr1 (,fa.mintj
it un. yuu; ...

Vall. ate a man, m'f jan!
(-{Jpa!atjiej ta X!u~arr1
Kiplntj)
j!ave, Alane'f g Peter
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Herbert Schiffer
" ~I@

stJlnefilYte$,

treat tJffen, ~

a1~s."

be, The Helrneezi Family
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Dr. Rcnec

EuLlli~l

H\'polirc

Renee.
You have filled my life with pride
and joy. Through your perseverance
and the prayers of many. you have
surmounted obstacles and attained a
lofty summit. Remember, God needs
strong and courageous souls who
refuse to succum~b to mediocrity.
Congratulations on the completion of
your !rraduate medical education at
- PCO;\1. God bless you in your
continuingjoumey. We love you!
~ l om

and Ajani

'Dteam a dream. .uJIne dreams do t!OIne hue." You had a dtealn
a long time ago. You hate wotked hatd and ~ let anything
get in the way of)'Olll" dreams and ambitions. We are $0 ptocId
of the Itwihg and mlitag woman)'Oll hate become. You will be a
wonderlUI doffOf'. ~otqafu'afions! H is time to go fi»watd
and tealize )'0111" dream t!OIne hue.

love.
Mom. John. Bridget
Gr.Jndma l1lE!a1- and Gr.Jndma MehhRg

D r. R..van H oward D evine
Ambiti~n, Balance. Commitment

These ABC's describe our wonderful son,
whose passion to heal has now only begun.
Self-discipline and poise in all that you ' ve done.
hard work mixed with play make life clearly more
fun .
You've taken the oath to grant care for everyone.
and vanquish all illness ' til vigor is won.
Our own ABC's can be summed in j us( one,
with Care, Bravado and ADMIRATION.
Love, Mom, Dad & Marin

([)1f. Allison 1B1fooke Hickman

Ilert!

!fOil hlll)e iJeel! (oCilsed mId ll'or/?ed so lUi I'd to gel to
/I,here YOIl are tod{I!J'
Trl the presellt, u,ith your detenliinati(JI1 {md COJJlI'l1 itmeHt, HOlt' !JlHI Y drelllii s It re IJeCOli'lil19 (/ reality,
Yrlllr fllture will surely he every thiHY YiJll !liId hoped foy,
\'Qe, lI'JIlr family Imol/' you lcill be {Ill excellent, wring, {{lid dediCilted physicial1. '\'Qe Cl re ,~o I W !1 proud of (11/ YOllr {lcCtJlllplisJ.1IHeI1Is (ll1d lool?
{o!'ww'd to seei119 wha t !fOUV' {Iltwre hu s iN sto ye.

IS tfl yfJUr

past. lchell so lony ago YfJ U Iwd lII uny drea JJl s (ll1d yon/s. 'Tlm myh Li1e yeays

% (Jur c/auyI1ter,
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1)1', f)/l is(JI1 Bl'oo/?e I [iCbI1l1l1, {III ou r irJl)e und SlIpport,

David A. Dy

\ ....
\

-

~. ' f

•

.
D~l\'ilt,

We ~lre so ~1rOllli of \'Oll ~llllt VOllr ~lCCOIll plishl1~e"lls. 'l\.""X.l
\\'ere lie:te:nllillLlt, self ltiS("iplillLlt, ~llllt ~lite: COlliilte:lll (l."1
OCCOllle: ~1 ltoctor ~llllt 110\\' \'Ollr ltre:~lll1 hJS (,011le: (rue:.
ol1gr~ltul~ltiol1S to VOll ~llllt (he: CI~lSS of 2008.

e

~

We: love: \'L""X.l ,
D~IIt, L\It 0111, & Derrick
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Dr. Lisa Ma/ys
Dear Lisa .
lour ellergy . compaSSlOll . i!(lrd !Cork and
strong zcill to aclziere your dreams /!(Il'e
gottell you to tlzis zl"Ollderflll day.
are
so proud of you and all of your
(lcconrplisiznrents. )ou zcill alzmys lzare
'JlIr lore and support tlzroUgilOHt your
medical career. Congratulations to YOH
and tlze Class of 2ooB!
\r'e lore you always!!
//lom. Dad. Killl. II/ark. !;rmzdnr(l.
Family and Friends

."
•

It.'

Dr. Abby White

"".

\n

.J> !

L \.
tit .
0. .

~: ,

: '
. . . ."

....
••

1,'

.:~.

'

.

Dr. Hannah R. MarBoies
Hannah:

Congratulations. All of us are so proud of you
and all that you h ave accomplished.
The reason you are where you are today is
your strong will, hard work and continuous
determination.
You are very caring and compassionate and
will make an outstanding physician.
With our love,
Bubbie, Aunt Ginny, Ken, Laura, Adam, Jenna,
Uncle Harry, Aunt Lynda, Abbie Be Mike

Congratulations!!! Your continued
determination, patience, dedication and sacrifice
have allowed your dream of becoming a physician
to come true. We want you to know how very
proud we are of you and your achievements. This
is just the start of a long and successful career as
a physician. You will make an outstanding
physician, and your future patients will be glad to
call on Dr. White. We love you - CARPE DIEM!
LOVE, JEFF, JOAN & ERIKA

Dr. ChristillJ Navarro

"TIme is ~l PhvsicialLJh~lt he~lls everv grief"
The day you received your first diploma we knew
that you were destined for something special in life,
to become a Physician.
Your hard work, determination and sacrifices have
lead you to this day. Remember this moment in
addressing you for the very first time as 'Doctor
Tina'.
Anak you have made our lives complete and wish
you more successes and happiness in life. Job well
done Doc!
We Love You,
Mom, Frank, Mark and Yap Family
3 14 Adsjor Grads
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To PCOM'S.GRADUATING CLASS

UJe exterld Otlr best wishesfor
your success as yO'll begin your careers
P.O\UL \v. M C GWIN,

cm, LL.D.

(HO N. )

Chairman

EUGENE B. C HAIKEN, LL.D . (H ON .)
Vce Chairman

MATTHEW SCH UR£, PhD
President and Chief Execut;ve Offcer

KENNETH J. VEIT, DO
Senior Vim President for Academic Affairs and Dean

PETER D OUU S,

cm

Vce President for Finanm; Chief Finandal Officer

FLORENCE D. ZELLER, M P.o\, CFRE
Vce President for Alumni Relations and Development

RO BERT G. CUZZO LINO, £dO
Vice President for C..raduate Programs and Planning

LAVINIA LAFFERTY
Execut;ve Assistan t to the Presiden t and Secreta ry

J OAN M C GETTIGAN
Assistant to the President and Assistant Secretary

reOM BOARDS OF TRUSTEES
Bernaln J . Bernacki, DO

C hristopher Franklin

J ames H . Black. D O

Eliz abeth H . Gemm ill.

J. Steven Blake. D O

Tho mas

John B. Bulger, D O

John l~ Kearn ey

lv'latthew Schw"e. PhD

Eugene B. Chaiken. un (Hon.)

Vincent Lobo. DO

Roben M. Schwara . E."q.

Thomas V. C hio ment o. III

H erbert Lotman. LLO (Hon.)

Ruth Thornton. PhD·

Lila lndzel Cohe n. E.~ .

Roben S. Ivlau['\?r. D O··

Kenneth J. Veil . DO

Joseph A. D ieled e, D O

Paul \V. J\!lc Gloin. CPA. LL. D.

J.

Fn:!d erick R. Melhorn . DO

Esq.

G ravi na

Louis P. IVleshon. Sr.
N icholas C. Pedan<>. DO

'Fa:uny Reprase nta b\E to the Boord
"Alumni Representatrve b the Board
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Jel1l1i fer Gli~a beth Pral1ceschelli,
Congratulations Dr. Jenn,
Class of 2008
You have worked so hard for this
day.
We are all inspired by your
perseverance and determination.
As you are driven by the desire to
achieve,
your commitment to excellence will
enable
you to attain the success you seek
as you continue your journey.
With the support of family and
friends,
there is no limit to what you can
accomplish!
As we celebrate this tremendous
achievement,
we remember in our hearts those
we cherish.
They are with us today and always.
Love, Mom & Dad, Anthony &
Stephanie
Yesterday is but a vision,
And tomorrow is only a dream.
But today well-lived makes every
yesterday
A dream of happiness,
And every tomorrow a dream of
hope.
-Anonymous
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(]). O.

Dr. Daniel D. Day

Ot. f/flnniUflt g/i3trbflfh. 7ttrnCfl3chfl//l·

{?ontjtatu!a.ticJI'!J tjtarluate! Zjou wd! be a tem"6ic cfoctM bectiUJe
'lout cotnp(wiC>rL
othet p eop!e, petJoncdit'l' OtimLiy
vcdueJ, ani inow!elc;e
health ani melicine. S1a'l hue tf>
'lout iiRah. We ate 11t!t'l ptoul 'Iou ani cd! that 'Iou have
achievel!

You have worked very hard to reach
this point in your life. Best wishes for
a bright and successful future.

j!ove,

Your gr 8 aunt

00

OM
00

;t{om,

00

Lov e ya, Jen

'Oaf ani 'hzmLiy

1)1'. Gli;znbetll

/1nllcij [ nll'llOrll

You we re always ready for
t he next step. May God
guide you as you serve His
ch ildren t hrough your loving
endeavor s, t o cure and
relieve pain and suffering.
We are extremely proud of
all of your accomplishments
and the person and
physician you have become.
Mom, Dad, Kat ie

Dr. P. Marvin Pustinger

Lauren G. C;poiiont D.O.
Wife, daughter, Sister, DOCTOR!!
Your dream has come true
We're all so proud of you and we wish y ou
much success and happiness always .
All our love,
Chris, Mom, Dad, Shannon and Mike
Barb, Sam, Mike and Megan

Dear MarviVl,
For 102 l1ears 110lAr famill1 ~as followed t~e Medical
ProfessioVl, YOIA ~ave discoVltiVilAed t~at traditioVi aVid are
VlOW a part of it, COVigratlAlatioVisl
Needless, to saVJ, we are verl1 prolAd of 110lAr sacrifice aVid
acco mphs~meVil

"Hold t~e P~l1siciaVi iVi ~oVlor, for ~e is esseVitial to "101,1, aVid
God it was w~o establis~ed ~is professioVl", (SiracV1, 38: 1)
Mom aVid Dad

Dr. Marvin Pustinger
So prolld of !lOll. -The 11I-L'(I1"~

geit/,. (hri~ [111011
[II/i"/. 1(uc/,e/. Trelll
11111/1.' 1((71/(/(' f,1I1I1I~1"er
Codi. 1I1llci

f,.

1(1I~~. Shll/"/)II ["lOll
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Dr. Jeffrey Thomas Alwine

(]J r. madie (]Jenise Hartvnan

.1efftey.

t!ong..afuIations! I am so pI'OUd o£)"l'I and all o£ yourI mjoyed waft!hihg )"l'I gt'tNV dutihg your- £outyeatS at ProM and I lot:Jk forwaId to waft!hihg )"l'I ilnpad the rNa o£
othets Ik )"l'I haK> done to rnihe.
aeeompl"~~

You are an

penon and I am exfK!meIy llll!ky that I
my fiant!£ I wish )"l'I nothihg but the berl

~e

)"l'I

~

mil

Dr. Erik C. Free/and
All along \Ye knew you had it
in YOU to become a doctor.
You're here, Erik, so take
pleasure in celebrating this
great moment. Proud you
haye made us and ~umble may
you remam.

God has taken you this far.
And the best is yet to come.
We love you and we're proud of you!
From
Mom & Dad

Our love is with you always,

To God Be The Glory
Mom. Dad, Jeff. and J ulie

Mandy,
We are all so proud of your
accomplishments. You persevered and
reached for the stars. With on-going
determination and compassionate
care, your career will flourish and
benefit each life you touch.
Much love .... always!
Your Family

m~ \7~n

1111

\~"J ~
~X·~1:iji:.q
- .~

"uJ);;
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Dr. Amanda Bowman

Jcffrcv T1l01l1~lS A bvil1C, D.O.

Dear Jeff,
We are both so very proud of you and all of your accomplishments .
Your hard work and perseverance have paid off and you have reached
your first goal, graduating from PCOM. These same traits will take
you yo your second goal of practicing your chosen specialty of
Orthopedic Surgery. You are a caring and compassionate person
and you will make an excellent physician.
Congratulations and the very best wishes for future success a nd
happiness.
We love you very much.
Mom and Dad
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Vito Vincenzo Cirigliano, DO
Dear Vito,
May the days and years ahead of you be filled with OPENINGS
That you may sense clearly the path you choose to walk;
VISION that you may see, search and dream without
limitation.
SENSITIVITY that you may hear and follow your own inner
guidance,
discern when to act on behalf of yourself and/or others and
when
to simply be and let be. ACCOMPLISHMENTS that you may
taste the fruits
of success and POSSIBILITIES that you may discover what
you want and need,
know who you are, give to others of your hearts joy, have the
courage to
stand for your own convictions and believe in yourself no
matter what.

KID, YOU'LL MOVE MOUNTAINS!
Love you forever,
Mom,Dad,Dominic,Adrienne,Christy,Jake,Marcello,
Julie,Maryclare,Jeff, Peter,Jess,Matteo ,Jacob,Alexa, Annie and Dr
Seuss.

Congratulations
Dr. Masheika Jackson,
You have accomplished great things in your short years of existence. You
graduated from High School and College simultaneously, taught school a couple
of years, and then went right back to your first goal of becoming a doctor. We are
proud of your accomplishments, and love you very much.
Always remember Proverbs 3:5&6 - "Trust in the Lord with all thine heart and
lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge him, and he
will make your paths straight." As a little girl you sang a song "What God has for
me, is for me" and "I Am a Promise, 1 Am a Possibility". It has certainly held true
(God) has great plans for you. We are proud of you! We love you!
Keep God the center of your life always and everything else will fall in place.

Parents, Grandparents and all of ...

~ Your
320 A ds for Grad s

loving family

Dr. Greqor~ JO~VI fereViz

Dear Greg, You did it! YOU did it!
Your love of learning, spirit of adventure,
determination, hard work, and compassion
have brought you far. We couldn't be prouder
of all of your accomplishments, and now
you're a doctor! May you always appreciate
the specialness and privilege of the work you
have chosen. Love, Mom & Peter

Dr. Gregory Ferenz
Wow, what a ride! It has been a joy watching
you evolve as you have traveled along your
chosen path. Your talents have allowed you
to succeed in so many ways. No challenge
has ever been too great. Whether it was
playing the guitar, skiing, mechanics, welding, sailing, rock climbing, running or medicine you have always excelled. We are very
proud of your accomplishments and wish
you the best on the next leg of your journeya neurology residency. We feel honored to
have you in our lives. Congratulations!!!
Love, Dad & Susie

Mayall your wishes come true!

Dear Greg, You've been a blessing since the
day you were born. We are very proud of
you!
Love, Grandmom & Grandpop

Greg, I'm so proud of you. Watching all the
time and effort that you put forth in your
learning and your dedication toward becoming a wonderful doctor is inspiring. I look forward to spending our years together as we
help each other continue to achieve our
drerullS. Love, Jodi
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1Bmoke m. mobley
If:!

V

~IERCY

CATHOLIC ;\IEDICAL CElnER

MERCY FTTZGER...uD HOSPITAL.I: MERCY h"OSP[T.-\L OF PHlLADELPHJA
(."~oI~IMEDSet)

Men:) U<holic Medical C."..,. off... high qwht) oducuion for residents. combined with
cxo::l1cm. clioical training within s oommuni~ hospital cmironnl<nr.. Our hospitals offer residenl
p/I)-siciom ...-=diIcd ACG~IE residency tnlining in four programs. The PGY-l year is both
ACG'IE m! AOA oc=dited.
'-mlIjpT.....moo.JY=~·d>.aIoa:nJitai
~ (Caegcrical and Prefuninuy)<hoaI accnoJUai

IDImW \kdical

~IUdK>IoS)Rcsidcoc)

Gcn=J s..pcaJ Resodcoc) (C~ and Preliminar)
!'COM ReOOonIs","" mOwminob')ngoloS). Ortbopcd;. Swger). and N~
APCOM3td4c;4tb~'Qf~rc;:abcoasik.otraingmaJ1)o

-..,

ercy

~";C':""~.~Acns

Hrohh s.'">Iem

DouIo<.~~ EO=Doa
1500~ "~

[)a-by.Pemsy~

1:::1

Dear Brooke (Baby Girl)

MIll'

19023

A_ ......""o/COlItol.ICH#dlItF...aJ/.
~by(JttSbunof·W«ey

Well done young lady!
I am proud of you and all your accomplishments.
How lucky of me to have the gift of you in my life. I'm amazed by how
smart and creative and capable you are. I wish for you wonderfu l life
adventures, forever kind friendships. and opportun ities to pursue your
greatest passions. While I can't promise you a trouble free journey I can
tell you that strength is born amidst struggle and disappointment. I am
so proud of you for who you are. I want you to feel proud of you too.
Yours is a place on earth that no one else could fill. I love you, even
more than the day you came in this world.

psalms 1:3
And he sholl be like a tree planted by the rivers o( water, that bringeth (arth his (ruit
in his season; his lea( also sholl not wither; and whatsoever he daeth sholl prosper.
Dad

Dr. Patricia Jann Thomas
Dear Heather,

WIK1LVOlI ,Vere five
\'e~lrs old, VOl! S~lid
VOl I ,v~lI1tc:d to
becollle ~l do.:"tl.-'W.

Congratulations! We are so proud of you! Your
ded ication and determination will take you far in
your career as a doctor. You are a beautiful person
inside and out. We love you with al l of our hearts.

We've SCllLVOl!
med the Ch~l"l1~e

,vith the ,Ving's of VOl!r
spirit Ol!tspn:~ld,
cOlrr~lg'eCtlsl \' x')~lril 19'
fonv~l?d.

~

So, ~lS VOl!

Cl.')1 ltil1L1e VOl!r JOltrl ltV, relllemlx.·r
'Vh~lt ,Ve kl1~'1\V IS true:: VOl! ~lre risil1g olLthe

,vil1gs of VOl!r spirit ever El~lcefLlI, ever jO\,ful,
~l"V~l\'S

YUL

Col~r~ltubtiOI1S ~lIld
J\I1 Olll,
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~111 Ol!r k')ve,

D~ld, Sue ~lI1d Rob

CROZER
KEYST

The hospitals of the Crozer~Keystone Health System:

• Crozer,Chester Medical Center
• Delaware County Memorial Hospital
• Taylor Hospital
• Springfield Hospital at the Healthplex
• Community Hospital

Committed to Osteopathic Medical Education

James E. McHugh, DO, FACOI, MBA
Director
Osteopathic Medical Education

W\v\v.crozer.org
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DEA~A

SABOL, D.O.

Deana.
We are so proud of you and al l your many accomplishments.
Your hard work and determination were evident at a young
age. and you've continued to persevere in all of your
endeavors. You've grown into a wonderful. very special young
woman. with more heart and compassion than we have ever
known.
Good luck as you cominue on your journey.
We love you.
AumJo. Uncle Ted. Gary. Garrison and Carole

Deana Sabol

~

irs L"X."C.1 L~1 lor~ rO~ld to follOl\', l'-.It \\'ith \'cur
s:h00llllg 1 ~"1\ \' LX'hll"h.l \'ct! _ We kl~"1\\' \'etl'lI
~Kfi](.'\ 'e ~lll the Sllccess \'\..""'{.I dC5el"\'e.
Congr~ltubtlol 1S OIL \'etlr gr~lLlu~ltlon..

.,
~OO.",

We Lo\'e YetI.
,--\unI P~lt & U nde Duff\'
JO~lI1LlC & J uergc.1L

DEANA M. SABOL, D.O.
Possibility Thinkers Creed
When faced with a mountain

I WILL NOT QUIT!
I wi ll keep on striving until
I cl imb over it, find a pass through,
tunnel underneath or si mply stay and turn the
mountain into a gold mine,
with God's help!
~

Robert Schuller ~

Deana,
We know that many times yo u were faced with a mountain of obstacles that seemed impossible to
overcome but you NEVER gave up! We are very proud of you and all that you have accomplished.
Because of your caring, compass ion and spec ial connection with children, you will make an excellent
pediatrician, "Congratu lations!"
Al l our love - Mom, Pop-Pop, All your Family and Friends
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Dr. Nic ole !.. Grube
Dear Nicole ,

Dear Nicki,
From the day you were born, we knew you were a spec ial
blessing from God.
You are an amazing daughter. We are so proud of what you
have accomplished throughollt your life. You followed your
dreams, rcached for the stars and finally all the detem1ination
will fulfill your dreams.

Pop and I are so proud of your accomplishmen ts. First
from Notre Dame, then Moravian College and now
PCOM.
'
We know you will be an outsta ndin g doctor.
We thank yo u for watching Po p and I through our
surgeries.
God bless and be with you always.
Love,
Gram and Pop-Pop

We wish you nothing but happincss throughout yo ur li fe and
medical caree r. We know you will be an outstandin g doctor
~
because of your kindness and compass ion.

Dr. Nicole L. Grube

Dear Nicole.

Love and God Bless You ,
Mom and Dad

Pap and I really enjoyed all
the time you spent with us.
Remember the ham and
cheese s andwiches. "no
crusts".
I am s o very proud of you
and so would Pap. You had a
dream of becoming a doctor
and you made it. as I knew
you would.
Congratulations !
Love. Na na

Dr. Nicole L. Grube
IIc(/ r / / irk! .
L'llrle ):~Oll

IlIIl'e II IW(/!IS bl'l'lI elll'CrllI!1 for !i"II . \\~, 1,(/1'< ," 11"111'
"ersolllli nel,ier'ellll'lIts Hllci IIlIlITd (/t !IOllr (/hi/itil's. );'11 l'Xl'III/'I-[II tilt
'1l1l1lities o{ n flrellt £lor/or 1I11e1 / b,oll' i{ L'IIrll' 1~1I11
I" n. lIt' ,,- II/eI
gil'<' YOII II flrellt J,i!"i IIItU WId ""!I. "/ "l1l'1I11s krrl'II' 11"11 (lllI/eI eI" rt".
11011' 1I'lItrl,es ol'cr !IOII {mill I,is Sl'lIt '"
,d;I'1'l I ,WI "//I, tlIIH
(/Ild /

1('""
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"ictllre Ifi'lliolf so /Ie rrlil Sl't' 11<111' Ifl'lI .111111'1'1 ,11111". 111111.,- ,'I ,,,,I ..[
!IOII /IIld celll't 11'11 it to sel' !l0llr II,WII' II'ltl, t ,/ titlt 11"11 s" .I ..,,,. I

(OIlWlltll/ati,,"S

"II (/

1"/'

11'1'11

,10l1t

[jod hll'ss !IOII.
11'l1lt /1/1/1'11'1

Dr. Sona Malkani Garg
Dcur 11 ici.?i .
C OII !J m lu/(/liOIiS

(rolll

!! o/lrnulIl {'fs ic

111/(1

l 'llcle Cd. \\')1'

hlll'C rC'l/c/' ed ilollr !Jou / tlull !J 0II
lI 'ol'b,tl so /u/J'{I (or. \\'e Il'il/ fI/II'IIIIS c/Il'r is/' t/'e l illI e II'C
spclIl lo!}el/'er sillce ilOUI' c/'i/(I/'(;od. )(; /1 II/'{' /i/~l' 1/'1'
(/ rc so I'cr!! fl/'{l/lll
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W(/lIdlitlltuill£'1'
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II'£, 111'1' /'1'
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hc.~l lI'ishl's IIl1d uyuill l Oll w al II/Il l iOlls.'
11,t/11 f/sie

(/1/( 1

[ 'IIc1e

rtf

Congratulations. Dr. Sona!
All of your hard work and
dedication has culminated
in the achievement of your
dream. We are all very
proud of your caring and
compassion for those
around you and know you
will make a tremendous
contribution to the medical
community and the world.
Love.
Dad. Mom. Amit and
Manish
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rrom the

Kistler Family Practice
Osteopathic Residency Program
"A tmditioll of rxcellmce
il1 patient care (l11d edtKtltiot1."

Nicole Alu, DO
Progmtll Dirrclor

GEISINGER
REDEFINING

BOUNDARIES~

Usa Ashe
Matthew 6:33 KJV
But seek ye first the kingdom of
God, and his righteousness; and
all these things shall be added
unto you.

Lisa ,

We ahvays kneLv that you
Lvere destined to do great
things!
[ave, mom , (])ad, marcel,
7ie1f1ra and Selena
3 26 Ads for Grads

Congratulations Soror Lisa!!! With all our love, we wish you the
best ... can't wait to call you
Dr. Ashe!
Love,
53 R.O.T.P.
A
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Shawn Anthony
Sonya Arnold
Melanie Babb
Alisa Baldwin
Denise Brown
Tara Brown
Tia Brown
Sandra Count ley , II
Mikia Crooms
Toya Daniel
Shaila Day
Crystal Deazle
Lorraine Greer
Jeannine Hendricks
Monica Jackson
Kristie Johnson
Marketa Kirkland
Wanda Miles
J aneen Pulson
Monica Reed
Wanda Sago
Kai Scott
Judy Seibert
Joy Smith
Debrorah Speakes
Kenya Trent
Kalisha Turman
Tamisha Williams
Marsha Williams
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Compared to other programs,
The Reading Hospital and
Medical Center offers the most
flexibility allowing me to focus
on my area of interest - Sports
Medicine. This is an outstanding
organization that truly puts
education first. The dedicated
faculty gives us the focus and
direction we need and the
camaraderie among the residents
makes this a great experience.

Dr. Cory Keller
Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine
2005 Graduate

Congratulations,
Graduates!
Be the Doctor
YOU Want to Be!
The Reading Hospital
and Medical Center
Graduate Medical Education
www.readinghospital.org
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Dr. IVL~lriss~l r \. Oller
Dear Marissa,
Over t~e ~ears we've watc~ed ~0V1 go
t~roV1g~ 110V1r SC~OOIiVlg as ~0V1 grew wit~
wisdom, ~VlowledCje aVla all of tVle s~ills ~0V1
Vleeded to get WVlere 110V1 are t oda~, Goas
perfect plaVl for ~0V1 from t~e begiVlVliVlg! wit~
perseveraVlce ~0V1 wor~ed ver~, ver~ ~ard
aVld sacrificed a great deal as it prepared
~0V1 to be w~o ~0V1 were meaVlt to be,
Alwa~s rememBer t~at t~e Great P~l1siciaVl,
JesV1S C~rist, is williVlg to be t~ere witv! ~0V1
qiviVlg 110V1 qV1idaVlce as 110V1 as~ Him aVld
aepeVlc1 OVl ftim Alwa~s pra~ first before
ma~iVlg aVl~ decisioVl aVld remember to as~
Him to gi~e ~0V1 wisdom aVld ~Vlowledge as
~0V1 Vleea It,
God Bless aVld COVlgratV1latioVls!
Love,
YOV1r fV1tV1re mot~er aVld fat~er-iVl-law
Mr, aVld Mrs, Mic~ael Cramsie Jr,

Dr. Melissa Shaya
Melissa,
We wish for you ... a beautiful future with good
health, happine ss, and success that should
never end. We are very proud of all that you
have accomplished. Always keep your positive
ou t look, confidence, sensitivity and
determination . We know you will be a terrific
physician. To our daughter, wife, and sister we
say. Congratulation s!!
Love, M om, Dad, Bob. Eri ca, Rachel. Bret. Bill.
Steph anie

Dr. Marissa A . Oller
{?ontptliu!atiaJ1j! .!lfUJt wtInted ta Jtlij haw proud.!l tlm aD yau . .{)11
aD yaur hau! wark tInd deL:catiem htlJ ptli"rl aM. ljaur cammiiment
the ptlJJiem yau have oar meL"cine wd! make yau
tlmd:Jinf
klar. i!CtCtkinf oarward ta whtli the outure htlJ oar UJ. Alat only
beinf mattie' but abo havinf the chtInce to be with yau ([j you Jtarl
your new career!

tin'

tin

.!l j!ove ljou!
AtJe (3tImJle

Marissa Oller
"What likes behind us and what lies before
small matters compared to what lies within

liS

are

LIS."

- Ralph lVa ldo Emerson

We ti'U! J(J very pwul (JO dl thtit f(JU

htive ticc(JmpliJhed.

I/(Jw pwul f(JU'l lal tin I fttinrlpti'U!nfJ w(Jullhtive dJ(J
teen t(J Jee f(JU &ec(Jme ti rkd(J'l.

We ti'U! timtfJecl tit f(Ju'(

innte'l Jftenrht. f(JU'l iete'lmintitictn t(J rk f(Ju'( &eJt. f(Ju'(
th'liJt O(J'l kn(Jwlerlre. tin I f(JU'l Jince'U! c(Jnce'ln O(J'( (JthetJ.
lj(JU'l ielictitictn tin I c(Jmpti.JJlOn Jhine thwurh in f(JU'l
petJ(Jntiit"tf (tin I f(JU'l Jmile) lj(JU'l outu'U! ptifL"enfJ will&e
Iuckf t(J htive f(JU

ti.J

thei'l rkct(J'l.
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CONGRATULATIONS AND
WELCOME TO THE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

CLASS

2008

THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
2008
PRESIDENT:
PRESIDENT-ELECT:
VICE PRESIDENT:
SECRETARY:
T REASURER:
ASSISTANT T REASURER:
PAST PRESIDENT:

2008

O FFICERS
HARRY E. MAl SER, JR. , DO '69
JOSEPHJ . KUCHI NSKI, DO 'S6
H . SPRAGUE TAVEAU, rv, DO 7 7
LUKE G. N ELLIGAN, DO '9 1
HAL S. BENOIT, DO 'S4
MURRAY ZEDECK, DO '62
N ICHOLAS C. PEDANO, DO '6 1

DISTRICT DIRECTO RS AND REPRESENTATIVES

NOR.,." ATLANTIC D I ~T RI{ T
Cerald A. C"lvin, DO '94
Timothy P. L"wn<:y, DO '77

MI DDLE ATLANTIC DISTRICT
j ohn A. C ifala, DO '45
C ary J. Ddla' Zann a, DO '92

GR EAT LAKES DISTRICT
Lukl' G. Nel ligan, DO '':I I
Eisira M. Pi na, DO 'Il':l

PENNWLVAN IA DISTlUcr
Sllsan M. Bar<>, DO '':12
Hal S. B<:ndit, DO 'R4
J. Steven Blake, DO 'R9
Darkne A. Dunay, DO 'R3
William C. J\Ic Dowdl, DO '54
Richard A. Pa.'>cucci, DO 75
Mdi~,a N. Schwam , DO '9 1

SOUTlIEAH D IHIUCT
David Coffc:y, DO 'R4

FAR WEST DISTRICT
Michad J. Fc:instein , DO 7 4
Allan Goldberg, DO '63
Howard M. Rohinson, DO '90

NI:W JmSEY DIH RI CT
jam<:s M. Bon nl'r, DO 'iH,
j"~ph Nyzio, DO 'O()
Andrl'w A. Pl'cora, DO 'r, I
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FU)RII)A DIHI(JCT
Ricky r~ Lockl'tt, DO 'R4
Murray Zl'dl'ck, DO '62
MI/)DLE A,\1ER ICA DI ~ T/(I C:T
O . OpaTa, DO '99
Dana C. Shaffl'r, DO 'R5

O~ i rad inm a

Mili tary District
Lt. Col. Margaret Swanherg, DO '94
Cdr. Michael Wl'inlT, DO '':I I

Res ident Represe ntative
John A. Pasquell a, DO '05
Intern Representa tive
Kristen Kuratnick, DO '07
Stud ent Representative
jcnnifcr Dwyer (DO 'OS)
President and CEO
Matthew Schu rl', PhD
Alumni Association
Representative to
rCOM Board of Trustees
RoblTt S. Ma url'r, DO '62

(£)v. Jaime

S lotkin &- (£)v. Gvic S lotl~i11

How can we, as proud parents, possibly say in a few
words what you mean to us and what you have each
accomplished to this point in your lives? You are
incredible people with incredible focus on your
desires to practice a very compassionate form of
medicine. Osteopathic medical training and studies
fits your personalities to a tee. Continue your journey
with all the same commitment and dedication you
have shown to this point.
Parents always dream of their children forging a new
world in an optimistic, progressive and responsible
way with ideals that were forged many years ago and
continue in you. You have realized our dream, and
the dream of past generations within our family, and
we pass the baton to you knowing it is in the most
capable hands and hearts.
With all of our love and best wishes, your parents
Cy, Pam, Bob & Diane
In Remembrance:
Sidney Slatkin, DO - PCOM '44 - Grandfather
Barney Slotkin, DO - PCOM '71 - Uncle

Mary Elizabeth Kenney, D.O.
- Cura Personalis Care compassionately,
pray earnestly,
make house calls!
We rejoice with you, Beese!
Congratulations ... God bless
you know the rest!
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Joe, Patrick , Aunt Liz
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cJJr.

Ifll1el?Cl Cl?lll1l10

/-.. :'lena S ke a "lower.
~ rose to be exaa,
O~ maice<.e a bra'ld 'lew gate
tnat '1e ;er comes un atched.
/-.. 'riend IS <e an ow.
bo:~ beaut/-., and ""se.
Or perhaps a friend is '<e a ghost
w"ose sp~: ~ever d'es.
/-.. -nena s i<e a neart ::hat goes
SLrong un:, tre end.
''[''ere • au a we be In th s .'.'orld
f ,',e dd" t 'lave a fnend.
- Bt Emr1a Guest
Congratu at.ons!!11
-ra~a re A'1drea. She la. a.'1d Rose

Dr. Nicole L~VIV1 l3eVldoc~·
Your determination and perseverance have
led you to your dreams. Rest assured, we
are extremely proud of all your life's
accomplishments. As a family, we are
confident that you will be highly successful
in your specialty field. Mom, Dad, Bryan
and your grandparents are all proud of
you.

LOVE
MOM, DAD and BRYAN

Dear Nicole,
Congratulations on your outstanding accomplishment. You will be a
wonderful physician in any specialty you choose. Being determined,
you stayed the course and I am so very proud of you. It is a special
honor in having you as a friend, sister, and now physician! Thank you
for keeping me a port of it all. You are an incredible person and the
medical profession is fortunate in having you as one of their own!
·Only those who dare to fail greatly can ever achieve greatly" RFK
[you weren't afraid to do so)
I wish you nothing but the very best that life and your career have to
offer!
With much pride, deep admiration and great respect,
Love you always, Beth

Dr. JCIlLlifcr Rose ROSLko\vski
D ear Jennifer,
Ever since you were a little girl you have
wanted to be doctor and you have never
wavered froln that drealu.
All your hard work and sacrifice have
paid off. Your dreanl is now a reality. I
an1 so proud of you!
I'n1 sure, too, that Uncle Joe is sluiling
down on you as you graduate.
Congratulations on achieving your
drean1!
Much love and affection,
Aunt I(arin
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Ashley Mariel Altman, D.O.
Dearest Ashley,
Congratulations on your graduation from PCOM. Your
hard work, sacrifices, dedication and endurance have
made your dreams of being a physician come true. Your
love of children will make you a wonderful compassionate
and warm pediatrician and you will make a difference in
so many lives. We are all so proud of you !
I wish you a lifetime of joy and love.
l
Love, Mom
Dear Ash ley,
Congr atulatio ns on
your graduation . I
always believed you
(Ou Id do it! You are an
inspiration to me.
I hope that you will
always be happy!
Love, Dustin

\X)e ({re so proud of

ollr (]Jr. Ashley!
\,\1e IOL'e you

lfl ({1I1l Y rY1I1l e.

J

:AUlit ({sille.
~ il1lllj &- [' ori

Dear Ashley,
I am so ecstatic and so very proud of
you and your accomplishments you
have achieved in life. You will be a
tremendous asset to the medical
profession and your patients.
Love, Dad

Our Dearest Ashley,
We are so very very proud of you. We know
you will be a wonderful and dedicated doctor
and a credit to your profession. You are and
always will be our *****shining star****
We LOVE YOU ALWAYS,
Nanny Sandy & Papa David
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Dr. Jcssic~ L. Sch'V~lltL
"Your beliefs becon1e your thoughts.
Your thoughts becon1e your words. Your
\vords becolne your actions. Your actions
becon1e your habits. Your habits beconle
your values. Your values becon1e your
destiny." Mahatn1a Gandhi
JessicaW e adlnire the commitment and
dedication to the values you have set for
yourself Congratulations on all your
achievelllents and a "destiny" bound for
success.
"The Doctor is In!"
Love Always, Pop, Mon1, Robin, Shelly,
Brittany and Derek

~I

. -'.t
.• 1

,• 'f

Zakiyyah ... It seems as if it was just yesterday when you were that beautiful little girl telling
everyone that you wan t ed to become a doctor. That beautiful little girl has grown into a
beautiful and incredible young lady, both in and out, and has accomplished her dream and goal
to become a physician. You are truly a less ing to our family and we are so proud of you.
We love you very much and pray for your continued success.
Mom, Dad, Aunt Doris and Big Sister Brigette.
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Samuel Taylor Coleridge once said , "He is the best physician wh o is the most ingenious inspirer of hope". You fit the description so well that undoubtedly you will be the best p hysician. You've always dreamed of becoming a doctor. You hoped that one day you would have
the knowledge and the opportunity to heal others. As an Americorps voluntee r, yo u worked
to inspire inner city children to hope for the best. When a friend or a famil y member needs
help, you are always there to give advice, offer help, and communicate a contagious messa ge
of hoping for the best outcome.
To the patient, the best physician is a good person who truly wants to help and care fo r t hem
and is compassionate, understanding, and truthful. To the medical professio n , th e b est p hysician does no harm to the patient while acting in the patients ' best interest, mainta ining t he
patients' dignity, offering fair and equal treatment to all patients, and practicing info rm ed
consent. If this is the measure of determining the best physicians , you will achieve accolades
because you are compassionate, understanding, and truthful in your personal and p ro fessionallife. No doubt you will always do the right thing.
Your childhood dream of becoming a Doctor is a reality today only because o f your dedication, determination, self-discipline and all that hard work. Congratulations!
You have achieved your and our dream of you becoming - Dr. Megha C. S avan t!
We are so Very Proud of you and we love you very much!
Mama , Sagar, Anjali, Sameer, Destinie and Everyon e .
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Dr: hll Owen laIin
Andi,
W e are so proud of you for th is amazing
accomplishment. This is the culmination of a lifelong
dream, and the beginning of a whole new chapter in
your life. In add ition to being a great doctor, you are a
wond erful Mom, Wife and Daughter-in-law. We are
grateful for the role you play in our lives and are so
excited 1:0 see what life will bring you next.
Love,
Boyce, Nate, Carman and Nancy

Scott,
Giving up your early dream of becoming a
cowboy, opened up the possibility of you
becoming a 'doc'. Only with perseverance and
determination, have you achieved this goal.
Your enthusiasm will take you far in life. You
have a special gift to make people feel good.
We love you and admire this accomplishment.
Mom &! Dad

Doctor
Bridget C. Allard

Go for itl A career
a~ead of ~OlA practiciVlq
t~e scieVlce aVld art of
~ealiVlg, T~ere is a
VVllAltitlAae OlAt t~ere
waitiVlg for VjOlA to eVlter
t~eirlives,
- T~e Crew OVl t~e

Dr. Drew J. Chiesa

We share your overwhelming joy in fulfilling your lifelong
drea m of beco ming a physi cian. Through the years, we
have watched you reach for your goal with in credible .
determin ati on, num erous sa crifi ce s, and much hard
wo rk that has been an in spiration to all of us.
Neve r lose your gifts of kindness and compassion, for "to
know eve n one life has breath ed easier because you
have lived is to have su cceeded".
May God co ntinu e to guid e and bl ess you on your
journ ey in se rvicing oth ers
We are so ve ry pro ud of you and your accomplishm ents,
an d know th at it is truly a privil ege to be your parents.

All our love and
co ngratulati ons,
Mom and Dad

LaVle
l
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Dr. Sevasti P. Margetas
Seri YOll lInt'e /lw de liS prolld {roll I the dny YOIl
were bam. beillg ollr first (llld {JIlI!1 d(wgilter. );lll
hm'e uilcuys beell rill excellelli silldelli {mIll
elelllelltrlry to YOllr gmduntioll {mill Jlleciiwl se//onl.
l Oll hnve lind tIle li{etillle cire(11I1 o{ beill[J (/ ciocto/"
nlld th rollg ll YOllr slIccess ill {lIlfilliJlg YOllr drewl/
YOII IWL1e II/rIde ollr drenlll [Ollie true!!
'\'\Ie nre extrelllely prolld us ill/II/iornllt P(I/"L'lIts to
IWI 'e such nil uccolllplisiled dnllgliter both ill !/OU/"
ncndelllic nlld professiollnlli{e. ,,'e lI'isll !/OU tllf!
best IlId? ill YOllr {Iltllre Sllccess ns n ph!lsicinJl. \'Ce
nre sure YOIl will IIw l?e liS prolld ns YOli (t/lCn!IS
Iw re!!.'!
ollgrntllintiolls witll lore .
rDnd. 1110111, ~eo/"ge. Sn/?y. (ll1 ci ~ml/(llll(/

Dr. Jessica Kepchar
Jessica,
You have approached life with grace and perseverance. Your
exceJlent work ethic and compassionate spirit will help you to be an
outstanding doctor.
Congratulations on all of your accomplishments in preparation for
this wonderful milestone in your life - from a University of Delaware
honor graduate to officer in the United States Army to the start of a
long and successful medical career as a graduate of PCOM. We love
you and are proud of you - Mom and Dad
Congratulations, Jess. I am so proud of aJl of your hard work. Love,
Andy
You are truly an accomplished young woman and have followed
your dreams in becoming the best that you can be - Love, Lindsay

I am so proud of aJl that you have accomplished. You certainly deserve it after the hard work a nd
dedication to the medical field - Love, Sarah
We are very proud of your accomplishments and wish you the best of luck in all of your future
endeavors. Our thoughts and prayers are with you wherever you go - Love. Mom and Dad K.
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Dr. \Villiam H. Greenhut
Will.
Your vision and perseverance have
always guided you. You worked
wry "ha;d and succeeded.
Your parents. grandparents and the
entire family have always been
very proud of you.
With all our love, we wish you the
best in your career as a physician.
~ Iom

and Dad

We are very proud
of you Dr. Marissa
Weaknecht

T, you're not playing dress up
anymore!!

Congratulations
from M om, Dad,
Gretchen, Josh,
Carrie and Hailey.

Congratulations, Love, Mom, Dad,
TJ, Annelise, Chris and Dan

JuLie Marie SanicoLa
Dearest Julie,
You must have been a beautiful baby .... but baby look at you now! From
that wide -eyed wonder, you have become a beautiful, sensitive and
successful young doctor. We are so proud of all that you are and all that
you have done.
Continue to reach for the stars for they are within your grasp!
Our love always,
Mom, Dad, John and Pete
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Congra ulations
a
e
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To
I
008
Fro
The
ce of
ean
Robert

olino, Ed.D.
Graduate

Eugene Mac
Associate Dean
Continlll

y-Figaniak
e Assistant
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Dr. R~aVl Porter Maxwell
Ryar :
We wanted you LO know how much we
ove you and how very proud of you we
are. Your ambition and dedication are truly
an inspiraTion to anyone who knows you.
W e know mal: all of your dreams and goals
wil be fulfilled.
You are a wonderful person and we wish
you happiness in your life and career.
Congrawlations!
Love you,
Dad, Mom, Pete and Shan nan

Coneratulations

Dr. Jennifer Kathleen Carey
may t/1e l"Qad rise to lIl eet Ya H.

111 ay the willd be a/ways at yOl/1" bacl? ..

Class of 2008
We Did It!!!

1m ay

?lad hold YOIl il1 the pa lm of His Hal1d.

Congratulations Jennifer! We are so proud of all that
you have accomplished and the person you have
become. We wish you all the happiness life has to
offer, and much success in your career.
With all our love,
Dad, Mom, Kim, Jason and Kevin

Congratulations! !
Dr. Stacy R. Rosenblum
Through years of hard work,
dedication, determination,
perseverance and commitment
you have made your dreams of
becoming a doctor a reality.
We are so proud of you and
what you have accomplished.
We wish you happiness and
success in your medical career.
You are our sunshine.
All ou r love,
Mom and Dad
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Dr. Phillip John Prest
COVlqratlAlatioVlS PJ,

UVle

jOlArVle~ ~as eVlded aVld aVlot~er jOlArVle~ ~as
EVljO~ eac~ step aloVlq t~e wa~,

JlAst beqlAVl,

We are ver~ prolAd of ~OV1!
MlAc~

Love alwa~s,

Dad, MoVYI, Ric~ & 51As~

•
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Dr. Dean M. Brewer, Jr.
Captain U.S. Army

4

Congratulations Dean! We never
had any doubt you would rulrill
vour dream and become a physi" ciano Your tenacity, exceptional
work ethic and "never quit" attitude are qualities that supported
you throughout your years at both
\Vest Point and PCOM. You have
alread>,: accomplished so much in
your lire. We wish you all the best
in your medical career. We know
your ruture patients will benerit
rrom your compassion, medical
expertise and or course, your
sense or humor.
All or us are so proud or you and
your commitment "to serve those
who serve others." Congratulations, you're no longer a 2LT!!
With love and pride,
Mom, Dad, David and Daniel
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Dr. Kristie Chandler
We are so proud of you
Your accomplishments;
Your faith and perseverance
God knows the plans he has for you
Plans to do exceedingly more in your life
As a physician than you could ever imagine
Trust him in all you do and
He will make straight your paths
Go where ever he calls you.

Shake a friends hand and
Tell of his love.
We love you
Mom and Dad

z,
Hard to believe that my big
sister is married and even graduating
from medical school. Wherever life takes
you just remember to get a finished basement
with a bedroom for your little brother. You
finally made it, out into the real world. You
may be an adult in the real world but to me
you' re still going to be my big sister.

Kristie
Weare so proud that you are a
doctor we love you so much
Grandma and Grandpa

Andy
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Congratulations - we did it!!! Best of luck to everyone as we begin o~r next
journey into internshJp and residency.
-,
'
To the OfHce of StudeniAffairs ...
Thank you all for always being there and supporting me throughout this
project. I would have been lost without you. ,'. ,-. ~o
~
'
"

~

" ;'-

Michael Bartz ...

.~.

"

Thank you for all your support and allowing the., ~eadnnes to be so flexible!!
Bruce Fairfield and Tabatha Trolli
.

,

'

Where do I start? I could NEVER have done,this.without y'our ~help!'Thank you '
for everything - way too many things to mention! Your l:telp was greatly
appreciated.
To my great yearbook crew...
"'~;

\

~- ~

'

-..
.

'"

f. '

.

This book would NOT be complete ,without your dedication 'and efforts, and
above all, the extensive amount of time you,,gav~ : to the project.
.
My special thanks to ....

Leslie Cayco
David Dy
-, .~
Jillion Stevens : .
Alissa Cohen

Jen Berarducci
Erin Jeffers ,
Timarie,Legel
Robert G~yte

t)cst Wishcs,

t

, J CTLD\'\'cr

D.O. Cbss L"'( 2008
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